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Today, industry and government focus significant engineering and manage-
ment attention on making goods more producible.  Facing increased pressure to
reduce outlays, many companies, organizations, and enterprises recognize that
addressing producibility early, as part of the design process, is the most effective
way to reduce costs and improve the quality of manufactured products.  This
guidelines document brings together concepts, techniques, and tools into a single
explanation of what constitutes a successful producibility system, how to
establish one, execute it, and measure its results.

The Best Manufacturing Practices program�s Producibility Task Force (PTF),
selected from industry, government, and academic experts, gathered for the first
time in the spring of 1997 to develop a common-sense approach to producibility.
The PTF determined there are five basic steps in building and maintaining a

successful producibility system. These five steps represent the criteria from numerous successful producibility
programs and provide the basis for this document.  By bringing together the basic elements of producibility, the
PTF guidelines present a clear, easily understood picture of what any enterprise, regardless of size, can do to
make its products more producible.

This guidelines document has significance for the future of U.S. manufacturing industries.  We are now
competing on a global scale where high quality is demanded and low cost is expected.  The recognition of the
importance of addressing producibility early in the product development cycle and the employment of an effective
producibility system from design though production are critical to maintaining a vibrant position in the world
marketplace.

Ernie Renner
Director,
Best Manufacturing Practices Program and
Center of Excellence
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I.1.  Background

Dramatic changes in world competition have re-
sulted in a major re-evaluation of how American
industry develops and manufactures products.  In the
1980s and the early to mid-1990s, there was a deter-
mined attempt to emulate Japanese manufacturing
procedures.  This led to the adoption of such concepts
as Just-in-Time in which, theoretically, no one main-
tains inventory; each item needed at each step in the
production and distribution chain arrives just in time
and is exactly what is needed at that time.   Total
Quality Management (TQM) was another technique
adopted.  Based on the ideas of an American,
W. Edwards Deming, and on earlier U.S. statistical
quality control activities, TQM became the slogan for
improvements in every aspect of the U.S. industrial
environment.  In 1990, the book, The Machine That
Changed The World, focused attention on what the
authors called �the Japanese auto industry�s secret
weapon� and on how and why lean manufacturing
should be applied in U.S. industry in place of mass
production.  The application of these and many other
techniques to enhance producibility is having a dra-
matic effect on U.S. industrial competitiveness.

Over this same period, the Department of Defense
(DoD) began to recognize that the military services
would be required to continue to produce state-of-the-
art defense equipment, but that they needed to do so
with significantly reduced funding.  Today, the DoD
is undergoing reform of the processes by which it
acquires this equipment and is seeking to reduce the
time it takes to develop and produce the equipment.
It is attempting to adopt the best practices that have
been developing in commercial industry.  The DoD
can no longer rely on mass production processes
because it now purchases most items in only limited
quantities.  There is a major attempt to procure
commercially available equipment whenever possible
and to adopt commercial technology for military use.
Of particular concern to the DoD is the need to
service, support, and upgrade equipment over in-
creasingly long product lifetimes.  New equipment
must be designed to accommodate rapid changes in
technology and the resulting obsolescence of parts,
especially in electronics.

1

INTRODUCTION

In order to remain competitive and realize these
objectives, both commercial and defense industries
must continuously improve their ability to effectively
and efficiently develop and manufacture products
that will satisfy the customer.  To achieve this in an
environment in which technology is changing rap-
idly, it is impractical to delay consideration of manu-
facturing until after a product concept has been
developed.  Indeed, the producibility of the product
must be part of the development process and, in some
cases, may drive that process.  Many commercial and
defense companies have recognized that enhancing
producibility throughout the product design and
development cycle is the most effective way to reduce
costs and improve the quality of manufactured
products.

The importance of addressing producibility early is
illustrated in Figure I.1.  As a product concept
matures, the ability to influence producibility and
resulting product costs decreases.  In contrast to the
typical producibility activity profile shown on the
figure, the goal is to reduce producibility activity
during the production phase of a product and in-
crease that activity during the initial concept and
design phases.  The producibility guidelines pre-
sented in this document are focused on the consider-
ation of manufacturing issues throughout the design
and development of a product.

Approached in 1989 to help research information
on producibility, the Navy�s Best Manufacturing

Figure I.1 - Addressing Producibility Early is
the Key to Success
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Practices (BMP) program produced two technical
documents coauthored with experts from industry
and government.  �Producibility Measurement for
DoD Contracts� was published in 1991, and
�Producibility Measurement Guidelines� in 1993.
Over the years, these documents have proven invalu-
able in helping many companies apply specific
producibility measurement tools.  Although they
contained detailed descriptions of techniques and
methodologies, the documents did not emphasize the
specifics of integrating producibility into a total
design and manufacturing program.  This need was
at the heart of industry�s 1997 request to the BMP
program to update the earlier producibility guide-
lines to include a clear explanation of how best to
establish and maintain a successful producibility
system.

In response to the industry request, a Producibility
Task Force (PTF) was formed.  The PTF determined
that a traditional, comprehensive, and complex ap-
proach had to give way to a simplified and more
concise, common-sense perspective.  This new guide-
lines document had to define, in a straightforward
manner, the steps and techniques required to build a
successful producibility system.   These guidelines
are based on PTF deliberations and on each of the
members� personal experiences with improving
producibility.

The Producibility Task Force was comprised of
representatives from the following industry, govern-
ment, and academic institutions:

Robert Barazotto, University of Maryland
Michael Barbieri, Lockheed Martin Tactical Air-

craft Systems
Richard Crispo, The Boeing Company
Richard H. Dewey,  U.S. Army Chemical and

Biological Defense Command
Erich Hausner, TRW
Robert Hawiszczak, Raytheon Systems Company
Jerry Knoski, Raytheon Systems Company
Swee Leong, National Institute of Standards and

Technology
Roger Lindle, GE Aircraft Engines
Michael Malone, Lockheed  Martin Tactical  Air-

craft Systems
Frank Mazza, Lockheed Martin Government Elec-

tronic Systems
Charles McLean, National Institute of Standards

and Technology
Charles Minter, Best Manufacturing Practices

Center of Excellence

Gregory Morano, ITT Aerospace/Communications
Jerry Norley, Motorola, Inc.
John Priest, University of Texas at Arlington
Ernie Renner, Best  Manufacturing  Practices

Center of Excellence
Gene Wiggs, GE Aircraft Engines
Roy Witt, Best Manufacturing Practices Center

of Excellence

The PTF thanks the following people for their
contribution:

Art Froelich, Motorola, Inc.
Scott McLeod, Pioneer Manufacturing, Inc.
Terry Patterson, Raytheon Systems Company
Paul Zimmerman, Raytheon Systems Company

I.2.  Purpose

Sometimes characterized as how to easily, repeat-
edly, and economically manufacture a product,
producibility has stimulated the development and
growth of numerous effective methodologies.  De-
tailed information is available through technical
documents, manuals, and software programs on top-
ics ranging from Design for Manufacture / Assembly
to the Six Sigma process of producibility measure-
ment.  Few documents, however, bring together
concepts, techniques, and tools into a single explana-
tion of what constitutes a successful producibility
system, how to establish one, execute it, and measure
results.  That is the intent of these guidelines.

This guidelines document:

• Presents five basic steps to achieving producibility
for any size organization;

• Helps those involved in designing and
manufaturing a product to understand basic
producibility concepts;

• Serves as a tool to assess an organization’s
current  producibility efforts;

• Assists in identifying opportunities for
improvement of an organization’s producibility
system;

• Provides information on what might be
considered best-in-class in a producibility system;
and

• Should be integrated into learning environments
such as company training centers and the
engineering curricula of technical colleges.

2
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3

I.3.  Overview of Producibility

In its deliberations, the PTF concluded that a
single definition of producibility had to be understood
and agreed to by all participants.  Broadening the
previous definition of producibility and defining what
a producibility system included was of principal
importance.  The PTF agreed with the definition from
the 1993 guidelines document that defined producibility
as: �the relative ease by which a product can be
manufactured.�  However, the PTF augmented that
definition to include the fact that: �relative ease is
measured in yield, cycle times, and the associated
costs of options in product designs, manufacturing
processes, production and support systems, and tool-
ing.� A producibility system, in the context of this
document, is defined as �the integrated process and
resources needed to successfully achieve
producibility.�

Producibility:  The relative ease by which a
product can be manufactured as measured in yield,
cycle times, and the associated costs of options in
product designs, manufacturing processes, produc-
tion and support systems, and tooling.

Producibility System:  The integrated process
and resources needed to successfully achieve
producibility.

In this document, the five basic steps to build and
maintain a successful producibility system are pre-
sented.  These five steps are based on criteria from
numerous successful producibility programs and pro-
vide the foundation for this revised guidelines docu-
ment.   Although they may be examined indepen-
dently, the five producibility steps are interdepen-
dent, each building on the preceding step.

Step 1 - Establish a Producibility Infrastructure
Step 2 - Determine Process Capability
Step 3 - Address Producibility During Conceptual

Design
Step 4 - Address Producibility During Detailed

Design
Step 5 - Measure Producibility

As shown in Figure I.3, each of the five steps
includes the elements that are the building blocks of
an effective producibility system.  By bringing to-
gether these basic pieces of the puzzle, this new
guidelines document presents a clear, easily under-

stood picture of what any company, organization, or
enterprise, regardless of size, can do to make its
products more producible.

The interrelationship of the five producibility steps
is shown in Figure I.4.  Also shown on this figure is
the notional product development cycle within a
typical manufacturing enterprise, which begins with
the preliminary conceptualization of a product and
continues through the after-delivery service and sup-
port of that product.  The five producibility steps are
the numbered items on this figure.  The block dia-
gram and the phases of the process (Initial Concept,
Preliminary Design, Detailed Design, and Produc-
tion) represent the flow of product development in a
typical company.  Of importance is the understanding
that the establishment of a producibility infrastruc-
ture in the enterprise (Step 1), the determination of
its manufacturing process capabilities (Step 2), and
its dedication to measurement of all aspects of prod-
uct and process (Step 5) are areas that are universal
to all products.  They are not items that begin at a
given product conceptualization nor end when pro-
duction of a given product is complete.  They form the
inherent qualities that are the keys to improving
producibility.

In contrast, producibility actions during concep-
tual design (Step 3) and detailed design (Step 4) are
focused on a specific product.  Some elements of these
steps begin before the related phase of development
and some extend beyond that phase.  For example, the
development of a manufacturing plan normally be-

Figure I.2 - The Five Steps
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gins toward the end of the preliminary design phase
and extends beyond the detailed design phase.  In
preliminary design, the plan focuses on long lead
needs including capital for equipment.  During de-
tailed design, the plan becomes a specific formula for

production.  In the production phase, the plan is
modified, as appropriate, to account for lessons learned
during initial manufacturing.  In this document, the
description of an element has been placed in a step
based on what appears to be a natural place to discuss
the item.  Hence, the discussion of the manufacturing
plan is included in Section 3.4 as part of Step 3,
Address Producibility During Conceptual Design.

The producibility system elements arrayed against
the phases of the notional product development cycle
of Figure I.4 are presented in the matrix shown in
Figure I.5.  This matrix illustrates the producibility
system elements that are critical for the design,
development, and production of a single product.  The
�X�s on the figure denote the product phase in which
the element should first be implemented.  The dots on
the figure indicate the other phases in which imple-
mentation of the element continues.  Each element is
described in detail in the remaining sections of this
guidelines document.  As indicated previously, many
of these elements span a number of the phases.  For
example, all the elements of Steps 1, 2, and 5 impact
all products of the enterprise and hence have broader
influence on the entire organization than is evident
from this matrix.  It should be noted that this
document is focused on the producibility elements
and steps that lead to efficient and affordable manu-
facturing and not on the tools and techniques used in
production.

Figure I.3 - The Five Producibility Steps and
Elements

Figure I.4 - The Five Steps of Producibility

4
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The five producibility steps and the producibility
system elements are provided as a guide.  It is not the
intent to rigidly dictate what should be done and
when, but rather to expose the reader to an overview
of the key elements of the steps to improving
producibility.  Many of the elements can be imple-
mented without implementing other elements.  It is
also important to note that although many of the key
actions to achieve enhanced producibility are covered

in this document, it is impossible to ensure complete-
ness in this rapidly changing field.  In fact, the subject
of producibility is continuously changing as more
and more companies, organizations, and enterprises
apply these techniques, modify them to suit their
specific circumstances, and, in doing so, create new
examples of best practices to achieve improved
producibility.

Figure I.5 - Product Phase Implementation of Producibility Elements
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Step 1 - Establish a Producibility Infrastructure

1.1 Recognize the Need for Management Commitment X l l l

1.2 Organize for Producibility X l l l

1.3 Implement a Risk Management Program X l l

1.4 Incorporate Producibility into New Product Introduction Strategy X

1.5 Employ Producibility Design Guidelines X l

1.6 Instill a Commercial Best Practices Philosophy X l l l

Step 2 - Determine Process Capability

2.1 Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier) X l l l

2.2 Predict Future Process Capabilities X l l

Step 3 - Address Producibility During Conceptual Design

2.1 Identify Product Goals X l

3.2 Identify Key Characteristics X l l

3.3 Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs X l

3.4 Develop a Manufacturing Plan X l l

3.5 Perform a Complexity Analysis X l

Step 4 - Address Producibility During Detailed Design

4.1 Conduct Producibility Engineering Review X

4.2 Error-Proof the Design X

4.3 Optimize Manufacturing X l

Step 5 - Measure Producibility

5.1 Measure Processes X l l l

5.2 Measure Products X

5.3 Measure Producibility System X

X - denotes the phase in which implementation of the producibility element begins

l - denotes continuing implementation of the producibility element

Product Phase

Producibility Steps and Elements

5
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I.4.  Producibility Tools And
Techniques

This document includes an overview of many of the
current tools and techniques for achieving enhance-
ments in producibility.  Tools and techniques are
indicated for many of the producibility elements and
the document includes an appendix that provides a
brief overview of each with references for obtaining
additional information.  The tools and techniques
included are shown in Figure I.6.

In the not-too-distant past, it was deemed appropri-
ate to compartmentalize industrial functions.  This
was a natural outgrowth of a management philoso-
phy that encouraged a multi-tiered organizational
structure with layers of middle management.  With-
out today�s computer and other communications
technology, it was essential to provide intermediate
management for the primary purpose of coordinating
and controlling the activities of the enterprise.  Hence,

the manufacturing director might meet with the
other company directors in engineering, design, test,
et al, to communicate the needs and status of manu-
facturing efforts and to learn about the needs and
status of the rest of the organization.  In order to
understand the needs of manufacturing and to com-
municate the needs of others, the manufacturing
director met with the managers for each manufactur-
ing area.  Each of them met with their supervisors
who likewise met with the actual workers.  This
multi-level, middle management structure of commu-
nication and control was replicated throughout each
part of the organization.  The resulting process was
not conducive to cost-effective product development
and manufacturing.  It established barriers between
the workers in each of the functions and discouraged
interdepartmental communication.

In recent years, it has been recognized that there is
a more efficient and effective process that can rapidly
and economically deliver quality products.  It is the
straightforward idea that all the key contributors to
the development of a product must regularly commu-
nicate from first concept through delivery and prod-
uct support.  Although the specific participants may
vary depending on the product, these key contribu-
tors normally include representatives of engineering,
design, manufacturing, test, sales, marketing, ac-
counting, and legal who are working on the specific
product.  Participants also normally include repre-
sentatives of the suppliers and vendors and, when-
ever possible, the customer.  All participants work
together as a team to ensure that all aspects of the
enterprise and its support structure as well as its
customers are represented as the product evolves.
For this model, most of middle management is not
needed for communication.  The team is composed of
the workers and working level supervisors for that
product, not the managers.

This concept has been described in various terms
and with various titles.  One such widely accepted
term is Integrated Product and Process Development
(IPPD).  It encompasses the notion that the processes
for manufacturing the product must be considered
and developed together with the design and develop-
ment of the product.  IPPD is an outgrowth of earlier
integrated design practices such as concurrent engi-
neering.  For the purposes of this document, IPPD is
meant to encompass all such techniques for integrat-
ing the manufacturing process development and
maturation with the product development.

IPPD encourages the formation of an Integrated
Product Team (IPT) which includes representatives
of all the key functions of the enterprise and its

Tools and Techniques

Benchmarking

Cost Tools

Database Management Systems

Decision Support Tools

Design for Manufacture / Assembly (DFMA)

Design of Experiments (DOE)

Failure Mode & Effects Analysis (FMEA)

- Design Failure Mode & Effects Analysis (DFMEA)

- Process Failure Mode & Effects Analysis (PFMEA)

Integrated Product and Process Development (IPPD)

Integrated Product Team (IPT)

Knowledge-Based Systems

Manufacturing Planning Tools

Manufacturing Simulations

Modeling and Simulation

Producibility Assessment Worksheet (PAW)

Prototyping

Quality Function Deployment (QFD)

Rapid Prototyping

Risk Management Tools

Root Cause Analysis

Six Sigma

Statistical Process Control (SPC)

Statistical Quality Control (SQC)

Tolerance Analysis

Figure I.6 - Producibility Tools and
Techniques

6
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customers and suppliers.  The team  works  together
from initial product concept to delivery to the cus-
tomer, including after-delivery support.  The IPT
ensures that tools for controlling processes and for
understanding the causes for, and solutions to, unac-
ceptable product and process variability are imple-
mented.  The IPT must have the primary responsibil-
ity for implementing all essential elements of
producibility during design, development, produc-
tion, and support.

Throughout this document, emphasis is placed on
including the customer as a member of the IPT.
However, it is recognized that in some industries and
for some products,  customer participation on an IPT
may not be appropriate or even possible.  In those
cases, the voice of the customer is still essential.  This
can be accommodated through participation on the
IPT of a representative of marketing who may use
customer contacts, trade information, and focus
groups to assess customer desires and reactions.

I.5.  Document Format

Each of the following sections of this document
describes the producibility system elements of each of
the five steps to improved producibility.  At the
beginning of each section, a table highlights the
producibility elements for that step and a correspond-
ing key point for each element.  Each producibility
element is then explained using the common format
shown below to provide consistency across the many
topics and to facilitate ease of comparison.  Areas not
applicable to a particular element will not appear.  It
is suggested that the document first be read com-
pletely before focusing on a specific topic of interest.

Producibility Element:

• Description: Brief description of the element.
• Significance: Explanation of how this element

affects producibility.
• Resource Requirements: Explanation in each

of the following as to what the company,
organization, or enterprise may need to effectively
apply the element.
  • Staff:  What staff is needed to carry out this

technique?
  • Equipment:  What equipment is needed?
  • Tools and Techniques: Are techniques and

software tools available to help?
  • Training:  Will training be needed?  What

training is needed?

• Implementation: Explanation on how this
element is best implemented

Appendices
While this guidelines document can be used as a

stand-alone tool, there is substantial information
located in the appendices.  These appendices contain
information compiled by the PTF to provide users
valuable additional data to support and complement
information contained in the text.

A standard list of acronyms is presented in Appen-
dix A and a producibility glossary which includes
definitions of terms as they relate to producibility is
presented in Appendix B.  This latter appendix is
intended to provide an understanding of how many
current manufacturing and design terms apply to the
producibility field.  An extensive bibliography of
material used to develop this guidelines document
can be found in Appendix C.  This bibliography will
help point users to specific sources for detailed
producibility information.

The first three appendices are followed by a unique
source of information � a compilation of best prac-
tices and processes either validated during BMP
program surveys or submitted and verified by various
companies throughout the U.S.  Case histories,
presented in Appendix D, highlight examples of the
producibility elements in real world applications
from many different companies.

This appendix is followed by Appendix E, Industry
Applications and Techniques, which includes three
industry examples that highlight some of the
producibility system elements described in these guide-
lines.  Appendix E.1 addresses the use of IPTs, Design
for Manufacture, and Six Sigma to conduct design
tradeoffs for the U.S. Army�s Long Range Advanced
Scout Surveillance System.  Appendix E.2 presents a
design-to-requirements process developed to enhance
product definition while simultaneously reducing
acquisition costs.  This process addresses producibility
from the very beginning of the product�s life-cycle.
Appendix E.3 is a producibility program implementa-
tion checklist that provides insight into the sequence
of typical design reviews.

Summaries of the key tools and techniques pre-
sented in this document that are pertinent to
producibility, including Design for Manufacture /
Assembly, Six Sigma, Modeling and Simulation, and
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), are presented
in Appendix F.  References to additional resources
including available software, books, and technical
papers are also included.

7
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I.6.  Recommendations for Use

These guidelines are aimed at all key personnel in
a manufacturing enterprise � including top manage-
ment.  Specifically, product managers, project lead-
ers, engineers, designers, and all personnel involved
in managing and executing the development and
production of a product should have an  understand-
ing of these guidelines.

The guidelines have applicability to organizations
of every size and are appropriate for both defense and
commercial entities.  The guidelines present a clear,
easily understood picture of what any company,
organization, or enterprise can do to make its prod-
ucts more producible.  Each of the five producibility
steps contains the elements or techniques that help a
company achieve or reach that step. While they may
be examined independently, these elements and steps
are interdependent, building on the preceding ele-
ments and steps.  Therefore, it is recommended that
the entire document be read or scanned before at-
tempting to apply any of the producibility elements.

To facilitate the understand-
ing of the five producibility
steps, the PTF developed a
series of three matrices for an
organization to self-assess its
level of producibility develop-
ment and its strategy for im-
provement.  It is recommended
that the readers apply these
matrices to their own
organization�s capabilities to
gain a better understanding
of where to place their invest-
ment in developing and / or
improving their producibility
system.

The self-assessment is per-
formed using the matrix shown
in Figure I.7 which identifies
the producibility maturity of
the organization.  In this ma-
trix, levels of proficiency, de-
fined as �New to the Process,�
�Moving up the Curve,� and
�Fully Versed in
Producibility,� can be mea-
sured against a set of criteria.
For example, an organization
would be considered �New to
the Process� in the Organiza-
tional Structure criteria if it

does not use Integrated Product Teams.  Similarly,
an organization would be considered �Fully Versed in
the Process� in the Supplier Relationships criteria if
it involves its suppliers in the development and
production of a product throughout the product
development and production cycle.

Once a self-assessment is performed, two additional
matrices serve as roadmaps to sequentially imple-
ment the various producibility activities discussed in
this document.  The matrix shown in Figure I.8 -
Implementation of Producibility Elements, cross-
references the producibility elements of the five basic
steps against the levels of proficiency mentioned
above.  An organization that is �New to the Process�
would probably achieve the maximum benefit by
initially focusing its attention on the �Recognize the
Need for Management Commitment,� �Organize for
Producibility,� and �Implement a Risk Management
Program� elements that affect the entire enterprise.

Figure I.5 -  Product Phase Implementation of
Producibility Elements, can be used to identify the
proper timing for employing the producibility ele-

Figure I.7 - Producibility Maturity

Criteria New to Process Moving Up the Curve

Fully Versed in

Producibility

Management Commitment General Interest
Demonstrated Understanding

of Concepts

Institutionalized Support and

Rewards System

Organizational Structure

Hierarchy

(But May Have Small, Short

Duration Teams)

Some

Multi-Disciplinary Teams

Multi-Disciplinary Team

Approach throughout

Enterprise

Organizational Interactions
Over the Wall

(Serial Process)
Periodic with Reviews

Continuous Interaction through

Team Structure

Requirements Identification Internal Assessment
Voice of the Customer

Considered

Continuous Customer

Involvement through QFD

Process

Supplier Relationships After-the-Fact
Critical Suppliers

Phased into the Process

Upfront, Early Involvement

on IPT

Risk Assessment Product Performance Only
Partial Consideration of

Processes

Full Consideration of

Manufacturing / Assembly

Processes

Design Procedures Limited Documentation On-line Database
On-Line Guidelines with

Knowledge-Based Tool

Process Knowledge Limited Documentation On-line Database
On-Line Guidelines with

Knowledge-Based Tool

Process Measurement and

Control
Limited SPC Six Sigma

Product Metrics Quality / Cost / Schedule Variability Considerations Six Sigma

Best Practices Philosophy
Not Open to

Outside Solutions

Limited Use of

Outside Solutions

Incorporation of Known

Products and Processes

(Benchmark)

Producibility Training On-the-Job Limited, Internal

Structured Educational

Program (Internal and

External)
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ments within an actual program.  In this context,
Figure I.5 highlights when elements should be ad-
dressed to achieve optimal producibility in the manu-
facture of a specific product.  For example, �Identify
Product Goals� should begin in the Initial Concept
phase.   �Error-Proof the Design� is normally started
in the Detailed Design phase.

Use of all three of these matrices (Figures I.5, I.7,
I.8) will highlight the producibility elements on which
the organization should focus its efforts.  They will
identify areas for emphasis in the use of this
document.

It should be recognized that although companies of
all sizes can gain a competitive advantage through
the implementation of the elements in the five

producibility steps, the degree of implementation may
be dependent on the resources of the company.  For
example, software for the simulation of manufactur-
ing processes often requires substantial resources
including computer capability and trained and avail-
able personnel.  Smaller enterprises may employ
simpler modeling tools than larger companies due to
more limited resources.

As noted previously, it is strongly recommended
that the reader review the entire document before
concentrating on specific elements to be implemented.
An understanding of the interrelationship of the
elements of the five steps is important for achieving
success.

Figure I.8 - Implementation of Producibility Elements

New to

Process

Moving

Up the

Curve

Fully

Versed in

Process

Step 1 - Establish a Producibility Infrastructure

1.1 Recognize the Need for Management Commitment X X X

1.2 Organize for Producibility X X X

1.3 Implement a Risk Management Program X X X

1.4 Incorporate Producibility into New Product Introduction Strategy X

1.5 Employ Producibility Design Guidelines X X

1.6 Instill a Commercial Best Practices Philosophy X

Step 2 - Determine Process Capability

2.1 Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier) X X X

2.2 Predict Future Process Capabilities X

Step 3 - Address Producibility During Conceptual Design

3.1 Identify Product Goals X X X

3.2 Identify Key Characteristics X X

3.3 Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs X X

3.4 Develop a Manufacturing Plan X X

3.5 Perform a Complexity Analysis X

Step 4 - Address Producibility During Detailed Design

4.1 Conduct Producibility Engineering Review X X

4.2 Error-Proof the Design X

4.3 Optimize Manufacturing X

Step 5 - Measure Producibility

5.1 Measure Processes X X

5.2 Measure Products X X

5.3 Measure Producibility System X

Maturity Level

Producibility Steps and Elements
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I.7.  Disclaimer

The techniques for improving producibility are
continuously evolving, and hence it is impossible to
ensure completeness in any one document.  These
guidelines represent the PTF�s judgment of the key
considerations applicable to a wide range of manufac-
turing  enterprises.  The techniques and processes
described herein are not meant to be rigidly applied.
Taken together, they provide a useful, sufficiently
complete guide to assist in improving the producibility
of an organization.

I.8.  Summary

Two facts remain unchanged from the 1993
�Producibility Measurement Guidelines.�
First,producibility is an evolutionary concept.  Parts
of this guidelines document will change as did parts
of its predecessor.  However, although new tech-
niques or methodologies for achieving producibility
may emerge, the elements presented in these guide-
lines should remain the basis for producibility
enhancements.

Secondly, producibility is everybody�s business.
The historical view that producibility is someone
else�s problem is no longer acceptable.  Producibility
affects us all.  Throughout industry, government,
and society as a whole, no one � not design engineers,
production personnel, management, government
acquisition personnel, or taxpaying citizens � can
ignore the necessity for manufacturing high quality
products at an affordable price.  In the end, we all pay
for poor planning and inadequate designs.

Figure I.9 - Producibility is Everybody’s
Business
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Establish A Producibility
Infrastructure

The success of an enterprise�s producibility system
is directly related to the commitment of the enterprise
to the producibility elements presented in this docu-
ment and the ability of the organization to implement
them effectively.  As indicated in the Introduction, the
notion of Integrated Product and Process Develop-
ment (IPPD) and similar techniques encourages the
involvement of all organizational components of the
enterprise during the entire cycle of conceptualization,
development, design, manufacturing, and support of
a product.  This philosophy of product development
has emerged from the concept of concurrent engineer-
ing and is based on systems engineering principles.
To implement this approach, an Integrated Product
Team (IPT) is formed which has the responsibility
and authority for the new product.  Its membership
should include suppliers, vendors, and, whenever
possible, the customer.

In this step, six producibility elements are pre-
sented to guide the user in considering what is
required to establish and support an effective
producibility system.  The relationship of this step,

11

S e c t i o n  1

Step 1.  ESTABLISH A PRODUCIBILITY INFRASTRUCTURE

Step 1 - Establish A Producibility Infrastructure,  to
the other four steps and to the notional product cycle
for the development, production and support of a
product in a typical manufacturing enterprise is
illustrated in Figure 1.1.  As shown, infrastructure
encompasses the activities of the entire enterprise for
all products.  The elements discussed here set the tone
for the organization.  They are the backbone of the
producibility system of the enterprise.  The tools and
techniques discussed within this step should be ap-
plied to all products.

The implementation of IPPD or a similar technique
and the creation of empowered IPTs with total prod-
uct responsibility appear to be simple and logical.
The simplicity of the execution, however,  depends on
the ability of the enterprise to operate effectively in
this manner.  To do so requires a management that
is fully committed to the process and a staff that
understands the tools and techniques and is trained
in their use.  This management commitment should
include an incentive recognition process that encour-
ages the desired team behavior.  The organization
should be committed to the use of best manufacturing
practices drawn from commercial industry whenever
possible.  It must understand that the keys to success
are: delivering a product to the customer that meets
or exceeds the customer�s needs; that is easy to
support and repair and preferably never needs either;
that is delivered on time; and that costs no more than
what the customer wants to pay.  In other words, the
entire enterprise must be focused on affordably meet-
ing the customer�s needs.

Since technology change is accelerating, it is im-
perative that the enterprise look for technical solu-
tions for products and manufacturing processes that
are easily upgradable.  Of particular concern is the
rapid change in electronics technology which can
result in component obsolescence before the product
is delivered to the customer.  Product and process
risk must be identified, assessed, and managed, and
plans should be made for the insertion of new technol-
ogy when available and if current technology be-
comes obsolete.

The six producibility elements that are part of
establishing a producibility infrastructure and a
corresponding key point for each are shown in
Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.0 - Step 1 of the Five Steps
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1.1.  Recognize The Need For
Management Commitment

Description
Enhancing producibility in an enterprise begins

with the commitment of management.  Implementation
of a process such as IPPD, which integrates process
development with the development and design of the
product, and associated IPTs requires a clear
indication that management encourages and supports
the IPPD process and is willing to reward its staff for
contributing to its successful implementation.

Management demonstrates its commitment to the
producibility process through active engagement.
Management must initiate the process, communicate
expectations, set goals, empower teams, remain vis-
ible, provide managerial inputs, and commit to imple-
mentation of the results.  Strong commitment and
effective leadership generate success in a producibility
system which, in turn, produces higher-quality, lower-
cost designs for products that can be repeatedly
manufactured with high yields.  The commitment by
management to provide for an effective producibility
environment should permeate all infrastructure
elements.

Management must also recognize that establishing
a seamless, information-rich environment is a crucial
part of the commitment.  It is important that all
members of the IPT have ready access to all relevant

information.  Furthermore, it is essential that man-
agement is committed to understanding the capabili-
ties of its organization and its processes.  In this
regard, measurement of all elements of product and
process is critical.  Management must foster an
environment that requires measured data for deci-
sion making rather than the use of the resident
expert.  Finally, it must be clear to all that manage-
ment believes that the ability to affordably manufac-
ture and support the product is as important as
product performance.  The organization must main-
tain a focus on the customer �  delivering what the
customer wants, when it is wanted, and at the price
the customer is willing to pay.

Case Studies 1 through 4 in Appendix D provide
insight into the management commitment required
to integrate producibility successfully into the prod-
uct development process.

Significance
Historically, industry has spent significant re-

sources on rework, scrap, and rejections.  Much of
this waste has resulted from a lack of communication
among all the essential elements of the enterprise.  A
commitment by management to a producibility sys-
tem as described in these guidelines will result in
lower costs and enhance the organization�s competi-
tive posture.

Figure 1.1 - The Five Producibility Steps
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Resource Requirements
Staff: Commitment is required by all levels of
management to achieve success.  In particular, the
company’s senior staff and the leadership of the
relevant IPTs must be dedicated to the achievement
of an improved producibility system.

Tools and Techniques: There are many variations
of the IPPD process – all with the same basic
objective to integrate the design and development of
the product with the development and maturation
of the manufacturing processes.  An overview of
IPPD, including references for more information
on this and related concepts, is presented in
Appendix F.1.8.

Training: Training in the principles of IPPD and
the use of IPTs to achieve the integration is essential.

Implementation
Effective communication is critical to integrate

producibility into the product development process.
In order to obtain the changes needed in the organi-
zation, a four-step process should be applied.  First,
information must be provided to all levels of the
organization to build an awareness of producibility
and the potential for improving the organization�s
products.  Next, an understanding of producibility

skills, tools, and knowledge to implement the change
must be acquired through education and training.
Management must then commit to the change and
communicate that commitment.  Lastly, manage-
ment must act to change the organization and its
culture.

Management responsibilities for driving the cul-
tural changes necessary for an effective producibility
program include:

1. Making a long-term commitment to
institutionalizing producibility as an integral
part of doing business;

2. Ensuring that highly skilled people are available
early in the design process to address
producibility;

3. Educating and training employees in the
producibility process, including producibility
methods and tools;

4. Empowering, encouraging, and visibly
supporting teams using producibility
techniques;

5. Implementing the results of producibility
efforts; and

6. Recognizing and rewarding producibility
achievements.

Figure 1.2 - Key Points of Step 1 - Establish A Producibility Infrastructure
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For each product, initial and periodic senior man-
agement reviews with the IPT are critical to ensure
up-front, mutual agreement on goals as well as
continued support as the product develops.  Senior
management must provide the IPT with expectations
and not specific direction on how to achieve the
objective.  In other words, management�s role be-
comes one of enabling the IPT to arrive at an indepen-
dent design solution.  As noted in the next section, the
organization must be capable of functioning in a
manner very different from the traditional hierarchic
organization.

1.2.  Organize For Producibility

Description
In order to have an effective producibility system,

an enterprise must be organized for producibility.
Driven by a strong management commitment to
affordably meet the needs of the customer, the orga-
nization must be capable of applying the principles of
IPPD.  To do so, the members of the organization
must be adept at functioning in Integrated Product
Teams (IPTs).

Sound business practice advocates a product devel-
opment approach in which all necessary expertise is
applied from the onset of the process.  This expertise
includes the knowledge and experience of the com-
pany as well as that of its customers and suppliers.  In
an effective producibility organization, an IPT con-
currently develops the product and the process.  Gen-
erally, IPT membership encompasses all organiza-
tional elements and includes representatives of the
customers and the suppliers.

A major influence on any product is the customer.
Early and continual involvement of the customer as
a team member is an essential element of the IPT
process.  Active customer involvement ensures that
customer requirements are well understood and that
issues are resolved in real-time during the product
evolution process.  It should be noted that, in some
industries and for some products,  customer partici-
pation on an IPT may not be appropriate or even
possible.  In those cases, the voice of the customer
must still be considered.  This can be accommodated
through participation on the IPT of a representative
of marketing who may use customer contacts, trade
information, and focus groups to assess customer
desires and reactions.

Strategic partnerships and alliances with key sup-
pliers is conducive to open communication.  This free
exchange of information enables rapid identification

of supplier producibility constraints such as: product
costs, supplier availability and/or cost, and supplier
capabilities.  Representatives of key suppliers should
be included on the IPT.  This provides a direct link for
the identification of alternatives to obviate any poten-
tial problems.

As a multi-disciplinary team, the IPT must be
empowered and dedicated to achieving defined prod-
uct and process goals. IPTs should have the primary
responsibility for implementing all key elements of
producibility during the entire product cycle.  IPTs
are effective at all stages of product development,
from concept through design and into full
production.

Case Studies 5 and 6, presented in Appendix D,
provide some insight into the successful implementa-
tion of teams in a production operation.

Significance
Before IPTs became popular, an organization was

usually hierarchically structured, which hindered
the effective dissemination of vital information among
and between participants.  However, early involve-
ment from a multi-disciplinary IPT has been proven
to result in reduced design cycle time with fewer
design changes downstream, and optimized personal
performance levels through team dynamics.  Through
active customer involvement, requirements are bet-
ter defined, understood, and  negotiated.  Designs
facilitated through the use of an IPT generally result
in reduced product costs, increased customer accep-
tance, and a better return on investment.

Resource Requirements
Staff:  For an IPT to be fully functional and
successful, it must have committed resources from
the inception of the effort.  Additionally, both
customers and suppliers should participate on the
IPT.  The members of the IPT must have appropri-
ate technical background in the areas they repre-
sent and should have knowledge of other disci-
plines.  Staffing an IPT early, in the initial concept
phase of a product development, is optimal.  When
compared to more traditional staffing approaches,
early IPT staffing has resulted in a reduced staffing
requirement during production, as shown in
Figure 1.3.

Equipment:  Networks should be established that
allow key IPT members, including the customers
and suppliers, to simultaneously view product de-
velopment information.  Team links through local
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web sites or other forms of electronic data exchange
improve the team�s ability to process and efficiently
use information.

Tools and Techniques: The concept of IPTs and
similarly entitled teams has emerged as the key
element for the implementation of IPPD.  An over-
view of what these multi-disciplinary teams can
achieve and how to structure and use them is
discussed in Appendix F.1.9.  An exceptionally
useful tool for capturing and documenting cus-
tomer inputs is the Quality Function Deployment
(QFD) methodology (see Appendix F.1.16).  QFD
facilitates customer interaction in the product de-
sign process. Its objective is to methodically trans-
late customer requirements into technical require-
ments during each phase of product development.

Training:  Training in �people� and communica-
tion skills is required, with special emphasis on
team dynamics for all IPT members.  Team leaders
might require additional training on how the func-
tioning of an IPT differs from traditional manage-
ment.  It also may be beneficial for the IPT members
to receive fundamental training in other disciplines
to further their ability to integrate information
within the IPT structure.

Implementation
Implementation of IPTs will vary among organiza-

tions since the approach must be aligned with the
prevailing corporate culture.  In organizations with
a strong product management structure, a  manager
with clear lines of authority and accountability may
drive IPT leadership.  Conversely, in a functional
organizational structure, IPT leadership may be

more distributed with overlapping control and ac-
countability.  Leadership may rotate among func-
tional elements as the design evolves and matures.
For example, Systems Engineering may lead the
conceptual design phase while Manufacturing may
drive production transition efforts.  However, if the
design is particularly challenging for Manufactur-
ing, it may be appropriate for Manufacturing to lead
the conceptual design team.

However instituted, effective implementation is
dependent on choosing the right team.  Three key
considerations for the team are membership, size,
and location.  The IPT should typically consist of
representatives with knowledge of key functional
engineering, support engineering, and other stake-
holder areas such as quality, manufacturing, pro-
curement, customers, and suppliers.

There are several ways to structure the team �
functionally (groups organized by their technical
specialties), by product organization (a mix of disci-
plines), or as a matrix.  A functional organization can
accommodate a rapidly changing knowledge base.
Conversely, a product organization can shorten the
communication paths among team members and
designate a responsible person to whom all team
members report.  A matrix (or hybrid) organization
involves a person reporting to two different manag-
ers.  For example, a person from one of the technical
specialties reports to both the technical manager as
well as to the product manager.  This structure can
be beneficial when resources must be shared across a
number of product teams.

Determining optimal team size is not easy since it
depends on many factors such as development scope,
product complexity, product innovation, timing, and
technology.  However, between seven to ten members
is an ideal size for a problem solving, decision making
team.  A team of this size can hold meetings of all types
while still allowing for informality and spontaneity.
A team of this size is, however, complex enough to
require some structure to function properly.

While not essential, team co-location has many
benefits, such as:  exposure to other points of view,
the ability to address communication problems among
disciplines involved in systems development, and
shorter development cycles which result in lower
costs from fewer design changes and less rework.

The IPT leader is a facilitator, motivator, and
consensus builder.  The IPT leader has to encourage
participation by all members of the team and not
allow a dominant personality to take control.  The
members of the IPT must change their mind set from

Figure 1.3 - Staffing Profile: IPT Approach vs.
Traditional Approach
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a focus on a specific discipline to a focus on the
product and its associated manufacturing processes.
Each individual is expected to offer his or her exper-
tise to the team as well as understand and respect the
expertise available from other members of the team.
They form the communication links to the balance of
the organization.

1.3.  Implement A Risk Management
Program

Description
The development and production of any new prod-

uct entails elements of risk.  Risk has two compo-
nents: (1) the probability or likelihood of an undesir-
able event occurring and (2) the effect or impact the
occurrence of that event will have on the product.
The goal of a risk management program is to antici-
pate risks and how they can be mitigated before they
become problems.

Risk management entails actions to control risk.  It
includes risk planning, assessing risk areas, develop-
ing risk-handling options, monitoring risks to deter-
mine how they have changed, and documenting ac-
tions.  The key to managing risk is to ensure that risk
identification and assessment processes are in place
and being followed from the onset of the product
development.  Such tools can assist in identification
of potential risks early in the design process so that
they can be assessed, tracked, and mitigated before
they create significant problems.  From the
producibility perspective, risk reduction must focus
on design and the transition to production, those
areas that have the greatest impact on the successful
manufacturing of the product.

The importance of risk management to producibility
is highlighted in Case Studies 7, 8, and 9 in
Appendix D.

Significance
Many product development efforts have failed be-

cause managers allowed the schedule to drive them
into production with immature designs.  They failed
to identify risk early enough to preclude performance
shortcomings or cost or schedule overruns.

Resource Requirements
Staff:  The IPT is the instrument for risk manage-
ment.  All members of the team should view the
management of risk as their own personal respon-
sibility.  Depending on product scope, some organi-
zations utilize a risk facilitator (either full or part-

time) to work directly with IPTs to identify, track,
and provide visibility to areas of risk so that
managers and team leaders are continuously aware
of the status of the risks and can make informed
decisions on how to most effectively manage them.

Tools and Techniques: Risk Management Tools
are available for assisting in assessing, analyzing
and managing risk.  Appendix F.1.18 includes a
description of three tools that can address such
issues as schedule, cost, and processing risk.

Training: The members of the IPT should be
trained in risk assessment techniques and proce-
dures including the need to follow a disciplined,
repeatable process.

Implementation
Risk management activities begin at the outset of

any product development effort and continue through
all phases.  Although the scope and method of imple-
mentation will vary with, among other things, prod-
uct complexity, common threads of any risk reduc-
tion effort are:

• Risk identification: What process improvements
are needed to ensure that producibility will be
achieved?  Do design analysis processes include a
producibility assessment?  Do trade study
activities include producibility as a tradeoff
criterion?

• Risk assessment:  What consequences will result
if identified areas of risk are not dealt with or are
only partially addressed?  Will the impact affect
performance, cost, and/or schedule, and to what
degree?

• Risk tracking:  Is an unmitigated risk growing?
By when must the risk be mitigated?

• Risk mitigation/reduction:  What can be done to
eliminate the source of the risk or reduce it to an
acceptable level? Are funds available to develop
and conduct the necessary risk mitigation efforts?

The following is an example of a risk management
implementation strategy:

1. Issue statement and assessment of the risk or
problem.

2. Identify the probability of success or the
consequence of failure.

3. Consider the alternatives and the cost of each.
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4. Recommend risk reduction / abatement
method(s).

5. Implement an impact statement (cost/schedule/
technical).

6. Identify the responsible organization and
personnel.

7. Establish criteria for closure of this risk activity.
8. Highlight the decision points (flowcharts).
9. Recommend backup developments and tests,

including cost estimates.

It should be noted that since the implementation of
such a strategy is both manpower and cost intensive,
only the highest risk items should be assessed in this
manner.  Risk assessments should be tailored to fit
the product and to satisfy customer requirements.

1.4.  Incorporate Producibility Into
New Product Introduction
Strategy

Description
The infrastructure of the organization must have

the capability to incorporate producibility into the
decision process for the design and development of
new products.  Producibility must be in the forefront
of management decisions to pursue new products,
introduce product modifications, and support exist-
ing products.  It is the management commitment
described in 1.1 that sets the tone for the enterprise�s
emphasis on producibility in the new product intro-
duction strategy.

Preliminary assessment of a potential product is
the initial process of translating customer needs into
initial product concepts.  An IPPD approach should
be implemented at this early stage.  It is this  attention
to producibility at the earliest conceptual stage that
has the largest influence on the eventual producibility
and profitability of a product.  Attention at this stage
can also result in more rapid transition from product
concept to final design.  Of course, producibility is not
the only consideration in decisions on initial product
concepts.  This is the time that market analyses, risk
analyses, and organizational capability analyses are
critical factors.  A company must do everything it can
to make sure that its products deliver an appropriate
return-on-investment.  The risks must be under-
stood, and adequate resources must be allocated.

From a producibility perspective, this strategy
should include consideration of insertion of newer
technology after product introduction; obsolescence

of parts and sub-systems; the need for, and ease of,
post production support for the product; and the use
of commercial-off-the-shelf components and technolo-
gies in lieu of additional technology development.  As
noted in 1.6, use of commercial best practices in the
introduction of new products includes an attempt to
utilize only technology that is sufficiently mature.
That is, to only use technology that has already been
demonstrated in the environment in which it will be
used and for which mature manufacturing processes
have been demonstrated on the factory floor.  Step 2
includes the important tools and techniques that
should be used to understand current process capa-
bilities and to predict future capabilities.

With a management commitment to producibility,
the enterprise will be driven toward a new product
strategy that incorporates producibility.  The emphasis
of the organization will be on developing the ability to
include producibility aspects in every evaluation of
potential new products.  The relationship between
this new corporate infrastructure and customers and
key suppliers will permit more open communication
of the opportunities and risks.  This new
infrastructure must be capable of supporting decision
making processes that synergistically apply to all
functional areas in the planning, manufacture,
distribution, and implementation of new products
and their subsequent impact on the entire
organization.

Case Study 10 in Appendix D highlights the
importance of incorporating producibility into an
organization�s new product introduction strategy.

Significance
The ability to forecast the producibility of a new

product is important in determining that product�s
success and a company�s continued profitability.
Benefits include reduced transition time, reduced
implementation costs, and maintainable schedule
commitments.

Resource Requirements
Staff: Management must be committed to the
execution of this strategy and must provide the
resources and support required to implement it.
Support for the understanding of process capabili-
ties (see 2.1) and the identification of future process
capabilities (see 2.2) is critical.

Training: The members of the IPT should be
exposed to the precepts of this strategy and must be
made aware of the enterprise�s current and pro-
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jected capabilities based on the activities presented
in Step 2.

Implementation
The primary mechanism for incorporating

producibility into a company�s new product introduc-
tion strategy is the implementation of an IPPD
process at the earliest stages of the product
conceptualization.  At every point in the development
process, the maturity of manufacturing processes
must be weighed against performance, cost, and
other decision criteria.  The process capabilities of the
enterprise and its suppliers that are determined as
part of Step 2 are critical for the effective implemen-
tation of this producibility system element.  At the
earliest stages of development, estimates of
producibility are made based on similar technologies
and products.  These estimates become the basis for
the producibility aspect of product evaluation.  If a
decision is made to proceed to product design, specific
data is accumulated, whenever possible, to support
further producibility assessments.  This focus on
producibility is critical to all phases of the product
cycle.  In particular, it must be a primary aspect of the
trade studies conducted during the preliminary and
detailed design phases (see 3.3 and 4.3).  Some
specifics include:

1. Dedicate funding for personnel, resources, and
equipment to address producibility.

2. Include manufacturing personnel on product
development teams from the start.

3. Identify manufacturing processes for new
product concepts.

4. Assess process maturity and capability and
use as a criteria for product concept selection.

5. As appropriate, establish manufacturing
development projects to provide estimated
development costs, estimated capital costs,
schedules, and risk levels.

6. As appropriate, demonstrate process feasibility
and identify equipment requirements,
equipment costs, and risk levels.

7. Identify manufacturing procedures needed to
provide a robust process.

1.5.  Employ Producibility Design
Guidelines

Description
In order to support the continued development of

the enterprise in its quest to improve producibility,

the development of design guidelines is strongly
recommended.  Such guidelines contain the rules and
procedures for improving producibility.  They are
based on expert knowledge and lessons learned from
previous product development efforts.  They form a
unique knowledge base for the enterprise.

These guidelines may range from very simple rec-
ommendations to quantified requirements including
specific methods and metrics.  By setting metrics and
measuring performance against those metrics, quan-
titative data that can highlight areas for design
improvement and indicate areas of technical risk are
developed.  This quantitative information can sup-
port the development of additional guidelines as well
as revisions to current guidelines.

The guidelines are a tool for both the experienced
engineer and designer as well as the novice.  They
provide the parameters within which the design
engineer should operate.  However, it should not be
a rigid rule book.  The intent is to provide guidance
and to avoid repeating known mistakes, not to hinder
innovation and restrict resourceful improvements.

Design guidelines are applicable at every phase of
the product development, from concept to detailed
design.  They are particularly important during
concept development as they set the stage for the top-
level requirements that flow down from conceptual
and detailed design to the manufacturing processes
for the final product.

Guidelines can also be used to incorporate changes
in design parameters and tolerances to facilitate ease
of production during a particular manufacturing
process.  Specific guidelines such as these must be
individually developed and be based on specific capa-
bilities.  This assumes that the techniques of product
simplification, standardization, and component se-
lection have been incorporated (see 3.5 and 4.2).  This
is a systematic customizing effort aimed at maximiz-
ing production efficiency through product design.  To
support this activity, some organizations develop
tailored, product-specific, design guidelines that are
based on their general guidelines.

Case Studies 11 and 12 in Appendix D provide
additional insight into the importance and use of
design guidelines.

Significance
The establishment and maintenance of design guide-

lines provide the organization with the ability to
avoid past mistakes and take advantage of the best
knowledge available for addressing producibility.
Design guidelines can be viewed as a risk mitigation
action that assists in the considerations of
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producibility in every aspect of development and
design.  (See the discussion on implementing a risk
management program in 1.3.)

Resource Requirements
Staff: Developing design guidelines requires per-
sonnel capable of collecting lessons learned and
translating the information to a specific set of
design guidelines as applied to a functional spe-
cialty.  This should be done by a corporate team, not
a product specific team, that should be composed of
experts in design, manufacturing, and customer
support.  This design guidelines team should func-
tion similarly to an IPT but should be focused on
the entire enterprise and not on an individual
product.

Tools and Techniques:  A Database Management
System can serve as a good repository of the lessons
learned.  An overview of database management
systems is presented in Appendix F.1.3.  Decision
Support Tools are useful for extracting informa-
tion from database systems, analyzing the data,
and displaying the results in useful formats (Ap-
pendix F.1.4).  Knowledge-Based Systems can pro-
vide a means for gathering, cataloging, and retriev-
ing the knowledge of experts (Appendix F.1.10).  In
addition, the application of Root Cause Analysis
(Appendix F.1.19) may be useful for identifying the
causes of manufacturing problems to support the
development of design guidelines.

Training:  Some functional specialists may re-
quire training in the process of converting a known
problem to its root cause and then developing
specific guidelines.  As necessary, training may be
needed in the use of Database Management Sys-
tems, Decision Support Tools, Knowledge-Based
Systems, and Root Cause Analysis.

Implementation
Design guidelines can come in many forms, from

published checklists and standards to case-based
reasoning incorporated in the designer�s worksta-
tion.  Whatever their form, producibility guidelines
must be readily available and user friendly, and
designers and engineers must know that they exist
and must apply them.  Management must be commit-
ted to the development and implementation of the
guidelines and must provide the resources needed.
Management should establish a corporate design
guidelines team with the responsibility of collecting
and maintaining the design information.

To develop and maintain these guidelines, time and
resources must be allocated for collection, classifica-
tion, continuous updates, and storage.  Sources of
information for developing guidelines include: prod-
uct requirements, material properties, risk analyses,
lessons learned from similar products, process vari-
ances, assembly process analysis, process and design
failure mode and effects analyses (FMEAs) (Appendix
F.1.7), design of experiments (DOE) (Appendix F.1.6),
published checklists, experience, employee surveys,
and consultants.  Information gathered in 2.1 on
current processing capability and from the measure-
ment of processes and products during production
(see 5.1 and 5.2) are essential elements of the guide-
lines.  Instituting a discipline of post-mortem analy-
sis following disruptions to the manufacturing pro-
cess or test failures ensures that real-time lessons
learned are collected for incorporation.

1.6.  Instill A Commercial Best
Practices Philosophy

Description
The best companies, the ones that are most highly

respected for their innovative quality products and
their profitability, continue to set the pace for im-
provements in producibility.  They do so by institut-
ing best practices such as IPPD and IPTs.  They
continuously benchmark best practices of others in
related fields to look for evidence that they might
have fallen behind.

The best companies tend to employ similar philoso-
phies in the introduction of new products.  With the
exception of certain industries that will be addressed
below, they will not proceed with the design and
development of a product until they are certain that
the technology is sufficiently mature.  The approach
is to identify technologies that have been used before
for other purposes that can now be applied to the new
product.  The best solution to a technical need is to
buy a component or part that provides a required
function from someone else who already knows how
to manufacture it.  The new product then becomes a
systems integration of known parts and components.
The manufacturing processes are mature.  The risks
are reduced to what the enterprise knows best: the
needs of its customers and the ability to find and
assemble solutions to those needs.  In some cases,
new technology may be included in a product but only
after it is sufficiently mature.  Sufficient maturity is
usually defined as technology that has been produced
on a factory floor and implemented in a system in the
same environment as the proposed product.  In other
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words, the technology has been demonstrated and
applied.  Additional effort required may be in matur-
ing the production processes to improve yield and
affordability, in integration of the technology in the
proposed system, and in successful testing of the final
design.

There is an exception to the introduction of �suffi-
ciently mature� new technology.  In the case of
industries that are driven by rapid changes in tech-
nology and extreme competitive pressures, new prod-
uct designs may begin long before technology demon-
stration is complete.  The development of each new
generation of computers is an example of such prod-
ucts.  Because of the rapid pace of change and the
extreme competition, even the �world-class� compa-
nies are forced to begin product designs long before
the first prototype has been manufactured.

As stated in a U.S. General Accounting Office
(GAO) report to the Subcommittee on Acquisition
and Technology, Committee on Armed Services, U.S.
Senate dated February 1998, �Commercial firms
make a distinction between product and technology
development.  Product development entails the de-
sign and manufacture of a product . . . . Technology
development fosters technological advances for po-
tential application to a product development.�  In
comparing commercial best practices to DoD prac-
tices, the report notes that in both commercial and
defense companies critical design reviews are held to
assess the maturity of the design and its readiness for
production.  Engineering drawings calling out all the
materials and details of the design are the usual
measure.  �Commercial companies typically have
over 90 percent of these drawings available.�  DoD
programs reviewed had between 33 percent and 60
percent available.

In an August 1996 report on best commercial
quality assurance practices to the same committee,
the GAO noted that there is a �striking difference
between the way DoD�s weapon system programs and
world-class companies practice quality assurance.�
The latter make it part of their entire process from
development to production, requiring: (1) communi-
cation between key players to achieve robust, produc-
ible designs before production begins, (2) the use of
process controls to design products and control pro-
duction processes, and (3) establishing long-term
relationships with key suppliers.  Commercial best
practices incorporate the mind-set of designing for
manufacturing using multi-disciplinary teams.

What is important is the need to understand what
the best practices are and to apply that knowledge in

the design and development of products.  Commercial
practices are focused on customer-driven product
performance specifications rather than on standards
and operating principles that govern the processes
used to design and manufacture the product.  The
DoD is supporting the increased use of commercial
practices in the production of military equipment and
weapon systems.  Standards and specifications are
being eliminated to every extent possible on new
contracts to industry, and waivers are more easily
granted on existing contracts.  The use of commer-
cial-off-the-shelf products and processes are encour-
aged.  Responding to government initiatives address-
ing product affordability, defense corporations are
seeking approaches to streamline their processes
through the elimination of non-value-added
activities.

Case Studies 13 through 16 in Appendix D provide
insight into instilling a commercial best practices
philosophy.

Significance
The use of commercial best practices can often

result in significant cost savings and the rapid intro-
duction of quality products.

Resource Requirements
Tools and Techniques: Benchmarking, which
consists of the gathering of data on similar prod-
ucts and processes, is essential to understanding
best practices.  An overview of Benchmarking is
presented in Appendix F.1.1.  In addition, the Best
Manufacturing Practices (BMP) program�s data-
base contains a substantial source of best practice
information.  The BMP database is available on-
line on the Internet.

Implementation
First and foremost to the implementation of a

commercial best practices philosophy is a manage-
ment commitment to understanding the capabilities
and limitations of its own enterprise and to
benchmarking the best practices of related industry.
From a producibility perspective, the key to an
understanding of the capabilities of the enterprise is
a determination of process capabilities as described in
Step 2.  The next step is to instill a corporate
philosophy that encourages the use of existing solu-
tions to design problems rather than the invention of
new ways to solve the same problem.  In other words,
management must demonstrate that it is committed
to the application of known technology and compo-
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nents that have been previously applied by the enter-
prise or by others.  Management must change the
culture to overcome any not-invented-here consider-
ations.  Indeed,  the practice of adopting only solu-
tions that were invented elsewhere should be
encouraged.

Finally, it is important to periodically benchmark
competitors and partners to understand the current
state of the art in the industry.  Benchmarking

includes the gathering of data, the analysis of that
data, the communication of the conclusion of the
analysis in the form of goals and plans, and the
implementation and monitoring of the planned im-
provements.  Through information gathered from
benchmarking conducted under partnering agree-
ments with competitors and others, many enterprises
continue to improve their manufacturing practices.
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Determine Process Capability

A thorough knowledge of an enterprise�s and its
suppliers� process capabilities is critical to imple-
menting a successful producibility system.   Deter-
mining process capability is not a simple or a one-time
effort.  Process capability must be understood, mea-
sured, controlled, and documented, both in general
and on a per product basis, and process capability
information must be updated at periodic intervals.
Information must be focused on what can be success-
fully manufactured accurately and repeatedly under
various conditions and not what can be manufac-
tured once under the best possible circumstances.   It
is this thorough understanding of process capabili-
ties and the effective application of that knowledge to
both current and future processing that is essential
for achieving producibility.

In addition to fully understanding present capabili-
ties, future process capabilities must be predicted to
ensure that, as new or improved processes mature,
they can be readily introduced into manufacturing
with no detrimental effects to producibility.  Predict-
ing future capabilities is especially important in

23

S e c t i o n  2

Step 2. DETERMINE PROCESS CAPABILITY

markets like the electronics industry where product
or process obsolescence forces the rapid development
and use of new technology.  Future process capabili-
ties in this context means more than advanced, new
processing techniques.  It also means being cognizant
of processes used by competitors or manufacturers in
different industries and adapting those processes if,
and when, it is appropriate.

The relationship of this step, Step 2 - Determine
Process Capability, to the other four steps and to the
notional process flow for the development, produc-
tion, and support of a product in a typical manufac-
turing enterprise is illustrated in Figure 2.1.   Shown
as an enterprise-wide function, Step 2, with its goal
of thorough understanding of process capabilities, is
important both across the enterprise and with re-
spect to a specific product line and a particular
product.

Step 2 is closely allied with the two other enter-
prise-wide steps:  Step 1 - Establish A Producibility
Infrastructure and Step 5 - Measure Producibility.
With regard to producibility infrastructure, process
capabilities must be fully understood to accomplish
the goals of Integrated Product and Process Develop-
ment (IPPD), which encourages the development of
manufacturing  processes together with the design
and development of the product (1.1).  Process capa-
bility data and the producibility design guidelines
(1.4) jointly focus on ensuring that designs are
producible by incorporating process knowledge with
specific design parameters.    With respect to Step 5 -
Measure Producibility, a complete understanding of
process capabilities can only be accomplished through
effective, repeated measurement and control of
processes.

The producibility elements of Step 2 also figure
prominently in Steps 3 and 4, as understanding
process capabilities is paramount to the successful
production of a particular product.  A thorough
knowledge of capabilities ensures that the trade
studies performed on alternative product and process
designs (3.3) are most effectively accomplished and
that the manufacturing plan developed (3.4)  enables
the affordable production of a product which meets
the customer�s performance, cost, and schedule
requirements.

In this step, two producibility elements address

Figure 2.0 - Step 2 of the Five Steps
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determining process capability.  The first element,
2.1, describes the importance of understanding and
capturing the company�s and its suppliers� current
capabilities and discusses some tools that aid in both
process understanding and process measurement.
The second element, 2.2, addresses the necessity of
accurately predicting future capabilities and deals
with issues such as obsolescence and technology
insertion. These two elements and a corresponding
key point for each are shown in Figure 2.2.

2.1.  Understand Current Process
Capabilities(Company And
Supplier)

Description
Understanding current process capabilities means

more than knowing which processes an organization

is capable of utilizing in manufacturing its products.
A thorough knowledge of process capabilities is
achieved only by effective process measurement, pro-
cess control, and the application of resulting data to
future processing.  Data must be properly docu-
mented, and the documentation updated regularly.
The organization must ensure that this process
capability documentation is utilized in the design and
processing of future products as well as in the optimi-
zation of the manufacturing sequence for current
products.  Management commitment to a thorough
understanding of process capabilities and the effec-
tive application of that knowledge to both current
and future processing is paramount to enhancing
producibility.

Process capabilities must be determined for both
the organization itself and for its key suppliers.  In
general, the depth of understanding required for the

Figure 2.1 - The Five Producibility Steps

Figure 2.2 - Key Points of Step 2 - Determine Process Capability
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organization�s processes is far greater than that
required for suppliers� capabilities.  However, for
highly complex components or subassemblies which
require precise, difficult processing, an organization
must ensure that its suppliers have a similar commit-
ment to the requisite understanding and control of its
respective processes.

It is tempting for an organization committed to a
more complete understanding of its process capabili-
ties to require that a similar level of knowledge be
achieved for every process.  This, however, is neither
required nor economically prudent.  Monitoring and
tightly controlling every process is not crucial.  One
of the most important steps in determining process
capabilities is performing a tradeoff analysis which
identifies the level of understanding and control
required for each process.  This analysis should
identify which processes must be fully understood,
monitored, and controlled and which processes are
perhaps less complex or less critical to the manufac-
ture of product and therefore require a less complete
understanding.  Oftentimes, an organization�s first
cut at a tradeoff analysis might target complex and
specialized processes.  However, the complexity or
specialization of a process does not necessarily deter-
mine its need for a more in-depth process understand-
ing.  An organization might utilize a very complex
and specialized process in the manufacture of its
products; however, the tolerance requirements of
those products may be lax enough to enable less
rigorous process monitoring and control.  In general,
any process which is critical to the organization�s
product lines and which requires the optimization of
a number of process parameters must be more thor-
oughly understood and controlled than those less
important processes.  These critical processes might
be those that enable an organization to be the sup-
plier of choice for a certain product line or those that
permit the company to compete more successfully
against its competitors.  They may be those consid-
ered by the company to be its niche or its core
competency processes.  Certainly, they must be those
that, without effective process understanding and
control, are responsible for or contribute to a product
not meeting the customer�s performance, cost, and
schedule requirements.

From a risk management standpoint (1.3), an
additional consideration in identifying the level of
process capability understanding and control re-
quired is process maturity.   A technology can be
defined as mature if it has been demonstrated on the
factory floor and successfully used to manufacture a
similar product in the past.  Processes that are not

mature usually require additional studies and statis-
tical analyses to ensure that the capability is fully
understood and defined prior to its use in the produc-
tion of a product.

The understanding of process capabilities must be
both general and product specific.  Although a large
number of different products might require the use of
a particular process during their manufacture, the
level of understanding and control of the process will
likely vary on a product-by-product basis as well.  It
is precisely this reason that determining process
capabilities is both an enterprise-wide and a product-
specific step in achieving producibility throughout
the organization.

Process capability documentation, or guidelines,
defines the manufacturing capabilities and delineates
the limits and rules associated with each.  This
documentation can be in the form of guideline hand-
books, a process capability library, a database man-
agement system, or a knowledge-based software ap-
plication.  Regardless of the form of the guidelines,
process capability data must be integrated into the
organization�s design and engineering procedures
and utilized by product IPTs in the development of
their products.

Process capability guidelines should contain infor-
mation on process capabilities and constraints (i.e.,
products, design features, tolerances, materials);
optimum process parameters; and data on overall
manufacturing capability such as resource availabil-
ity (i.e., parts, materials, and production systems)
and production capacity (low versus high volume as
well as part and volume mix).

Determining process capability must be looked at
as a continuous and not a one-time effort.  The
guidelines must be updated regularly to benefit the
producibility of future products.  This is particularly
important with the introduction of a new product
line.  Taking the lessons learned from new product
manufacture and feeding the process parameters and
constraints into process capability documentation
ensure that the organization is most effective in
producing similar products in the future.  Addition-
ally, the organization might find that processes devel-
oped or optimized for a new product might success-
fully be substituted in the manufacture of older
products with resultant increases in product perfor-
mance, decreases in product cost, or reductions in
product schedule.

Case Studies 17 through 21, presented in Appendix
D, provide additional insight into the importance of
determining process capabilities.
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Significance
Process capability understanding aids in ensuring

compatibility between design and manufacturing pro-
cesses and in making critical make / buy decisions.
Without adequate knowledge of both internal and
supplier capabilities, a company cannot make in-
formed decisions regarding product manufacture,
which oftentimes results in products not meeting
quality, cost, or schedule requirements.

Resource Requirements
Staff:  A corporate process capabilities team, des-
ignated by corporate management, coordinates the
process capabilities effort across the organization.
The team functions similarly to an IPT but is
focused on determining process capabilities across
the entire enterprise and not solely for a specific
product.  Experts from design, materials, manufac-
turing, and quality organizations are required.

Tools and Techniques:  There are a number of
tools and techniques helpful in determining process
capabilities.  Techniques that aid in process under-
standing include Modeling and Simulation (Pro-
cess), Prototyping (Process), Design of Experi-
ments (DOE) or Taguchi studies, and Process
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (PFMEA).  Tech-
niques for process measurement, verification of
process capability data, and/or process control
include Six Sigma and Statistical Process Control
(SPC).  Benchmarking is a useful technique for
process comparison and evaluation.  Depending on
the chosen method for process capability documen-
tation, required tools might include web-based
software, a Database Management System, or a
Knowledge-Based System.  Decision Support Tools
help in extracting information, analyzing data, and
displaying the results in a useful format.  The tools
and techniques, as well as the appendices where
additional information on these tools can be found,
are listed in Figure 2.3.

Training:  Many of the tools and techniques
commonly used to thoroughly determine process
capabilities are not self-explanatory, and, although
not required, training on the effective use of these
tools and techniques is recommended.  Training on
Six Sigma and SPC is particularly encouraged.

Implementation
Implementation begins with a corporate commit-

ment to producibility.  Corporate management should

establish a corporate process capabilities team with
the responsibility of determining process capability.
This corporate team defines the types of process
capability information necessary and ensures its
collection, documentation, and update.

In addition, corporate management should encour-
age the respective product IPTs to make use of
process capability information in their product and
process development.  Each  IPT is responsible for
identifying the level of process understanding and
control required to ensure product producibility and
for making this information available to the corpo-
rate process capabilities team.

The incorporation of this product-specific process
capability information back into the guidelines  is the
responsibility of the corporate process capabilities
team.  It is clear that effective coordination between
the corporate process capabilities team and the prod-
uct-specific IPTs is required.

Ten general steps used in determining internal and
supplier process capabilities are:

1. Establish a corporate process capabilities team
to coordinate process capability information.
Identify the process experts required.

2. Identify processes for which data will be
collected.  Identify depth of knowledge generally
required for each capability.  For those process
capabilities for which the depth of knowledge
required varies on a per product basis,
coordinate with product-specific IPTs.

3. Identify suppliers for which capability data is
required.  Identify depth of knowledge required
for supplier capabilities.

4. Determine the method of process capability
documentation to be used, as well as its
distribution and access requirements.

Figure 2.3 - Tools and Techniques for Under-
standing Current Process Capabilities
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Determine documentation update procedure
and update cycle.  Select documentation support
tools.

5. Develop the format and forms for data
collection.

6. Collect data.  If necessary, conduct studies or
analysis (such as DOE, PFMEA, prototyping,
or modeling and simulation) to more fully
understand process capability.  Identify
optimum processing parameters.  Highlight
process inconsistencies and determine their
cause.  Utilize statistical analyses to assess
process capabilities.

7. Organize and document data in process
capability guidelines.

8. Integrate the use of process capability guidelines
in the company’s design guidelines (1.5) and
engineering procedures.  Educate users on
capability data.

9. Continuously verify and monitor data (through
methods such as SPC or Six Sigma).  Ensure
that process capabilities do not vary over time
through the use of SPC tracking mechanisms.

10. Periodically review and update process
capability guidelines.  Ensure that data being
collected matches data required.  Update list of
suppliers for which data is required.

2.2.  Predict Future Process
Capabilities

Description
Just as it is critical to have a thorough understand-

ing of current process capabilities, it is also very
important to predict future process capabilities and
develop or incorporate those that are advantageous
to the organization.  There are many reasons �
external and internal � why advances in technology
must be followed and applicable technology incorpo-
rated into an enterprise�s process capabilities.  Exter-
nal reasons may include increasing competition in
the marketplace and customers who are demanding
that their products be produced more affordably and
more quickly.  They may include customer expecta-
tions that new technology be used or a change in
design that necessitates the use of a new process.
Internal reasons may be driven by the product and
include design changes or a need to produce the part
more accurately to reduce rework and scrap.  Inter-
nal process-related reasons may be due to a conflict in
shop floor planning and scheduling (such as too

many products requiring the same equipment) or
process obsolescence (resulting from environmental
regulations, older equipment failure and the decision
to substitute a new process rather than replacing the
equipment, or the fast pace of electronics develop-
ment).  Whatever the impetus, organizations must
make keeping abreast of beneficial technology and
developing or maturing it a priority.

A future process capability can either be developed
internally from its inception or developed externally
and then incorporated and matured internally prior
to its use in manufacturing.  Regardless of the source
of the new technology, it is essential that producibility
engineers ensure that, prior to its production use, the
process is mature and well understood (as discussed
in Step 2.1), compatible with existing production
processes, and beneficial from a producibility stand-
point.  Process maturity and a thorough understand-
ing of the capability prior to use in production are
critical.

For each product, consideration of new technology
should begin in the earliest phases of product devel-
opment, and opportunities for the incorporation of
new technology should be periodically assessed
throughout the transition from design to production
as well as throughout production.  This assessment
should focus on the adaptability and maturity of the
technology and its potential to be readily introduced
into the manufacturing cycle, with no detrimental
effects to producibility.  In the design of a particular
product, technology insertion should be considered
as part of the trade studies conducted by the product-
specific IPT (3.3).

Technology insertion is a means of dealing with the
rapidly growing problems posed by obsolescence or by
Diminishing Manufacturing Sources (DMS), which
can be defined as the loss or impending loss of the last
known manufacturer or supplier of a critical process,
raw material, or production or repair part.  While
obsolescence or diminishing resources have not tra-
ditionally been considered in measuring or achieving
producibility, a product is not producible if either the
design or the processes chosen contain built-in obso-
lescence.  Nowhere is this more apparent than in the
electronics industry where technology is changing by
an order of magnitude every 24 months, as shown in
Figure 2.4.

Predicting future process capabilities should not be
restricted to evaluating advanced, high technology
processes.  There may be processes that have been
commonly used for years by industry that could be
incorporated into an enterprise�s current core of
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processes and yield tremen-
dous benefits, as discussed in
1.6 - Instill a Best Commer-
cial Practices Philosophy.
Benchmarking is an effective
technique for evaluating the
best practices and processes
of other organizations.

As with current process
capabilities, candidate future
technologies should be docu-
mented and tracked.  Ideally,
these future capabilities
would be integrated into the
process capability guidelines,
discussed in 2.1.  The impor-
tance of predicting future
capabilities is illustrated in
Appendix D, Case Studies 22
and 23.

Significance
In today�s dynamic environment, manufacturers

must continuously evaluate, mature, and utilize new
technologies to meet ever more challenging design
requirements and remain competitive in their
market.

Resource Requirements
Staff:  The corporate process capabilities team
designated by management to coordinate the
organization�s process capability efforts is also
responsible for the coordination and integration of
new technology.

Tools and Techniques:  Internet searches can be
used to keep abreast of technological advances and
conduct preliminary technical inquiries.
Benchmarking can provide information on pro-
cesses used by competitors as well as by organiza-
tions in other industries.  Including future process
capabilities in the process capability guidelines
(discussed in 2.1) might require the use of a Data-
base Management System or a Knowledge-Based
System, with Decision Support Tools, if required.
Tools and techniques applicable to predicting fu-
ture capabilities and the appendices in which they
are found are listed in Figure 2.5.

Additionally, once the technology has been imple-
mented internally, many of the tools presented in
2.1 and shown in Figure 2.3 would be helpful in

achieving a more thorough understanding of the
capability in general, as well as its effects on a
proposed product.  Specifically, these include: DOE,
prototyping, modeling and simulation, Six Sigma,
and SPC techniques.

Training:  Although not required, training
could include courses or seminars on specific
technologies.

Implementation
In general, predicting future process capabilities is

the responsibility of the corporate process capabili-
ties team, discussed in 2.1.  Realistically however, all
technical personnel in the organization are likely to
be exposed to new technology that might have the
potential for future implementation, and many will,
themselves, have ideas for the development of new
process technology.

Corporate management should encourage the open
communication of process technology information.

Figure 2.4 - Moore’s Law for Intel CPUs

Figure 2.5 - Tools and Techniques for
Predicting Future Process Capabilities
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Each IPT should identify process investment areas
and communicate their needs to the corporate pro-
cess capabilities team.  The corporate process capa-
bilities team should be tasked with providing recom-
mendations for investment priorities.  In addition,
the team should coordinate efforts to ensure that new
process capabilities are mature and well-understood
prior to their use in a production environment and
that the technology is available to those production
programs that would benefit most from its use.

General steps in identifying future process capabili-
ties are:

1. Continuously identify potential new capabilities
through internal brainstorming, Internet
searches, industry working groups, trade

publications and shows, and supplier strategic
partnerships.

2. Evaluate candidate technologies.  Assess
marketing, financial, and schedule impacts as
well as technical considerations.

3. Select the technology to develop internally or
incorporate and mature.

4. Evaluate process capability and determine if
adequate level of understanding of process
capability exists.

5. If sufficient data is available, incorporate the
new process capability data into the process
capability guidelines (see 2.1).  If the process
capability is not mature and understanding of
the process is not sufficient, conduct studies or
analyses (see 2.1).
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Address Producibility During
Conceptual Design

Producibility must be addressed during every as-
pect of design and development in order to achieve the
desired outcome of affordable products that meet the
needs of the customer.  During conceptual design, it
is crucial that the Integrated Product Team (IPT)
responsible for the product include a representative
of manufacturing.  It is also crucial that the IPT
ensure that manufacturing issues are considered in
every stage of the process.  The development of a
design concept is conducted by identifying possible
alternatives and prioritizing them according to their
ability to satisfy the goals of the product.  By address-
ing manufacturing considerations from the begin-
ning, the IPT ensures that the maturity of manufac-
turing processes is considered during the assessment
of various design options.  While a design and asso-
ciated processes might be selected for which a particu-
lar process is technologically immature, the IPT
must understand the implications of that choice and
the investment needed to mature the process before
production.  With a management commitment to
producibility (1.1) and a knowledge of the manufac-
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Step 3. ADDRESS PRODUCIBILITY DURING CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

turing processes available to the enterprise and its
suppliers (2.1), producibility can be effectively ad-
dressed during conceptual design.

In this section, the five producibility system ele-
ments to address producibility during conceptual
design are presented.  The relationship of this step,
Step 3, to the other four steps and to the notional
product cycle for the development, production and
support of a product in a typical manufacturing
enterprise is illustrated in Figure 3.1.  Also shown in
this figure are the five elements of Step 3 and the time
phasing of those five elements with the notional
product cycle.  As indicated, it is recommended that
activity on some of these elements should commence
prior to the start of the preliminary design phase and
that some should continue into detailed design and,
in one case, into the production phase.  In particular,
it is recommended that the identification of product
goals (3.1) and the identification of key characteris-
tics (3.2) begin before the preliminary design phase
and that the development of the manufacturing plan
(3.4) continue into the production phase.

Prior to significant activity on the conceptual
design, it is critical that the product goals be clearly
identified and understood by all the members of the
IPT.  The goals will generally include the desired
performance characteristics, any geometric con-
straints, cost goals, and other considerations of
importance to the customer, the members of the
enterprise, and suppliers.  Once the goals are clearly
established and metrics to assess achievement against
those goals have been identified, the key characteris-
tics of the product can be determined.  For each
conceptual design element, processes, features, and
cost drivers can be assessed against the desired goals.
It is the responsibility of the IPT to ensure that the
key characteristics of the product are understood and
that all the goals can be affordably achieved.

As alternative design concepts emerge, trade stud-
ies are typically conducted.  From the producibility
standpoint, it is the maturity of the manufacturing
processes that is of primary concern.  The goal is to
identify the concept that represents the best value.
Prototyping as well as modeling and simulation may
be used to assess elements of the concept and to
evaluate the manufacturing processes needed.

As a single design concept begins to emerge, a
manufacturing plan is drafted.  Although it may seem

Figure 3.0 - Step 3 of the Five Steps
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 too early to create such a plan because final design
details have not been defined, it is appropriate to start
this effort during the conceptual design phase.  Effec-
tive production requires that all necessary resources
are available and sufficiently mature. At this stage in
the process, the manufacturing plan becomes the
basis for investments in long-lead capital equipment
and the maturing of processes to support the product�s
manufacture.

Finally, as part of conceptual design, producibility
is enhanced by an assessment of the complexity of the
design.  Every effort is made to ensure that the
product is being designed for cost-effective manufac-
turing and assembly.  Design simplifications may
result in dramatically reduced errors during produc-
tion.  Attempts are made to achieve designs that can
only be assembled correctly.

The five producibility system elements that are part
of addressing producibility during conceptual design
and a corresponding key point for each are shown in
Figure 3.2.

3.1.  Identify Product Goals

Description
A thorough understanding of product goals is

essential to effective product development.  Such
goals normally encompass performance, cost, and
schedule.  It is the role of the IPT to assess the needs
of the customer together with the capability of the
enterprise and its suppliers to derive a complete set of
achievable product goals.  Understanding of the
process capabilities of the enterprise and its suppli-
ers, which is the objective of Step 2, is key to
establishing achievable goals.  Inclusion of the cus-
tomer on the IPT is fundamental.

Use of techniques such as Quality Function De-
ployment (QFD) (see Appendix F.1.15) can assist in
relating perceived customer goals to possible concep-
tual designs.  This visual representation includes the
customer requirements, the customer priorities, the
design variables, and the design objectives, as well as
the relationship among these key items.  It is the in-

Figure 3.1 - The Five Producibility Steps
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depth understanding of what
is desired versus what is rea-
sonably achievable that must
be determined at the begin-
ning of the product develop-
ment process to realize a pro-
ducible product downstream.
Metrics must be established
for all product goals so that
the degree to which a design
concept meets each goal can
be readily understood.

Since product cost can be a
critical issue, Cost Tools such
as Design-to-Cost (see Appen-
dix F.1.2), can be used for
setting and achieving cost
goals.  The IPT is encouraged
to retain design solutions that
can meet the cost goal and to discard the others.  It
is critical to thoroughly understand the product
goals and the process capabilities to affordably pro-
duce specific design concepts.

The importance of identifying product goals early
in the product development cycle is highlighted in
Case Studies 24 through 27 in Appendix D.

Significance
Setting appropriate and realistic goals is critical to

successfully producing affordable products that meet
the needs of the customer and that are available when
needed.

Resource Requirements
Staff:  Early involvement of all functional area
representatives including the customer and suppli-
ers on an IPT is required.

Tools and Techniques:   QFD (see Appendix
F.1.16) is an excellent technique for assessing the
needs of the customer against the possible design
variables.  It provides a basis for the IPT to identify
key goals and the relationship between those goals
and the key product attributes.  Cost models that
relate the goals to the potential designs should also
be maintained.  The use of the Cost Tools discussed
in Appendix F.1.2 can provide assistance in focus-
ing on cost.

Training:  It is beneficial to provide the IPT with
training on QFD and Cost Tools.

Implementation
The key to identifying realistic product goals is to

involve all organizational elements of the enterprise
as well as representatives of the customer and the
suppliers in the establishment and assessment of the
goals.  The formation and use of an IPT that includes
these members from the beginning of the design
process is the most effective means to achieve success.
It is insufficient to have the customer provide the
goals and then have the design team decide how to
address them.  Affordable production of useful prod-
ucts results from a cooperative understanding of all
parties regarding the implications of customer re-
quirements on the producibility of the product.  Hence,
the setting of goals should be done by the IPT and
should be revised, as necessary, as additional infor-
mation on design concepts and on the maturity of
production processes is obtained.

As noted previously in 1.2, it is recognized that, for
some products, the participation of a customer on the
IPT may not be possible.  Since it is important that
the voice of the eventual customer be included in all
deliberations, it is recommended that, in the least, the
customer should be represented on the IPT by
a member of the marketing organization of the
enterprise.

Although not required, it is useful to employ such
tools and techniques as QFD and Design-to-Cost
(DTC) to assist in establishing and assessing product
goals.  What is most important is developing an
understanding that goals must be set and that they
must be based on the needs of the customer and the
capability to affordably produce the product.  In

Figure 3.2 - Key Points of Step 3 - Address Producibility During
Conceptual Design
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addition, it is good practice to measure progress
toward the goals to identify critical areas for addi-
tional emphasis.

Some specifics regarding the identification of prod-
uct goals include:

1. Form a multi-disciplinary team (an IPT) that
includes the customer(s), suppliers, and all
organizational elements of the enterprise (sales,
marketing, accounting, design, engineering,
manufacturing, product service, and support,
et al).

2. Identify all the customer desires for the product
and prioritize.

3. Maintain a method for tracking potential design
concepts and maturity of manufacturing
processes against the customer desires.  (QFD
can be used.)

4. Based on the desires and the known capabilities
of the enterprise and suppliers, agree on a set
of product goals.

5. If appropriate, set specific cost goals and design
the product to meet those goals.  Addressing
producibility early has significant cost leverage.

6. As trade studies are conducted (see 3.3), review
the cost, schedule, and performance impacts of
various design concepts and adjust the goals
as agreed by the IPT.

3.2 Identify Key Characteristics

Description
Once the product goals have been determined and

preliminary design concepts are beginning to be
considered, it is important to identify the key charac-
teristics of the product.  From the producibility point
of view, the key characteristics are those product
attributes that will have the greatest impact on
product performance and manufacturing time, cost,
and schedule.  The identification of key characteris-
tics is the process whereby the key cost, schedule, and
performance drivers are identified and their impor-
tance defined.  The process is based on the require-
ments of the customer as well as all the lower level
requirements that define the concept.  Such charac-
teristics can include specific materials, manufactur-
ing and assembly processes, and product features.
It is the responsibility of the IPT to identify key
characteristics.

The identification of the key characteristics is
assisted by employing the QFD technique noted in

3.1. It may also involve the use of Design Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis (DFMEA) tools (see Ap-
pendix F.1.7) to help identify potential design flaws
that can be related to manufacturing.  The key
characteristics assessment also can assist in the
identification of possible complexities in the product
� that is, the features that can be simplified to achieve
a more affordable product (see 3.5).  It can also assist
in early identification of possible show-stoppers, char-
acteristics that will result in the inability to deliver
the product in accordance with the goals.

The objective is the identification of those key
characteristics that are essential to meeting the
product goals so that resources can be focused on
those key items.  The benefits of such a process and
its application are presented in Appendix D, Case
Studies 27 through 29.

Significance
Identifying key characteristics, which begins with

the customer�s product requirements and flows down
to lower level requirements, can significantly im-
prove quality and reduce cost and product realization
time.

Resource Requirements
Tools and Techniques: QFD (Appendix F.1.16)
and DFMEA (Appendix F.1.7) tools can be em-
ployed to assist in the identification of key charac-
teristics.

Training:  The IPT should be trained in the
identification and use of key characteristics for the
assessment of product concepts.  Training in QFD
and DFMEA is helpful.

Implementation
As for the determination of product goals (3.1), the

principal instrument for the determination of key
characteristics is the IPT.  The classical product
development process begins with the statement of
product goals from which product specifications are
derived.  Typically, little effort is expended on priori-
tizing the goals or the resulting specification.  Indeed,
resources are expended on all elements of the product
without regard to priority rather than focusing re-
sources on the critical few features that are key to
customer satisfaction.

The approach recommended here employs the QFD
technique (Appendix F.1.16) introduced in 3.1.  Since
the IPT members represent all elements of the enter-
prise as well as the customer and suppliers, it is
capable of applying QFD to prioritize the product
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goals, array them against possible design approaches,
and identify those characteristics of the product that
are key to achieving customer satisfaction.  The IPT
can then ensure that resources are focused on the key
characteristics.  The basic steps are:

1. Array customer-driven product goals against
product design attributes that can achieve the
goals.

2. Prioritize customer goals.
3. Identify key design attributes (the key

characteristics) that are required to achieve
the critical goals.

4. Decompose the key characteristics to the lowest
level possible in order to highlight all required
actions.

5. Document and communicate the key
characteristics to the entire design team.

3.3.  Perform Trade Studies On
Alternative Product And
Process Designs

Description
A trade study is a formal decision-making method

that can be used to solve many complex problems.
Trade studies (also called tradeoff studies or analy-
ses) are used to rank potential design solutions
against the product goals.  In the context of this
document, the trade study can highlight the manu-
facturing advantages and disadvantages of each de-
sign concept.  Process maturity, ease of assembly,
manufacturing risk, and need for capital equipment
are among the elements considered during the trade
studies from the producibility perspective.  The objec-
tive is to identify a design solution that most effec-
tively meets all the product goals.

During the conceptual phase, trade studies can
help identify possible designs that will result in an
optimum balance of quality, functionality, cost, per-
formance, and producibility.  Product goals (3.1) and
key characteristics (3.2) may be revisited and changed,
as appropriate, based on the results of the studies.

Ideally, trade studies are conducted according to
the principles of good experimental practice.  Two or
more design concept strategies with different values
of an independent variable such as size, shape, or
weight are compared using a dependent variable such
as speed, energy use, reliability, or manufacturing
process maturity.  Tradeoff decisions are more mean-
ingful when extraneous variables are kept constant
or otherwise controlled.  Producibility may be either

an independent or dependent variable depending on
the requirements, but it should always be a docu-
mented variable.  Producibility measurements can be
related to cost, schedule, quality, complexity, and
risk.  The trade study�s quality depends on the quality
of the input data.  The results will be unreliable if the
input data comes only from peoples� memories, esti-
mates, or best guesses.  To be viable, trade studies
must be based on fact.

Examples of the importance of trade studies in the
product development cycle to producibility are pre-
sented in Case Studies 30 through 34 in Appendix D,
and Appendix E.1 contains a more detailed presenta-
tion of the tradeoffs considered on a complex cover
assembly for a surveillance system for the U.S. Army.

Significance
In areas where a trade study is performed, the IPT

will identify design alternatives and determine ratio-
nale in support of design decisions. Then, working
with the customer as a member of the IPT, the team
can modify the product goals �  if justified by the data.
Further, the documentation of the alternatives and
rationale will provide valuable references should the
issue require revisiting.  The tradeoff analysis pro-
cess allows the IPT to make optimum decisions,
taking into account the goals, the confidence levels of
the trade studies, and the interdependencies among
the requirements.

Resource Requirements
Staff: The IPT should take the lead in the trade
studies.  Other staff members may be brought in for
their expertise.  The evaluation should be con-
ducted by the personnel who are most knowledge-
able of the details of the product and who are
technically qualified to perform the analyses.

Tools and Techniques: A wide range of tools are
applicable to the trade study process.  Figure 3.3
lists the tools and techniques included in Appendix
F that can be applied to this producibility element.

Training:  Depending on the extent and complex-
ity of the study, training in the process of perform-
ing a trade study may be required.  Training in the
use of the tools and techniques in Figure 3.3 is
useful but not required.

Implementation
Trade studies are used to assess potential design

solutions.  The objective is to identify a design
concept that balances each of the product goals to
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achieve a product that cost-effectively meets the
customer�s needs.  From a producibility perspective,
the IPT must be certain that the manufacturing
techniques associated with each potential design are
assessed and are considered in the tradeoff process.
Attention must be given to both the maturity of the
processes (see 2.1) and the availability of material,
equipment, and staff in the enterprise and at suppli-
ers.  Consideration should also be given to outsourcing
of some or all of production.  Finally, the IPT must be
cognizant of the effect material selection has on the
ability to produce an affordable, quality product, on
schedule.  Basic steps in performing trade studies are:

1. Form the multi-disciplinary team that will
conduct the trade studies.  The team may be
the basic IPT or portions thereof, with
augmentation by functional experts as
necessary.  Customer involvement is strongly
recommended.

2. Define the parameters of the trade study
alternatives.

3. Modify the product goals if appropriate.
4. Determine the approach and resources

required.
5. Evaluate and select the preferred alternative.
6. Validate the study results through simulation,

prototyping, and testing.
7. Iterate more detailed trade studies through the

design process as required.
8. Thoroughly document the study and results.

3.4  Develop A Manufacturing Plan

Description
A manufacturing plan identifies the processes used

to create a producible product and is developed before
the individual documents such as design drawings,
tool designs, and work instructions are finalized.
During the plan�s development, the IPT reviews and
agrees on the processes required to control the key
characteristics of the product during production.
The manufacturing plan includes factory require-
ments, teaming agreements, and supplier interface
guidance.

The plan is drafted during conceptual design in
order to further the understanding of the manufac-
turing processes that may be required and the matu-
rity and availability of those processes.  In order to be
able to produce products in a timely manner after
final design is completed, the manufacturing plant

must have the equipment, materials, and processes
available.  Planning for capital equipment must begin
during conceptual design and may require purchas-
ing prior to the completion of the conceptual design
phase depending on acquisition and set-up lead-
times.  Likewise, process development and matura-
tion may be required.  The identification of processing
capability and the importance of understanding these
capabilities are discussed in Step 2.  As in 3.3,
manufacturing planning should also include consid-
eration of outsourcing of all or part of production.
The early development of a draft plan provides the
IPT with insight into this information.  It also
provides information to be used in the trade studies
(3.3) since it provides the equipment, material, and
process development expenses related to the design
concepts.

The development of the manufacturing plan contin-
ues through the detailed design phase of the product
and is not completed until manufacturing has com-
menced.  Updating of the manufacturing plan occurs
during production if either the design or the pro-
cesses change.

Significance
The manufacturing plan should be created early

during conceptual design and be updated throughout
detailed design and production.  The plan can help
identify and highlight risk areas for mitigation in the
planned design.

Resource Requirements
Staff: The IPT is responsible for developing the
manufacturing plan.  Appropriate manufacturing
and assembly expertise should be added to assist as
needed.

Tools and Techniques: Manufacturing Planning
Tools range from very simple spreadsheets to more
sophisticated tools such as Material Requirements

Figure 3.3 - Tools and Techniques for
Performing Trade Studies
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Planning (MRP), Manufacturing Resource Plan-
ning (MRP II), and Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP).  Manufacturing Planning Tools are dis-
cussed in Appendix F.1.11.

Training: Training on any Manufacturing Plan-
ning Tools, such as MRP, MRP II, or ERP, imple-
mented by the organization, is required.  Training
is usually supplied by the vendor of the applica-
tions.

Implementation
Once the trade studies have resulted in a reason-

able set of possible designs, the development of the
manufacturing plan should begin.  The purpose of
this plan is to initiate the identification of manufac-
turing needs that may require investment.  These
may include the need to purchase capital equipment,
the need to invest in maturing manufacturing pro-
cesses, the need to change the layout of the factory
floor, the hiring of personnel with specific expertise,
and the need to identify vendors and suppliers who
can manufacture all or part of the product.  With
regard to process maturity, the process capability
guidelines discussed in Step 2 provides the corporate
resource for understanding current and future pro-
cesses.

Basic steps in developing a manufacturing plan are:

1. Analyze product requirements for specific
design concepts.

2. Identify fabrication and assembly processes
required and relate to the current processing
capabilities (2.1).

3. Identify tooling approaches.
4. Identify resource requirements (work force

and equipment).
5. Identify risk areas in processes, schedule, and

cost.
6. Disseminate and review the plan with the IPT.
7. Update as the product configuration matures.

It should be noted that the manufacturing plan
development continues into the production phase
until full production of the final product is underway
as shown in Figure 3.1.

3.5.  Perform A Complexity Analysis

Description
Prior to final design, a complexity analysis of the

selected design concept should be performed.  The
purpose is to identify those attributes of the design
that may be overly complex or that may require
overly complex manufacturing and assembly proce-
dures.  The intent is to attempt, if possible, to
eliminate all such features.  If they cannot be elimi-
nated, then the analysis can form the basis for
identifying additional efforts that may be necessary
to ameliorate manufacturing and assembly difficul-
ties.  This analysis is most beneficial when performed
by an independent team.

An example of reducing part count with the objec-
tive of reducing complexity is shown in Figure 3.4.  In
this redesign of a conference badge clip, a ten part
assembly with fifteen assembly operations has been
reduced to a single part.  Reducing part count may
result in beneficial reductions in assembly time and
assembly errors and may prevent a possible assembly
work stoppage due to missing parts.  However, the
manufacture of single part badge holder might intro-
duce other complexities such as the need for a new
and/or poorly defined process or a difficult opera-
tional sequence and may, in the end, result in a more
expensive product whose cost cannot be justified.  An
independent assessment of complexity is often neces-
sary to determine the best course of action.

Case Studies 34, 35, and 36 presented in Appendix
D provide additional insight into the reduction of
complexity on a variety of different products in a
number of industries.

Significance
Complex design attributes or features may require

the acquisition of new machinery, processes, or per-
sonnel capabilities.  Complex designs may cause
schedule problems and cost overruns, as they present

Figure 3.4 - Badge Holder: Ten Part Assembly
vs. Single Part
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significant risk areas and may cause impact on
production by requiring an unplanned, last minute,
modification to the product or process.  The complex-
ity analysis can result in simplifications to the design
and recommendations to reduce manufacturing and
assembly difficulties.

Resource Requirements
Staff: The formal complexity analysis should be
conducted by a team of independent experts in all
disciplines associated with the product and should
include at least one producibility engineer who is
expert at complexity analysis.

Implementation
Once the preliminary manufacturing plan (3.4) has

been developed, a complexity analysis of the product
and the processes should be performed to attempt to
prevent manufacturing cost and schedule problems.
The analysis should be conducted by an independent
team of experts who are familiar with complexity
analysis.

Steps in conducting a complexity analysis include:

1. Assemble the independent review team.
2. Determine complexity metrics to be assessed

(design attributes or features, part count,
process required, schedule, cost, tooling, etc.).

3. Analyze design against complexity metrics.
4. Recommend modifications to the design, as

appropriate, and, as needed, to the
manufacturing plan to incorporate the
recommendations.

5. Document all assessments, analyses, and
recommendations.

The recommendations of the complexity analysis
team should be presented to the IPT in a formal
transmittal both orally and in writing.  It should be
noted that the IPT does not have to follow all the
recommendations of the review team.  In the end, the
IPT is responsible for the product.
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Address Producibility During
Detailed Design

As indicated in the previous section, producibility
must be addressed during every aspect of the design
and development of a product in order to achieve the
desired outcome of affordable products that meet the
needs of the customer.  During detailed design, it is
crucial that the Integrated Product Team (IPT)
responsible for the product continue to include a
representative of manufacturing.  As the product
transitions to a final detailed design, the IPT must
ensure that every aspect of producibility has been
addressed.  During this stage of the process, the IPT
must continue to focus on the needs of the customer
as stated in the product goals (see 3.1) and on the
product�s key characteristics (see 3.2).  As part of
detailed design, product and process data are definitized
through prototyping and testing of hardware and
processes.  It is during detailed design that the
manufacturing plan, started as part of Step 3 (see
3.4), is fully developed.

In this section, the three elements to address
producibility during detailed design are presented.
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The relationship of this step, Step 4, to the other four
steps and to the notional product cycle for the devel-
opment, production and support of a product in a
typical manufacturing enterprise is illustrated in
Figure 4.1.  Also shown in this figure are the three
elements of Step 4 and the time phasing of those
elements with the notional product cycle.  As shown,
it is recommended that activity on all of these ele-
ments should commence soon after the start of the
detailed design phase, but that optimizing manufac-
turing (4.3) should continue almost to the end of the
production phase.

Engineering reviews using personnel who have not
been involved in the product development are a
traditional method for assessing the maturity of a
design.  In most cases, these reviews are conducted
periodically during the design phases.  With respect
to producibility, a specific producibility engineering
review (4.1) focused on the maturity of manufactur-
ing processes is an essential step in achieving afford-
able products.  Such a review should be accompanied
by efforts to error-proof the design (4.2) and to
optimize manufacturing (4.3).  As described in this
section, these three activities are inter-related.  Al-
though presented here as three separate elements, it
is common practice to execute all three elements
together, since they complement each other, to result
in a final detailed design of a product that can be
affordably manufactured.

With a management commitment to producibility
(see Step 1), a knowledge of the manufacturing
processes available to the enterprise and its suppliers
(see Step 2), and attention to producibility during
both conceptual design (see Step 3) and detailed
design (Step 4), the enterprise can significantly en-
hance the producibility of its products.

The three producibility system elements that are
part of addressing producibility during detailed de-
sign and a corresponding key point for each are
shown in Figure 4.2.

4.1.  Conduct Producibility
Engineering Review

Description
The intent of a Producibility Engineering Review is

to focus on manufacturability and not on the product�s

Figure 4.0 - Step 4 of the Five Steps
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functionality.  The goal is to identify manufacturing
and assembly difficulties and potential problem ar-
eas.  New process capabilities can then be traded off
if the requirements exceed present capabilities.

As part of the Producibility Engineering Review,
detailed attributes of the product under design are
compared with documented process capabilities.  This
review is used as a checking mechanism to ensure
that the product, as designed, can be produced with
available manufacturing capabilities.  This system-
atic, thorough evaluation is a necessary step in
achieving enhanced producibility.  The review can be
conducted at one time or it can be done either
continually or at pre-defined points in the design
process.

The producibility engineering review is conducted
in addition to normal and necessary design reviews.
These latter reviews are conducted by the IPT
throughout the design process and should be used to
assess progress against the goals and metrics for the
product.  Since it is imperative that the IPT maintain
a focus on producibility, the regular design reviews

address many producibility issues.  However, they
are typically focused on individual processes and
components and normally include tool, production,
and facilities planning for those processes.

In contrast, the focus of the producibility engineer-
ing review expands to an evaluation of whether the
entire product can be manufactured in the intended
facility within the given schedule and budget.  Inter-
nal experts who are not part of the product IPT nor
involved in the product development are normally
brought in to conduct this review.

Two examples of the application of producibility
reviews are presented in Appendix D, Case Studies 37
and 38.  An industry example of a checklist and
sequence of reviews used for assessing producibility
during design is presented in Appendix E.3.

Significance
The Producibility Engineering Review can ensure

that the product can be manufactured effectively and
affordably within the allowable time frame.

Figure 4.1 - The Five Producibility Steps
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Resource Requirements
Staff: Experts from manu-
facturing engineering, de-
sign engineering, and ma-
terials engineering; produc-
tion and quality personnel;
and key suppliers are nec-
essary to conduct these re-
views.

Tools and Techniques:
Design for Manufacture /
Assembly (DFMA) and Tolerance Analysis are two
of the tools that can assist the review team in
compiling and analyzing producibility engineering
information.  Descriptions of these tools are pre-
sented in Appendix F.1.5 and F.1.23, respectively.

Training:  It may be necessary to introduce team
members to DFMA concepts and Tolerance Analy-
sis methods for evaluating designs.

Implementation
As in many of the previous elements, the IPT is the

essential mechanism for ensuring that the
producibility engineering review is conducted.  It is
preferable that a separate review team be established
to conduct the review.  This team should be composed
of staff members of both the enterprise and its suppli-
ers who are not on the product IPT and who are not
directly involved with the development of the product.
As with the product IPT, this team should be struc-
tured as an IPT and should include representatives of
all the key areas (see 1.2) as well as experts in
manufacturing and design.  Knowledge of the process
capabilities should be available from the process
capability guidelines (see 2.1) and also may be gar-
nered from internal or external experts.  As noted
previously, this review can be conducted all at once or
at various times during the design process.  However,
it should be conducted together with the activities
described in the following two elements (see 4.2 and
4.3) due to the interdependence of these activities.

The basic steps for the producibility engineering
review process are:

1. Identify the individual product attributes.
2. Identify the materials used in the design and

any special manufacturing considerations.
3. Determine if the design can be produced using

existing process capabilities.

4. Assess the ability of manufacturing to produce
the product during the required schedule.

5. Review the impact of the design with regard to
the tooling plan.

6. Determine if conflicting requirements can be
resolved by either an enhancement of internal/
external capabilities or product redesign.

After the review is completed and the other two
elements of this step are conducted (4.2 and 4.3), the
IPT should:

1. Update the manufacturing plan.
2. Complete the Engineering Release Package for

the product.

4.2.  Error-Proof the Design

Description
Another key element to achieve enhancements in

producibility is to error-proof the design.  This oft-
overlooked activity can have a remarkably big payoff
in the reduction of manufacturing errors that can
result in the need for rework and/or the production of
scrap.  The goal is to eliminate the causes for error,
minimize the possibilities of error, and make errors
that do occur more readily detectable.  In simple
terms, this goal is accomplished by designing prod-
ucts so that they can only be assembled the correct
way and by using manufacturing processes that can
only be implemented correctly.  In reality, this goal
may be unattainable for every product.  However, by
striving to identify opportunities to meet the goal,
producibility will be enhanced.  The importance of
error-proofing to producibility can be seen in Case
Study 39 in Appendix D.

An error-proof design is one in which the design
team has considered ways to eliminate or reduce the
occurrence of mistakes during manufacturing, as-

Figure 4.2 - Key Points of Step 4 - Address Producibility During
Detailed Design
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sembly, and maintenance processes.  A Failure Mode
and Effects Analysis (FMEA) can assist in the iden-
tification of potential failure modes and in under-
standing the manufacturing process implications.

An example of eliminating an opportunity for er-
rors is shown in Figure 4.3.  In this redesign, a small
lip was added to prevent installation of the bracket on
the wrong side of the flange.

Significance
Because errors represent a major cause of failures

and defects, alleviating or eliminating the opportu-
nity for errors has a significant impact on producibility.

Resource Requirements
Staff: Required staff includes all members of the
product development team.

Tools and Techniques: The application of FMEA
to assess the manufacturing and assembly pro-
cesses will assist in the identification of potential
errors.  A description of FMEA is provided in
Appendix F.1.7.

Training: Workshops to introduce the product
designers to the concept of error-proofing and to
provide them with examples and guidelines are
available.

Implementation
In many cases, the opportunity for errors can be

eliminated by simplifying the design or manufactur-
ing operation.  Hence, the design should be reviewed
to identify features that can be changed to eliminate
potential errors.  For all potential errors identified,
an attempt should be made to redesign to eliminate
the possibility of an error.  If this is not possible, an
attempt should be made to redesign so that it is
obvious that an error has occurred.  At the very least,
an attempt should be made to redesign so that, if the

error occurs, it can be easily identified as an error and
corrected with minimum impact.

Finally, the design should be reviewed with the
manufacturing personnel who will actually produce
the product to review the potential for processing and
assembly errors.  Based on that review, design modi-
fications should be made, if appropriate.

The design engineer should apply the following
guidelines to help error-proof the design:

1. Maximize part symmetry or make parts
obviously asymmetrical.

2. Ensure adequate access and unrestricted vision
during assembly.

3. Eliminate adjustments.
4. Design self-locating or self-aligning parts.
5. Design parts that cannot be installed

incorrectly.
6. Standardize all accessory parts such as

fasteners.
7. Provide visibility and feedback to the operator

such as making relevant parts visible and
displaying system status by making the effects
of operations immediate and obvious.  For
example, make a part number visible and
easily readable when the part is installed
properly.

Before a detailed design is approved and released,
the following questions should be addressed:

1. Does the system design and the associated
manufacturing processes make it difficult to
take wrong actions?

2. Is it easy to discover errors that have occurred?
3. Has the design been standardized to every

extent possible?
4. Is it easy to correct errors if they are made?

4.3.  Optimize Manufacturing

Description
This element involves the final tradeoffs of design

details and manufacturing capabilities to arrive at a
final detailed design configuration that will enable
on-time, error-free, affordable production.  As in
error-proofing the design (see 4.2), optimizing manu-
facturing is a goal.  The objective is to continuously
improve both product design and process capabilities.

Figure 4.3 - Error-Proofed Bracket Design
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During the detailed design phase, trade studies can
assist in arriving at an optimum balance of quality,
functionality, cost, performance, and producibility.
Most of the techniques used to trade conceptual
designs (see 3.3) can now be used to assess detailed
designs.

In this step, prototypes are manufactured or pur-
chased, testing is conducted, and simulations of the
planned manufacturing processes are evaluated.
Virtual prototypes and the use of simulations can
reveal changes required prior to any actual manufac-
turing.  Physical prototypes can be tested extensively
to provide data to support the achievement of the
design goals as well as for process control variables.
Process maturity, ease of assembly, and manufactur-
ing risk continue to be key elements considered
during these final trade studies.  Prior to final design
release, it is appropriate to review the manufacturing
plan for the design to attempt to identify improve-
ments.  Prototyping of product and process, using
either real mock-ups or computer simulations, can
assist in identifying opportunities for improvement.

Factory floor, assembly, and process simulation
tools can provide a cost-effective evaluation of the
manufacturing plan before any product is manufac-
tured.  Manufacturing system simulation may be
used to model the overall production process, mate-
rial flow, and schedules, while process simulations
help predict the outcome between individual pro-
cesses and the product�s characteristics.

Advances in solid modeling and improvements in
computer performance make it possible to perform a
comprehensive analysis of virtual parts and to assess
the capability of processes before actual manufactur-
ing begins.  Tolerance analysis tools allow users to
simulate different tolerance stack-up conditions that
are likely to occur during a manufacturing process.
Modeling software also allows designers to model the
behavior of mechanical systems under real-world
conditions.

Case Studies 40 and 41 in Appendix D are ex-
amples pertinent to a discussion on optimizing
manufacturing.

Significance
Improving manufacturing before production

begins can result in more efficient and effective
processes.

Resource Requirements
Staff:  Designers, manufacturing engineers, in-
dustrial engineers, and simulation support staff.

Tools and Techniques: The tools used in the
tradeoff studies begun in 3.3 are also applicable
here.  Such tools include Benchmarking, DFMA,
Modeling and Simulation, Prototyping, and Rapid
Prototyping.  In addition, Manufacturing Simula-
tions are suitable for analyzing the entire factory
floor operation before production, and Root Cause
Analysis (RCA) is helpful in identifying inherent
problems in either products or processes and in
determining possible corrective action.  These tools
are shown in Figure 4.4.

Training: Training may be required for the appli-
cation of DFMA and Benchmarking.  Training is a
necessity to enable effective use of manufacturing
simulation software.  Most software vendors offer
training courses on their products.

Implementation
The IPT must lead an effort to assess the manufac-

turing plan to identify opportunities for improved
manufacturing processes.  If available, simulation
tools and models of both the product and the manu-
facturing processes should be developed to assist in
this evaluation.  Prototypes of hardware and process-
ing techniques can also be employed.  The objective is
to identify simplifications in product and process that
can result in more efficient manufacturing and to
insert new process and product technologies in an
effort to improve manufacturability before final de-
sign release.  Processes should be evaluated based on
the capability of the company and its suppliers (see
Step 2) and assessed with respect to the key charac-
teristics of the design (see 3.2).  Lessons learned from
these tradeoffs should be made available to the design
guidelines team for inclusion in the corporate design
guidelines (see 1.5) and to the corporate process
capability team for inclusion in the process capability
guidelines (see 2.1).

Figure 4.4 - Tools and Techniques for
Optimizing Manufacturing
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There are a variety of simulation tools and models
that can be applied to assessing the manufacturing
systems, processes, and products to quickly assess
producibility issues.  Because costs can be consider-
able with simulation, it is not applicable for all sizes
and types of organizations.  Organizations need to
determine the potential payoff before applying simu-
lation technology in any particular area.  Use of
consultants may provide alternatives to a large in-
vestment in simulation technology.

The basic steps for optimizing manufacturing are:

1. Develop a statement that clearly specifies the
problem to be investigated.

2. Identify the team members participating in the
study.

3. Specify the performance measures that will be
used to evaluate the results.

4. Identify candidate solutions such as alternative
models to be considered.

5. Build physical prototypes or develop simulation
models.

6. Conduct tests on virtual or physical prototypes
to assess the performance measures of item 3
above.

7. Simulate the factory floor manufacturing and
assembly processes.

8. Conduct trade studies using information
obtained in items 5, 6, and 7 above.

9. Evaluate results.
10. Select course of action.
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Measure Producibility

Effective measurement is critical to an accurate
assessment of producibility.  It is the key to under-
standing an organization�s capability to produce a
product and the accuracy of the product produced.  It
is a tool for evaluating the effectiveness of producibility
performance and for determining the degree to which
improvements need to be made to ensure that future
products are producible.  Included in the manage-
ment commitment to producibility (1.1) is the com-
mitment to measure all aspects of the corporation, its
products, and processes to continuously assess
progress towards the enhancement of producibility.
As mentioned previously in this document, a world-
class, best practices enterprise bases its business
judgements on fact and not on opinion.  Measurement
is the process by which facts are gathered.

Producibility is the relative ease by which a prod-
uct, which meets the customer�s quality, cost, and
schedule requirements, can be manufactured.  To
assess producibility on a product level, both the
product and its manufacturing processes must be
measured.  Processes must be monitored and con-
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trolled, through measurement, to ensure that they
can repeatedly produce accurate, high-quality prod-
ucts.  The goal of process monitoring and control is
to limit process variability to a tolerable range.
Process variability results in product variability, and
product variability, when outside of design limits,
means unacceptable quality.  As a general rule,
reducing process variability improves product qual-
ity and, therefore, producibility.

The effectiveness of an organization�s producibility
system or producibility approach in general cannot
be measured using set rules or guidelines.  Each
organization is very different, and approaches to
producibility vary widely.  In general, to assess
producibility on an enterprise level, an organization
must first evaluate its producibility performance on
a product-by-product basis.  Analysis of producibility
on a per-product basis allows the organization to
better understand the strengths and weaknesses of
its producibility system or enterprise-wide
producibility approach, so that enhancements can be
identified.

Fundamental to measurement of any kind is the
setting of measurable goals and metrics.  Metrics, in
this case, are an objective means of measuring
producibility performance as well as overall
producibility system effectiveness.  Establishing goals
and applicable metrics forces the organization to
focus in on those measurements critical to ensuring
or enhancing producibility.  While the old saying, you
can only manage what you measure, certainly applies
to producibility efforts, care should be taken to
measure only what is important to measure and what
will provide the organization critical information on
which to base decisions regarding future actions.
Collecting data for data�s sake is neither effective nor
economically reasonable.  Too much data or irrel-
evant data compounds difficulties in analysis and
often hinders, rather than highlights, the identifica-
tion of the proper course of action.

The relationship of this step, Step 5 - Measure
Producibility, to the other four steps and to the
notional process flow for the development, produc-
tion, and support of a product in a typical manufac-
turing enterprise is illustrated in Figure 5.1.  Mea-
surement is critical to producibility and permeates
the other four steps.  Shown as an enterprise-wide

Figure 5.0 - Step 5 of the Five Steps
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function, Step 5 provides the information critical to
an assessment of producibility on both a per-product
and system (enterprise-wide) basis.  It is this informa-
tion, when fed back into both the design guidelines
(1.5) and the process capability guidelines (2.1), that
provides the foundation for continuous improvement
in producibility.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the continuous improvement
cycle of the producibility system of the corporation
and how that improvement is driven by the elements
of this step.  Whatever the state of the current system,
each product development is driven by the knowledge
of the corporation as to the capabilities of its current
processes and the design guidelines that have emerged
from past experience.  The process information should
be available in process capability guidelines that are
developed and maintained by a corporate process
capabilities team (see 2.1).  In addition, a corporate
design guidelines team should develop and maintain
design guidelines (see 1.5).  As illustrated in Figure
5.2, the process information is used in every phase of
the notional product development cycle, and the
design guidelines are used in the preliminary and
detailed design phases.  This knowledge base is part
of the core competency of the organization.  It is the
basis for a competitive advantage in product develop-
ment and manufacturing.

Producibility element 5.1 describes the importance
of measuring an organization�s processes and dis-
cusses a number of tools that aid in both process

measurement and control.  The information gathered
from these measurements is used during manufactur-
ing to control processes and can be the basis for
modifying manufacturing processes and procedures
as well as modifying the design of the product.  As
shown in Figure 5.2, this data is fed back to the
process capability guidelines to increase the corpo-
rate knowledge of what works well and what does
not.  This lessons-learned information enhances the
ability to develop and produce succeeding products
more effectively and efficiently.

Producibility element 5.2 addresses the necessity of
measuring products and describes the types of mea-
surements that provide useful information in assess-
ing the effectiveness of producibility efforts on a per-
product basis.  As with the measurements in 5.1, this
information may be used during manufacturing as
the basis for modifying manufacturing processes and
procedures as well as modifying the design of the
product.  As shown in Figure 5.2, this data is fed back
to the design guidelines team for inclusion in the
design guidelines.

The third element of this step, 5.3, discusses the
concept of measuring the success of an organization�s
producibility system as a whole and provides a start-
ing point for that assessment.  In this element, the
data gathered in 5.1 and 5.2 is combined with infor-
mation gathered on other products as a measure of
the capability of the corporate producibility system.
Also included in the assessment of 5.3 is data from the

Figure 5.1 - The Five Producibility Steps
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benchmarking of other organization�s capabilities.
This assessment can be used to guide investment
decisions for additional process development, equip-
ment, and training.  It is the corporate commitment
to producibility that fosters this continuous improve-
ment of its producibility system.

The three producibility system elements in measur-
ing producibility and a corresponding key point for
each are shown in Figure 5.3.

Measuring producibility must be a corporate phi-
losophy.  Senior management must continuously
drive it, support it, and implement appropriate ac-
tions, identified through analysis of the data, to
enhance producibility throughout the organization.

5.1.  Measure Processes

Description
It is important to measure processes to understand

process capabilities (Step 2) and to manufacture a

product that meets the customer�s performance, cost,
and schedule requirements (Steps 3 and 4).  As
discussed in Step 2 - Determine Process Capability, a
thorough understanding of both company and sup-
plier current process capabilities is critical to a
successful producibility system.  The level of process
understanding required is achieved through effective
process measurement and the application of the
resulting data to future processing.  These principles
are explained in more detail in Step 2.

From a manufacturing standpoint, variability re-
duction is the goal of process measurement.  Process
variability results in variations in product.  Effective
process measurement, data analysis, and process
adjustments ensure that processes are controlled and
variability is either minimal or tolerable within the
limits of the design.  Rework is reduced; scrap is
virtually eliminated; and, quite possibly, downstream
product inspection requirements can be relaxed or
eliminated.  In short, products can be affordably

Figure 5.2 - Continuous Improvement in Producibility
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manufactured to meet Six
Sigma or other designated
quality goals.

Improvements in produci-
bility require that the knowl-
edge gained from process mea-
surements is used to more
thoroughly understand and
refine or optimize processes
so that future products can be
produced more accurately,
more cost-effectively, or more
quickly.  The data from pro-
cess measurements must be
used to improve the process so that affordable, high
quality products result each and every time.

To effectively assess processes, proper process
metrics must be defined.  Process metrics typically
compare current process performance against objec-
tives based on historical data, extrapolations from
historical data for similar products, or predictions
resulting from efforts such as process simulations.
The process is then measured using the metrics, and
the data is analyzed to ensure that the objectives for
the process are being met.  Analysis of deviations
from expected results helps to identify process refine-
ments that may be necessary to meet the defined
objectives or highlights changes to the objectives that
may be required.

Both process and product measurements are criti-
cal to ensure that the product meets the appropriate
quality requirements.  Hence, the activities that are
performed as part of this producibility element during
product manufacture are closely associated to the
activities that are performed as part of 5.2 - Measure
Products.

Examples detailing the importance of measuring
and controlling manufacturing processes to impact
product producibility are presented in Case Studies
42 and 43 in Appendix D.

Significance
Process measurements are necessary to under-

stand process capabilities and to control process
variation so that high quality products that meet the
customer�s requirements can be manufactured re-
peatedly and affordably.

Resource Requirements
Staff:  Typically, production personnel perform
process measurements and, in many cases, analyze
the data and perform corrective action.  The overall
effort, however, should be coordinated by process

control experts working in concert with the corpo-
rate process capabilities team discussed in 2.1.

Tools and Techniques:  There are many tools and
techniques to measure processes �  techniques to
ensure that process variability is controlled and
techniques to identify possible corrective action for
processes in trouble.  Many of these tools and
techniques were discussed in Step 2.  Techniques
that target variability reduction as their goal in-
clude Six Sigma and Statistical Process Control
(SPC).  Techniques helpful in identifying inherent
problems or inflexibility in processes and determin-
ing possible corrective steps include Design of
Experiments (DOE), Process Failure Mode and
Effects Analysis (PFMEA), and Root Cause Analy-
sis (RCA).  Depending on the chosen method for
process capability guidelines (as discussed in 2.1),
required tools for the collection and analysis of
process measurement data might include web-based
software or a Database Management System.  These
tools and the appendix in which they are discussed
are highlighted in Figure 5.4.

Training:  Many of the tools and techniques
commonly used to measure processes are not self-
explanatory, and although not required, training
on the effective use of the tools and techniques is
recommended.  Due to the importance of variability
reduction to the overall producibility efforts,
training on Six Sigma and SPC is particularly
encouraged.

Implementation
Senior management must drive the corporate com-

mitment to producibility measurement. Typically, a
senior level manager or corporate vice president
maintains producibility as an overall responsibility
and tracks progress against goals.

Figure 5.3 - Key Points of Step 5 - Measure Producibility
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Process measurements typically are made by pro-
duction staff either during process studies or during
the manufacture of product.   During the manufac-
ture of a particular product, process measurement
results may be analyzed and appropriate action taken
by the production staff with approval from the cogni-
zant product manager or product quality engineer.
As shown in Figure 5.3, this data should be forwarded
to the process capabilities team for analysis, track-
ing, action plan development and implementation (if
appropriate), as well as incorporation into the pro-
cess capability guidelines (2.1).  Basic steps in mea-
suring processes are:

1. Identify goals and purpose of measurements.
2. Develop appropriate metrics.
3. Select appropriate measurement tools and

techniques (such as Statistical Process
Control).

4. Measure and collect data at appropriate
checkpoints in the process.

5. Analyze data.  If process measurement is related
to a product, inform IPT for tracking and
determination of action items.

6. Measure progress against goals.  Display
progress.

7. Initiate process improvement activities if
required.

8. Assess validity of metrics and update if
necessary.

9. Forward results of process measurements to
process capabilities team for incorporation
into the process capability guidelines (2.1).

5.2.  Measure Products

Description
Products must meet the customer�s performance,

cost, and schedule requirements.  Based on these
requirements, product goals are defined by the IPT in
3.1.  Goals must be well documented so that a

comparison of goals to actuals can be performed to
assess product producibility and to provide continu-
ous feedback and enable improvement.

In addition to customer-driven goals, most organi-
zations have internal goals, such as reducing the
manufacturing cost of all products by 10 percent to
increase the profit margin or reducing machine down-
time by 15 percent.  These must also be considered by
the IPT when developing the producibility goals and
metrics for the product.

Producibility goals should be specific and measur-
able.  Examples might be the maximum number of
defects per unit product or the maximum internal
cost of manufacturing for the product.

Types of product measurements vary widely from
product to product and from industry to industry.
What to measure depends on the product itself and
internal as well as customer requirements.  Each
product IPT, in concert with the corporate strategy
and guidelines, must determine what is important to
measure and establish appropriate metrics.  Ex-
amples of product measurements commonly used to
assess quality, cost, and schedule include, but are not
limited to:

Quality: Cp, Cpk, DPU, dpmo*, rework, scrap,
yield

Cost: Cost (of products, components,
materials, processes, etc.)

Schedule: Cycle time, lead time, deliveries to
schedule

*The Acronyms Cp, Cpk, DPU, and dpmo can be
found in Appendix A.

Examples of other product measurements that
impact producibility include:

Technical Risk: Number of new parts, new
vendors, new processes

Design: ECNs, ECPs*
Complexity: Number of parts, processes,

tools, features, and
characteristics

*The Acronyms ECN and ECP can be found in
Appendix A.

To assess the producibility of the product, the IPT
analyzes the product data for trends and identifies
any necessary corrective actions.  Corrective actions
could be either design or process-related.  Results of
these analyses are forwarded to the team or person
responsible for maintaining the corporate design
guidelines (discussed in 1.5) for incorporation.

Figure 5.4 - Tools and Techniques for
Measuring Processes
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Significance
Product measurements are necessary to assess

whether the product meets customer-driven as well
as internal goals.

Resource Requirements
Staff: Production personnel typically perform prod-
uct measurements during routine product inspec-
tion steps.  Quality engineers are required to
oversee the measurement of the product, and the
IPT analyzes data to identify trends and any neces-
sary corrective actions.

Tools and Techniques:  There are many tools and
techniques to measure products.  Widely used
techniques that target variability reduction (both
product and process) as its goal are Six Sigma and
Statistical Quality Control (SQC).  Techniques
that are helpful in identifying inherent problems in
either designs or products and determining pos-
sible corrective steps for future products are Design
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (DFMEA) and
Root Cause Analysis (RCA).  Depending on the
chosen method for design guidelines (as discussed
in 1.5), required tools for collection and analysis of
product measurement data might include web-
based software or a database management system.
These tools and the appendix in which they are
discussed are highlighted in Figure 5.5.

Training: Training on the use of Six Sigma and
SQC is highly recommended.  Training on Data-
base Management Systems, DFMEA, Root Cause
Analysis, and Tolerance Analysis is useful but not
required.

Implementation
Senior management must drive the corporate com-

mitment to producibility measurement.  Typically, a
senior level manager or corporate vice president
maintains producibility as an overall responsibility
and tracks progress against goals for all products.

Product-specific IPTs are responsible for identify-
ing the product measurement metrics required to
effectively assess whether product goals have been
met.  Much of this information is collected during
various inspection procedures performed as the prod-
uct goes through the manufacturing cycle.  The data,
however, must be analyzed by the IPT to compare
against the goals established in 3.1 to ensure that the
product meets customer as well as any internal
requirements.  Analysis of this data is also helpful in
identifying trends that require corrective action.
Basic steps in product measurement include:

1. Set goals from customer requirements (3.1) as
well as internal considerations.  Document.

2. Establish appropriate metrics from customer
and internal goals.

3. Measure product.
4. Analyze data.  Compare actuals to goals to

determine whether product meets customer
goals as well as producibility goals.  Display
progress towards goals.

5. Identify trends and corrective action if
necessary.

6. Address validity of goals and metrics and
update if required.

7. Forward product measurement information to
individual or team responsible for design
guidelines to incorporate, if appropriate.

5.3.  Measure Producibility System

Description
The effectiveness of an organization�s producibility

system must be measured.  This assessment is helpful
in identifying areas for improvement and in planning
the implementation of new producibility methods.  It
guides investment decisions for additional process
development, equipment, and training.  Continuous
improvement in enhancing producibility should be
the goal.

Measurement of the success of a producibility
system, however, is not a simple task.  There are no
set rules that each organization can apply.  Organi-
zations and their approaches to producibility are very
different � even within the same industry.  Each
organization must determine its goals in producibility
and, from these goals, the characteristics of its
producibility system that must be measured to obtain
an accurate assessment of overall producibility.  These
goals include customer-driven goals as well as inter-

Figure 5.5 - Tools and Techniques for
Measuring Products
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nal goals.  Progress towards meeting the goals must
be continuously evaluated and producibility achieve-
ments communicated to the company staff and its
customers.  Producibility enhancements must be
celebrated.

In general, to assess producibility performance on
a corporate level, an organization must first evaluate
its producibility performance on a product-by-prod-
uct basis.  Product-specific producibility assessments
are determined from the information collected as part
of 5.1 and 5.2.  An analysis of the producibility
performance against all products serves as a good
indicator of the success of an organization�s overall
producibility approach.

A second gauge of producibility system perfor-
mance is IPT performance.  Corporate management
should focus the IPTs on setting aggressive, but
realistic, producibility goals and strongly encourage
the IPTs to meet them.  Measuring the IPTs� perfor-
mance to goals across the enterprise gives an indica-
tion whether management has emphasized the impor-
tance of producibility in all of its efforts clearly
enough and empowered the IPTs to achieve their
respective goals.

Often, valuable information regarding the direc-
tion in which a company might want to go with its
producibility efforts is gained by benchmarking.  The
organization should evaluate the competition and
other successful companies to determine best-in-class
producibility approaches, techniques, and goals and
should implement a practice of �innovative imita-
tion� � that is, to incorporate and then improve on
those best ideas and methods that will provide desired
benefits to producibility.

Significance
To continuously improve in its producibility ef-

forts, an organization must assess its performance
against its producibility goals.  This evaluation helps
in identifying future efforts required to enhance
producibility.

Resource Requirements
Staff: Senior management drives the corporate
commitment to producibility and its continuous
improvement.  The responsibility of overall com-
pany producibility typically belongs to a senior
level manager or corporate vice president who
tracks corporate progress against goals.

Tools and Techniques:  Evaluating the
producibility approaches and techniques used by

other companies can be accomplished by
Benchmarking.  Depending on the chosen method
for cataloging producibility information, required
tools might include a Database Management Sys-
tem or Knowledge-Based System, with Decision
Support Tools, if necessary.  These tools and the
appendix in which they are discussed are high-
lighted in Figure 5.6.

Training: Training on Database Management
Systems, Knowledge-Based Systems, and Decision
Support Tools would be recommended, but not
required.

Figure 5.6 - Tools and Techniques for
Measuring Producibility Systems

Implementation
Corporate management must continuously demon-

strate its commitment to producibility and its con-
tinuous improvement.  Typically, a senior level man-
ager or corporate vice president is responsible for
tracking company-wide producibility.  However, the
responsibility of meeting  producibility goals and the
rewards for doing so belong to all employees.

Basic steps in measuring the effectiveness of a
company�s producibility system include:

1. Identify enterprise-wide producibility goals and
metrics.

2. Collect producibility performance data for
products.

3. Measure IPTs’ performance to their respective
goals.

4. Analyze data to identify trends and possible
course of action for enterprise-wide
producibility  improvement.

5. Assess validity of goals and metrics.  Update if
necessary.

6. Benchmark the competition and other leading
companies to identify best-in-class producibility
approaches, techniques, and goals.

7. Communicate successes and progress towards
goals to company staff and customers.

8. Continuously evaluate producibility
performance.
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CONCLUSION

The enhancement of producibility in a commercial
or defense enterprise can result in more satisfied
customers and increased profitability.  The guide-
lines that have been presented in this document are
intended to provide assistance for achieving that
enhancement.  An attempt has been made to provide
a brief, simple, accurate overview of each item dis-
cussed.  The intent is to give the producibility novice,
the producibility expert, and everyone in between a
useful reference tool.

Producibility, as defined by the PTF, is �the rela-
tive ease by which a product can be manufactured as
measured in yield, cycle times, and the associated
costs of options in product designs, manufacturing
processes, production and support systems, and tool-
ing.�  Each of the five producibility steps, as well as
the producibility system elements within those steps,
have been presented here in enough detail and with
sufficient references so that the underlying tech-
niques for improving producibility can be understood
and further explored.  Whenever possible, case study
examples and overview descriptions of tools and
techniques have been provided.  Also, a series of three
matrices for an organization to self-assess its level of
producibility development has been included in the
Introduction to assist in identifying and prioritizing
areas for producibility investment.

As defined by the PTF, a producibility system is
�the integrated process and resources needed to
successfully achieve producibility.�  The intent has
been to provide the reader with the basic concepts
needed to develop and continuously improve an effec-
tive producibility system.  To do so does not require

that all the elements of every step be implemented.
What is required is an understanding of the elements
and the steps and their relationship to each other and
to the specific enterprise whose  producibility system
is being developed and improved.

The subject of producibility continues to improve
and change as various companies from various indus-
tries apply techniques such as these, modify them,
and thereby improve the state-of-the-art.  Hence, it is
impossible to ensure completeness in any one docu-
ment.  These guidelines represent the PTF�s judg-
ment of the key considerations applicable to a wide
range of manufacturing  enterprises.  The techniques
and processes described herein are not meant to be
rigidly applied.  Taken together, they provide a
useful, sufficiently complete guide to assist in improv-
ing producibility.

Throughout this document, the use of an Inte-
grated Product Team (IPT), which includes represen-
tatives of all the key functions of the enterprise and
its customers and suppliers, has been encouraged.  It
has been demonstrated that an IPT, with the primary
responsibility for implementing all essential elements
of producibility during design, development, and
production, can ensure that the tools for controlling
processes and for understanding the causes for, and
solutions to, unacceptable product and process vari-
ability are implemented.

The key is management commitment.  The five
steps are the building blocks.  The application must
be adapted to each enterprise based on its products
and its culture.  The results can be impressive.
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A p p e n d i x  A

TABLE OF ACRONYMS

Acronym Definition

ABC Activity-Based Costing
AWC Arithmetic Worse Case

BMP Best Manufacturing Practices
BTP Build-to Package

CAD Computer Aided Design
CAIV Cost As an Independent Variable
CCA Circuit Card Assembly
CDR Critical Design Review
Cp Capability Index
Cpk Capability Index (Shifted)

DFA Design for Assembly
DFC Design-for-Cost
DFM Design for Manufacture
DFMA Design for Manufacture/Assembly
DFMEA Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
DMS Diminishing Manufacturing Sources
DoD Department of Defense
DOE Design of Experiments
dpmo Defects per million opportunities
DPU Defects Per Unit
DRSS Dynamic Root Sum of Squares
DTC Design-to-Cost

E-CAD Electronic Computer Aided Design
ECN Engineering Change Notice
ECP Engineering Change Proposal
EDM Electronic Data Management
EMI Electromagnetic Interference
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning

FMEA Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
FOD Foreign Object Damage

GAO General Accounting Office
GPS Global Positioning System
GPSIS Global Positioning System Inclinometer System

HARM High Speed Anti-Radiation Missile

I/O Input/Output
IPDDB Integrated Product Definition Data Base
IPPD Integrated Product and Process Development
IPT Integrated Product Team
ISO International Standards Organization
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Acronym Definition

JCALS Joint Continued Acquisition and Logistics Support

KPAT Knowledge-Aided Producibility Analysis Technique
KSAT Knowledge-Aided Supportability Analysis

LAVAD Light Armored Vehicle Air Defense
LCC Life-Cycle Cost
LRAS3 Long Range Advanced Scout Surveillance System

MES Manufacturing Execution Systems
MRP Material Requirements Planning
MRP II Manufacturing Resource Planning
MS Microsoft
MSN Manufacturer Serial Number

OC Operating Characteristics

PAW Producibility Assessment Worksheet
PCA Process Capability Analysis
PCM Process Capability Model
PDR Preliminary Design Review
PDTR Producibility Design-to Requirements
PFMEA Process Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
PMT Performance Management Team
PRR Production Readiness Review
PTF Producibility Task Force

QFD Quality Function Deployment

RCA Root Cause Analysis
RFI Radio Frequency Interference
RPN Risk Priority Number
RSS Root Sum of Squares

SCRAM Schedule/Cost Risk Analysis Module
SDTR Supportability Design-to Requirements
SLA Stereolithography Apparatus
SLS Selective Laser Sintering
SPC Statistical Process Control
SQC Statistical Quality Control
SQL Structured Query Language
SRR Systems Requirements Review
SRSS Static Root Sum of Squares

TDP Technical Data Package
TQM Total Quality Management
TRIMS Technical Risk Identification and Mitigation System

UV Ultraviolet

WBS Work Breakdown Structure
WUC Work Unit Code
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A p p e n d i x  B

GLOSSARY OF PRODUCIBILITY TERMS

The following terms used in this guidelines document are defined as they apply to producibility.  Although most
of these terms appear in the text, others are alluded to or have a bearing on the understanding of producibility.
Sources for these definitions include the Defense Systems Management College, Department of Defense
Specifications, and the Producibility Task Force members.

Benchmarking:  A process of comparing and evaluating products or processes in order to identify best
practices and/or opportunities for improvement.

Complexity Analysis:  An activity used to assess and simplify the product / manufacturing plan to minimize
cost and schedule issues.

Cost Tools:  Techniques for evaluating, managing and controlling the costs associated with product
development.

Critical Design Review (CDR):  A  review conducted  to determine that the detailed design satisfies the
performance and engineering requirements of the development specification; to establish the detailed design
compatibility among the item and other items such as equipment, facilities, computer programs, and personnel;
to assess producibility and risk areas; and to review the preliminary product specifications.

Database Management System:  A computer-based system that facilitates the creation, maintenance, and
access to a database.

Decision Support Tools:  Tools, usually computer-based, that are used to organize and communicate
information used for decision-making.

Defect:  Any variation in a required characteristic of a product or its parts which is far enough removed from
its target value to prevent the product from fulfilling the physical and/or functional requirements of the customer
or specification.

Defects per million opportunities (dpmo):  A measure of process capability that normalizes defects per
unit data so as to provide an equivalent comparison of processes, products, and services.

Defects Per Unit (DPU):  A ratio of the number of defects found at any acceptance point to the number of
units submitted.  All reworked items undergoing inspection and test are excluded from the calculation.

Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (DFMEA):  A technique used to analyze, prior to entering the
manufacturing phase of development, a part�s design to identify potential failures, errors, and defects and their
effect on cost and risk.

Design for Manufacture / Assembly (DFMA):  A technique used to achieve the optimum balance between
design objectives, manufacturing and assembly requirements, and process capabilities.

Design Guidelines:  Design guidelines are a compilation of knowledge expressed either in hard copy or
electronic media that may be used by the design engineer or the Integrated Product Team to design the product
to optimize its producibility.

Design of Experiments (DOE):  The application of statistical tools and techniques as a means of optimizing
product design and manufacturing processes.
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Design Parameters:  Qualitative, quantitative, physical, and functional value characteristics that are
inputs to the design process for use in tradeoff studies, risk analyses, and the overall development of a product
that meets customer requirements.

Error-Proofed Design:  Design for which the design team or Integrated Product Team has considered ways
to eliminate or reduce the occurrence of failure from mistakes during the manufacturing, assembly, and
maintenance processes.

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA):  A technique used to identify the cause of failures, errors,
and defects and to develop a corrective plan of action.

Integrated Product and Process Development (IPPD):  A design practice, accomplished through the use
of multi-disciplinary teams, that emphasizes the development of manufacturing processes concurrently with the
development of a product.

Integrated Product Team (IPT):  An empowered, multi-disciplinary team that is responsible for the product
development; often used as part of Integrated Product and Process Development.

Key Characteristics:  Those product attributes that have the greatest impact on product performance, and
manufacturing time, cost, and schedule.

Knowledge-Based System:  A computer-based system used to document and disseminate human expertise
and other documented knowledge.

Life-Cycle Cost (LCC):  The total cost for development, operation, maintenance, and disposal of a product
over its full life and a value that is often used in design tradeoff studies.  A model can be used to optimize product
costs and predict future costs of maintenance, logistics, and warranties.

Manufacturing Planning Tools:  Techniques that aid organizations with integrating manufacturing
planning into the product development cycle and with other business planning functions.

Manufacturing Simulation: A mathematical modeling, usually coupled with a graphical representation,
of a new or existing manufacturing operation and performed to identify opportunities for improvement or
optimization.

Modeling and Simulation:  The mathematical, physical, or graphical representation of a product or system
on which analytical experiments may be conducted.

Multi-Disciplinary Team:  A team with representatives from all organizational elements relevant to the
successful development of a product (i.e., design, manufacturing, production, quality, marketing, etc.) (see
Integrated Product Team).

Pareto Analysis:  A method, using vertical bar graphs, to display occurrences in a prioritized order.
Occurrences are taken for a specific time-frame of the event measured.

Preliminary Design Review (PDR):   A review conducted on each configuration item to evaluate the
progress, technical adequacy, and risk resolution of the selected design approach; to determine its compatibility
with performance and engineering requirements of the development specification; and to establish the existence
and compatibility of the physical and functional interfaces among the item and other items such as equipment,
facilities, computer programs, and personnel.

Process Capability Guidelines:  A reference source that provides the designer or manufacturing engineer
with information about the organization�s process capabilities, including equipment, facilities, and materials.

Process Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (PFMEA):  A means for analyzing manufacturing processes
to identify potential problems that may induce part defects.
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Process Simulation:  A simulation that typically focuses on the precise physical behavior of a particular
manufacturing process.

Producibility:  The relative ease by which a product can be manufactured.  Relative ease is measured in yield,
cycle times, and the associated costs of options in product designs, manufacturing processes, production and
support systems, and tooling.

Producibility Assessment Worksheet (PAW):  Documented expert opinion that is used as a means of
identifying potential problem areas related to the producibility of a product.

Producibility System:  The integrated process and resources needed to successfully achieve producibility.

Production Readiness Review (PRR):  A formal review of a program to determine if the design is ready
for production, if production engineering problems have been resolved, and if the producer has accomplished
adequate planning for the production phase.

Prototyping:  Representation of a product or process used to determine form-fit-and-function qualities and
requirements.

Quality Function Deployment (QFD):  An iterative process used to identify and define customer
requirements and their effects on the design attributes.

Rapid Prototyping:  A process for quickly transforming a design into a three-dimensional, physical model.

Risk Management Tools:  Tools used to identify, assess, and mitigate the risks associated with product
development.

Root Cause Analysis (RCA):  A technique used to identify and eliminate the sources of failures and
problems.

Sigma:  The Greek letter used to denote the standard deviation of the normal distribution.  The standard
deviation is a measure of the dispersion of the data.

Six Sigma:  A quality approach used to obtain zero defects in production.

Statistical Process Control (SPC):  The use of statistical tools and techniques to identify, analyze, and
control variation in manufacturing processes.

Statistical Quality Control (SQC):  The use of statistical methods to analyze, monitor, and control the
quality of the product and the production processes.

Systems Requirement Review (SRR):  A Systems Requirement Review is conducted to ascertain progress
in defining system technical requirements.  It helps users determine the direction and progress of the systems
engineering effort and the degree of convergence upon a balanced and complete configuration.  A Systems
Requirement Review with the customer focuses identification of and concurrence on the systems requirements
and specifications to ensure they are clear, concise, accurate, and verifiable.

Tolerance Analysis:  Tolerance analysis is a study of the deviation from nominal specifications that a
component may have and still satisfy quality requirements.

Trade Study or Tradeoff Analysis:  A formal decision-making method that can be used to solve many
complex problems.  Used in producibility to rank potential design solutions against the product goals to
highlight the manufacturing advantages and disadvantages of each design concept.
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A p p e n d i x  D

CASE STUDIES

The following case studies serve as examples of the producibility principles presented in this guidelines
document.  These case studies have differing origins and different formats.  Some are validated Best Practices
identified through Best Manufacturing Practices program surveys.  These are marked with the Best Practices
seal.  Others were submitted by various companies throughout the United States.  All, however, illustrate how
producibility principles can be applied effectively.

The producibility elements that the case studies support have been identified and are shown below in Figure
D.1.  In those instances where a case study supports more than one producibility element, primary support is
indicated by a �P� and secondary support by an �S.�

Figure D.1 - Case Studies vs. Producibility Elements
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D.1.  Case Study 1 - Integrated Product Development I

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 1.1  Recognize the Need for Management Commitment
Secondary: 1.2  Organize for Producibility

Market competition, driving the need to improve quality, reduce cost, and shorten cycle times, prompted
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) - West (Boeing Space Systems) to aggressively pursue concurrent
engineering.  While MDA has practiced concurrent engineering over the years, top corporate management
recently re-emphasized its policy to build the product right the first time, every time.  This re-emphasis, coupled
with integrated CAD/CAM systems, provided a supportive environment for concurrent engineering (CE).
Management demonstrated the backing of its policies through organizational restructuring, and the company
has moved away from functional organizations toward Integrated Product Development (IPD) teams that
operate in a flexible matrix.  IPD multi-functional teams provide the communications interaction foundation
for concurrent engineering efforts at MDA. The teams are augmented with integrated design and manufacturing
support systems that create the environment for near real-time concurrent engineering.  IPD efforts focus on
eliminating functional communication barriers or �silos.�  As a result, IPD provides the framework for MDA�s
concurrent engineering efforts.  This effort is a holistic, systematic approach encompassing the entire life-cycle
development effort from concept through disposal.

CE/IPD represents a common sense approach to proceed with the right thinking up front and promote all
possible parallel actions.  This common sense approach to CE/IPD deployment has provided several benefits,
including:

� Increased efficiency through early up-front communications;
� Awareness of downstream needs of all;
� Enterprise product ownership because of team involvement;
� Reduction in non-value added activity;
� Establishment of contact networks between suppliers and teammates;
� Higher first-time quality in all program phases;
� Increased use of shared data;
� Reduction in part counts through robust design principles;
� Higher performance achieved on schedule with less rework; and
� Reduced life cycle cost.
CE/IPD supports the TQM philosophy.  It is a methodology, a philosophy, and a mindset that helps teams of

product developers define all aspects of a product�s life cycle from concept through disposal.

D.2.  Case Study 2 - Integrated Product Development II

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 1.1  Recognize the Need for Management Commitment
Secondary: 1.2  Organize for Producibility

Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems (LMTAS) has been applying Integrated Product Development
(IPD) since 1991, when an IPD team was established for the Block 50D update to the F-16. This IPD philosophy
teams functional disciplines to integrate and concurrently apply processes to produce an effective, efficient
product that satisfies a customer�s needs, and it requires a strong partnership among contractor, customers,
and suppliers.

At LMTAS, Business Area Managers or Program Directors/Managers identify program-unique procedures
and processes required for IPD, and prepare and document IPD implementation and management plans.  They
work with the affected functional organizations to determine team tasks and coordinate team and functional

D-2
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organization plans and schedules to support accomplishment of these tasks.  They appoint team leaders and IPD
teams, empower team leaders and teams to meet tasking to allocated budgets and schedules required to meet
customer requirements and business objectives.  The Program Director/Manager, team leaders, and team
members monitor accomplishments as they relate to the team plan, and provide reports and status information.
Functional Organizations develop departmental plans and procedures for implementing IPD in support of
Business Area/program requirements.  They assign and empower personnel to meet program requirements, and
develop, maintain, and provide technical expertise and functional processes that support IPD.  The IPD team
develops a team plan, and the team leader ensures that the plan describes the operational concepts, required
resources, and schedules.  The Program Manager, team leader, and Functional Organizations set performance
objectives, participate in the performance appraisal process, provide recommendations for training and
development, and ensure that training is accomplished to achieve IPD goals.

At LMTAS, IPD supports a wide spectrum of programs � from small, one-of-a-kind, short duration programs
to large multicompany, multiyear, complex design programs.

Some important lessons learned were realized from the IPD implementation:

� Organize IPD Teams early enough to participate in setting requirements and submitting proposals;
� Integrate customers in the IPD Team structure;
� Make suppliers members of the IPD Team as soon as the selection process is complete;
� Ensure that the functional department commits to not replace any IPD Team Member without consent of

the IPD Team Leader;
� Ensure that IPD Team Members maintain a strong link to their home functional department, so they know

they have a place to return when the IPD program is completed;
� Keep the number of �Management� positions to a minimum;
� Provide training for the functional departments to educate them on the benefits of IPD, interfaces with IPD,

and support of IPD;
� Allow teams to make their own decisions to simplify and expedite the development process;
� Empower Team Members to make necessary decisions in their assignments;
� Give serious consideration to collocation for all full-time team members.  Collocation should occur at the

earliest practical phase of the program;
� Ensure open communication.  Communication should span across all members of the IPD Teams, both

union and non-union;
� Ensure that goals are understood by all;
� Keep the customer informed;
� Treat suppliers as Team Members and keep them informed of issues affecting them;
� Accept DPRO and government procuring agencies as a Team Member and keep them informed of meetings,

reviews, and decisions;
� Redefine organization procedures and policies relative to resource allocations to support IPD teaming;
� Conduct in-process reviews to ensure everyone is working to the same ground rule;
� Allow IPD Teams to develop metrics which are meaningful to the Team and fulfill functional requirements;
� Do not allow IPD to become a new bureaucracy to replace an older bureaucracy.

D.3.  Case Study 3 - Integrated Product Development III

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 1.1  Recognize the Need for Management Commitment
Secondary: 1.2  Organize for Producibility
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In the past, ITT Industries Aerospace/Communications Division (ITT A/CD) used a traditional functional
matrix organization approach for its product development efforts.  In 1990, the company began implementing
an Integrated Product Development (IPD) process to pursue, develop, and produce all hardware, software, and
systems.  The IPD process is supported by top-level leadership, and enables the company to establish clear IPD
process and project goals (e.g., proactive risk management, robust development, process improvement). Over
the years, ITT A/CD continuously improved this process, and today uses a version known as IPD97.

IPD97 relies on two customer-focused concepts: empowered multi-disciplinary product teams and concurrent
IPD processes which run from proposal start through production.  The teams, known as Integrated Product
Teams (IPTs), are comprised of representatives from each functional organization who can voice an opinion
throughout the development and production cycles.  By using IPTs, ITT A/CD eliminated the traditional method
where each functional organization completed its task sequentially and passed the results to the next
organization.

Management support and the integration of development and production processes help make the IPD process
successful at ITT A/CD.  The IPD process reduces product development cycle time, lowers overall product cost,
and establishes an environment in which the employees can succeed.  Since implementing the process, ITT A/
CD reduced its typical product development cycle time from two-and-a-half years to just one year.  In addition,
the number of simultaneous ongoing programs has increased from 15 programs in 1993 to 40 programs in 1998.
Other benefits include smoother transitions to production and improved quality of designs and products.

D.4.  Case Study 4 - Integrated Product Development IV

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 1.1  Recognize the Need for Management Commitment
Secondary: 1.2  Organize for Producibility

In 1994, Raytheon Missile Systems Company (RMSC) responded to increased competition and changing
customer requirements by incorporating Integrated Product Development (IPD) as a way to produce higher
quality products at lower costs, and in less time.  The company is using a whole-systems approach to implement
IPD on its existing and new programs.

RMSC began looking at IPD from four perspectives: teams/people; processes; tools; and integrated disciplines.
The whole-systems approach resulted in the formation of multi-disciplined Integrated Product Teams (IPTs)
that focus on the product.  Processes related to product development were standardized and documented.  Tools
(e.g., web-based product data management system, IPT handbooks) were developed to make pertinent
information available to the teams.  The integrated discipline approach allowed RMSC to easily incorporate IPD
into the company�s organizational strategies and initiatives.

By focusing on the four perspectives, RMSC incorporated significant changes which led to the successful
implementation of IPD in all programs.  This concept is fully supported by RMSC management, who provides
the necessary staffing and resources to execute IPD.  In addition, a core group within the company provides
ongoing training and guidance to IPTs on the skills and concepts related to IPD.  RMSC also modified the reward
system to recognize and encourage team participation.  Through IPD, employees are given ownership of, and
responsibility for, the success of a program.

By implementing IPD, RMSC improved its manufacturing processes and began creating robust designs.  This
approach allows employees to acquire the skills and knowledge to effectively manage costs, schedules, and risks.
Customers and suppliers can monitor the progress of a program as well as work with RMSC personnel to
efficiently resolve problems.  IPD has improved internal and external communications at RMSC, and provided
a positive impact on the company�s ability to win new contracts.

D.5.  Case Study 5 - Performance Management Teams

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 1.2  Organize for Producibility
Secondary: 5.2  Measure Products
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Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles Production Operations adopted the concept of Performance
Management Teams (PMTs) in 1985 to continuously improve the quality and reliability of the company�s
products and services, reduce cost and cycle times, enhance productivity, and ensure schedule compliance to
maximize customer satisfaction.

PMTs require a change in culture and total workforce commitment, and quality is designated as the top
priority. Team performance is measured at the team level and achievements are recognized through rewards.
Teams are comprised of a normal work group from areas such as manufacturing engineering, industrial
engineering, production planning, quality engineering, technical operations, procurement, and safety. Where
appropriate, customers are also members of the team.

The focus of the PMT process is the team�s work area and responsibilities, similar to the company-within-a-
company concept. Team leaders are designated, and support groups are made an integral and active part of the
team. Teams meet once per week, review performance metrics, identify action items to improve product and
services quality, and develop improvements to enhance overall efficiency. Participation is mandatory and is a
major part of the performance appraisal process.  Nine metrics have been established at the production floor
level to include: yield, rework, scrap, audit result, cost performance, schedule/cycle time, lost time/overtime,
customer satisfaction, and action items.  These metrics could have a positive impact on product service quality
and reliability, cost performance, productivity, safety, schedule delivery, cycle time, or customer satisfaction.

PMT recognition is based on a rewards system comprised of elements such as Team of the Month and Team
of the Year designations that include an award breakfast, plaque and pins, write-ups in the in-house publication,
and the Teamwork Counts Suggestion Program.

The benefits of PMTs are well documented.  Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles has had no negative
government audit findings in over six years.  The company was U.S. Army Missile Command Contractor
Performance Certified in 1990 and ISO 9001 certified in 1994. Production scrap and rework has been reduced
over 70%, resulting in production budget under-runs.  Total program cycle time has been reduced by an average
of 36% on major Lockheed Martin systems, and there has been mission success on all programs.

D.6.  Case Study 6 - Integrated Product Teams

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 1.2  Organize for Producibility
Secondary: 1.1  Recognize the Need for Management Commitment

McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) (St. Louis) (Boeing Aircraft and Missiles) created its IPD program in
1992 to identify all activities and personnel required to deliver a product to internal customers and suppliers.
This program represented a major shift in how project teams were identified.  When MDA (St. Louis) made this
management change, it contacted companies that were known to be making similar changes, and benchmarked
with Texas Instruments, Ford, Martin Marietta, Northrop, and Vought.

To help implement the new management changes, MDA (St. Louis) created multi-disciplinary Integrated
Product Teams for a skill-based organization.  One significant change was including personnel from
manufacturing (such as tool design engineers) to participate on the project team.  They were collocated with
design engineers and the other up-front disciplines.  This move helped to initiate MDA�s concurrent engineering
effort.

These teams are cross-functional teams and formed with the specific purpose of delivering a specific product
or service to the customer.  The members are selected for their skills to complement other team members.  Each
team is expected to design for manufacturability and ease of assembly.  One project team, responsible for
updating an aircraft design, has been able to reduce the number of parts required by 33% on schedule, on cost,
and has eliminated 11,000 defects per aircraft.

To prepare personnel to participate on these project teams, MDA (St. Louis) instituted 14 hours of required
training per individual.  Team leaders received 90 hours of classroom training on issues that  included
responsibilities, accountabilities, and authority.  The members of each team were committed to a common
purpose, performance goals, and approach for which they held themselves mutually accountable.
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D.7.  Case Study 7 - Risk Management I

Producibility Element Highlighted:
1.3  Implement a Risk Management Program

Raytheon Missile Systems Company (RMSC), in Tucson, Arizona, established the Risk Management process
as a proactive method to predict potential problems and risks, and effectively mitigate the risks by controlling
the process, developing strategies, and addressing issues early in a program.  This process enables RMSC to
develop and deliver systems that meet customer requirements on schedule and within budget.  Risk management
is now a part of the monthly metrics required for all programs per RMSC�s Integrated Process Architecture.  In
the past, RMSC used a reactive method, which often led to crisis management and insufficient time to implement
the optimum solution.

Risk management begins with a basic process which is tailored to a specific program.  The process relies on
customer needs, lessons learned, expert opinions, and existing management guidelines to develop a specific risk
management plan that retains the essential principles of the standard process.  Risks are then identified,
analyzed, and prioritized using various tools to address the differing aspects (e.g., cost and schedule simulations,
process analysis, predictive identification).  RMSC�s main tool is Risk Manager (based on Filemaker Pro with
Risk Register and Risk Matrix components) for planning, ranking, and controlling risk.  This tool is used to
encompass all the risks and criteria found with other commercial and government off-the-shelf risk tools.
Prioritization is achieved by determining the probability and consequence of occurrence in order to calculate
a risk factor for every identified risk.

Once RMSC prioritizes the program risks, risk reduction begins.  The company develops mitigation plans to
reduce the risk areas, which are tracked and reported weekly in IPTs and other program events.  Risk Manager
can output a series of differing reports, including a one-page summary graphic that shows probability of
occurrence versus severity of occurrence, and plots the top ten risks as high, medium, and low.  The Risk
Management process continues throughout the life cycle of the program, with ongoing management of risks and
identification of new risks being done at each stage of development.

At the start of the Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile (ESSM) program, RMSC had erroneously estimated that an
additional $45 million in funding would be necessary to complete the project.  However, after implementing the
Risk Management process and having the customer prioritize the requirements, RMSC was able to fulfill the
ESSM program without additional funding.  Since implementing the Risk Management process, RMSC
significantly improved customer satisfaction as reflected in its 85% or higher (outstanding level) award fee
rating across all programs.  The Navy has also requested RMSC to use Risk Manager plots for all design reviews
of the Standard Missile programs.

D.8.  Case Study 8 - Risk Management II

Producibility Element Highlighted:
1.3  Implement a Risk Management Program

Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems (LMTAS) has developed a risk management process to help
program managers in such programs as the F-16 aircraft.  This risk management process helps identify,
quantify, evaluate, analyze, and manage in-house and contractor risks that, if unattended, could cause major
program delays and higher costs.

LMTAS orients risk assessment around the product work breakdown structure (WBS).  Risk consists of two
components � the probability of failing to achieve a particular outcome and the consequence of failing to achieve
that outcome.  Each component is assigned a five-tiered risk rating (low, minor, moderate, significant, and high),
and a Risk Scoring Matrix is developed (Figure D.2) from the two risk components and the rating criteria.  Risk
assessment templates are prepared for each element of the WBS by identifying the risk drivers such as design
maturity, producibility, process metrics, plans, resources, manpower, and funding.  Each risk driver for each
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element of the WBS is plotted on the Risk
Scoring Matrix.  From this matrix, abate-
ment (or risk prevention) activities are
planned for high, moderate, and low risks,
as required.  A risk plan (a graph of risks
versus time line) is made as a management
tool to ensure that risks are being addressed
in a timely manner.

This risk analysis process helps to clearly
identify the best contractor, ensure the con-
tractors are treated fairly, and provide sub-
stantial source selection justification in the
event of a protest.  A schedule risk analysis
can also be plotted for each task relationship
in the program to show sensitivity between
program schedules and tasks.

For highly interrelated task networks or
a WBS with several elements, this method
allows metrics to be used for decision mak-
ing.  Because of this decision-making pro-
cess program, cost and schedule savings can
be realized.

D.9.  Case Study 9 - Risk Management III

Producibility Element Highlighted:
1.3  Implement a Risk Management Program

In the past, ITT Industries Aerospace/Communications Division (ITT A/CD), in Fort Wayne, Indiana, only
used risk management in preparation for production transitions.  This was an intermittent practice which
focused on reactive solutions to problems.  However, the demand for quicker development times for its
commercial satellite deliveries motivated ITT A/CD to establish a risk mitigation tracking tool.  In 1994, the
company set up a formal Risk Management process to identify and eliminate potential problems before they can
impact the completion of a program.

ITT A/CD�s Risk Management process works as an integral part of the Product Development process, and
evaluates all facets of risk items (e.g., hardware, software, programmatic components).  Program personnel
identify how risk will be measured and define the major risk decision points in the program�s process.  A key
feature of the Risk Management process is assessing program issues that the customer considers absolutely
necessary.  Known as cardinal points, these issues are collectively viewed by ITT A/CD and the customer and
are addressed through concerted efforts.  Key program personnel then evaluate the program�s objectives and
cardinal points and assign a risk factor to each.  The risks are then prioritized, and the top 25 risks are
incorporated into a Risk Mitigation Strategy.  Since this strategy is also part of the Program Management
process, the company gains a global view of the program by addressing risks early.  The Risk Management
process helps to clearly delineate the interrelationship of the program�s components for the staff, and allows the
customer and program managers to be involved in decisions up front.

ITT A/CD�s Risk Management process addresses risk items early in the Program Development process.  This
approach provides objective decisions on mitigation plans; enables the highest impact issues to receive attention
first; prioritizes the assignment of resources; keeps the customer and program management focused on the
cardinal points; and works as a proactive process.  As a result, ITT A/CD now accomplishes its commercial
satellite deliveries in half the time and under budget.

Figure D.2 - Risk Scoring Matrix
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D.10.  Case Study 10 - Program Launch Process

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 1.4  Incorporate Producibility into New Product Introduction Strategy
Secondary: 1.1  Recognize the Need for Management Commitment

1.3  Implement a Risk Management Program

In the first quarter of 1997, ITT Industries Aerospace/Communications Division (ITT A/CD) in Fort Wayne,
Indiana, was faced with starting 15 new programs.  Previously when a contract was awarded, the departments
would scramble to get resources; define budgets and schedules; and haphazardly start production.  Departments
tended to work independently with little coordination among themselves.  With limited advanced planning and
no formalized process, the introduction of new programs often lacked well-executable steps, dedicated resources,
adequate funding, program objectives, and launch schedules.  As a result, new program launches were
unsuccessful, resulting in false starts, low yield rates, high defect rates, missed schedules, excessive costs, and
interruptions in new and existing production.  In 1997, ITT A/CD established the Program Launch process as
an organized method to ensure that budgets, schedules, resources, equipment, facilities, and materials required
for launching new programs are identified, planned, and implemented prior to production.

Upon contract award, the Program Launch process begins.  The steps include assembling a core team of senior
staff; interpreting the contract and plan; identifying key task leaders and training requirements; reviewing the
technical baseline; updating the Integrated Management Plan (IMP) process; collaborating with senior staff and
directors; establishing baseline/detailed schedules and budgets; identifying additional needs; and implementing
the program.  A program start-up checklist itemizes each action item, responsible member, plan date, and status.
Approximately 80 people have received more than 20 hours of IPD training consisting of an overview, program
launch procedures, effective meetings, a Microsoft Project video, electronic data management system accessi-
bility, and other development tools as required (e.g., quality function deployment; requirements traceability and
management; failure modes and effects analysis; decision making; risk management).

Elements key to a successful program launch include:

� Talking to the customer product line team and senior staff to clearly understand the goals of the program;
� Thinking about and interpreting these objectives;
� Collaborating with key task leaders and experts;
� Planning how to implement the program;
� Documenting the program clearly by using the IMP process to avoid misunderstandings due to trickle-down

information and hand-offs;
� Concurring with key task leaders and senior staff;
� Launching the program by using the IMP process as the core team�s implementation plan and contract with

senior staff.

ITT A/CD�s Program Launch process provides a smoother method to launch new programs.  Currently, the
company�s baseline launch period for a new program is 65 days with a goal set for 60 days.  Success relies on
assembling a staff early, providing forecast training, establishing plans before starting work, and updating
requirement documents.

D.11.  Case Study 11 - Knowledge/Rule-Based Guidelines

Producibility Element Highlighted:
1.5  Employ Producibility Design Guidelines

Litton Amecom is creating a powerful knowledge base consisting of various design rules useful in the
transition between design and manufacturing.  In effect, the concept focuses on cumulative rather than
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individual knowledge of product development.  Under rule-based design, the design team evolves a design while
using a rule base that constrains options that could be detrimental, thus forcing intelligent tradeoffs.  In
addition, by adding a knowledge base, the concept leads development teams to optimum conclusions, where a
rule base alone only prevents detrimental choices.

The knowledge and rules compiled within the database come from various sources.  One of the main sources
consists of material derived from various problem investigation reports. Other sources include manufacturing
constraints, military standards, and reliability physics journals.

Many organizations rely on experienced individuals or publications as sources for design rules, which creates
the potential for losing or overlooking valuable information over a period of time. The knowledge/rule-base
concept addresses this problem by providing an optimum repository for storing and compiling rules.  It is easily
accessible, maintainable, and transportable.  In effect, it keeps the knowledge �off the dusty shelves.�

The nature of the data storage is more than just a database.  The software is actually an artificial intelligence
(AI) architecture with the capability of helping the user achieve several levels of information cross-reference.
The use of AI is a natural evolution because of its potential for on-line use with Computer Aided Design,
Computer Aided Engineering, and Computer Aided Manufacturing.  In fact, AI was found to be helpful for the
more complicated rules which require implementing algorithms.

The database is intended to benefit users with backgrounds in all phases of design and manufacturing,
including electrical, mechanical, reliability, test, components, and manufacturing engineering.  Ultimately,
issues to be addressed in the database will include not only reliability and producibility guidelines, but also
performance and economic tradeoffs.  In general, the knowledge/rule base developed by Litton Amecom promises
to be a very powerful tool which will smooth the transition between design and manufacturing.

D.12.  Case Study 12 -Mechanical Design Guidelines

Producibility Element Highlighted:
1.5  Employ Producibility Design Guidelines

Computing Devices International (General Dynamics Information Systems) is in the process of developing
mechanical design guidelines.  The guidelines resulted from a TQMP (Total Quality Management Process)
recommendation for reducing the number of mechanical design errors (engineering change orders) and to
produce more consistent design quality. The document enables mechanical engineers to do-it-right-the-first-
time.  It is a formal framework for a disciplined design process as well as a training curriculum for new engineers
and a method to enhance design reviews and to document corporate knowledge.  A sample of key sections are:
Design Process; Aerospace Specifications and Standards; Component/Material Selection; Human Factors;
Mechanical Tolerancing; Product Assurance; Reliability and Maintainability; PCB Design and Documentation;
Thermal; Structural; Manual and Automated Assembly; Electromagnetic Interference/Radio Frequency
Interference; Mechanical Computer-Aided Design; Test; and Finishes.

New sections can be added to cover other necessary topics. Sections are authored by field experts and reviewed
by peers, managers, and consultants.  Revisions are made the third quarter of each year following a training
session for new mechanical engineers.

D.13.  Case Study 13 - Benchmarking Process

Producibility Element Highlighted:
1.6  Instill a Commercial Best Practices Philosophy

The McDonnell Douglas Aircraft (MDA)(St. Louis) (Boeing Aircraft and Missiles) benchmarking program
builds on techniques used by companies such as Xerox, IBM, AT&T, Texas Instruments, and Motorola.  It is
a systematic and continuous measurement process for collecting benchmarks on superior processes, products,
and services from other organizations.  The process determines the specific actions for enhanced performance
and integrates the results into the MDA (St. Louis) Continuous Process Improvement Process.

A five-step approach is applied in this MDA effort.  Before a study is conducted, process capabilities,
expectations, goals, and metrics are established and obvious problems are addressed.  The company is highly
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selective in its benchmarking program. For example, in determining what to benchmark, MDA (St. Louis)
focuses on critical or high priority processes, products, or services that impact customer satisfaction and provide
a competitive advantage.

The process is disciplined and uncomplicated.  Easy-to-use templates provide guidance for selecting and
prioritizing benchmarking topics, performing benchmarking readiness assessments, and other key activities.
Hierarchy models of the types of benchmarking and data collection methods are applied, and personnel are
trained in the advantages and disadvantages of each method. Benchmarking champions at the company and
corporate levels provide consistency and leadership in continuing to develop and improve the benchmarking
process.

Training development for benchmarking includes looking at the best training programs in industry.  Three
classes are available at MDA (St. Louis):  a one-day course, a two-hour overview, and the Voluntary
Improvement Program.  The classes are available to all MDA (St. Louis) employees and are also offered to
suppliers and external customers at no charge. All senior management at the vice-president and director levels
have received the two-hour overview. Government representatives have also been trained, and the courses are
in demand by suppliers.

The benchmarking process is very effective in obtaining participation from benchmarking partners.  One
indication of this is a response rate of consistently greater than 50% for benchmarking questionnaires sent to
other companies, more than double the national average response rate.  Future improvements to the process
include development of an internal database of best practices, corporate-wide process integration, and
continuous improvement.

D.14.  Case Study 14 - Benchmarking as a Tool for Quality Assessment

Producibility Element Highlighted:
1.6  Instill a Commercial Best Practices Philosophy

Initiated in 1990, the benchmarking program of Raytheon TI Systems (Dallas, TX) is an outgrowth of the TI
commitment to quality awareness and continuous improvement. Benchmarking, the process of continually
searching for the best methods, practices, and processes, involves adopting or adapting good features and
implementing them to become the �best of the best.� Active commitment from TI DSEG management and
benchmarking teams have been critical aspects of the program�s success.

The benchmarking fundamentals of knowing company strengths and weaknesses, maintaining an awareness
of industry leaders and the competition, incorporating the best, and gaining superiority are incorporated into
four basic steps.

� A planning phase - where the team develops a functional flowchart of their current process and critical
performance measures are derived;

� An analysis phase - where the team focuses on practice and process differences by analyzing outputs and
results;

� An integration phase - where findings are presented, performance gaps are understood, and impact of change
is analyzed;

� An action phase - where action plans, schedules, and measurements are defined and implemented.

As a part of the benchmarking program, a benchmarking handbook has been produced that explains the
benchmarking process; describes the four types of benchmarking (internal, competitive, functional, and
generic); provides information sources for identifying industry leaders; and presents factors for successful
benchmarking. A quarterly benchmarking newsletter is also published. Benchmarking studies are ongoing in
many aspects of operations including concurrent engineering; PWB design; supplier management processes;
self-directed work teams; software quality; customer satisfaction measurement; quality training; health care
compensation; material handling and bar code systems; strategic planning; flow solder processes; cellular
manufacturing for PWB assemblies; ergonomic and safety programs; and purchase order systems.
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The Raytheon TI Systems benchmarking team members have been involved with a number of external groups
and have provided benchmarking training to other companies such as Amoco Oil, IBM, Phillips Petroleum,
Boeing, and AT&T.

D.15.  Case Study 15 - Best Practices Program

Producibility Element Highlighted:
1.6  Instill a Commercial Best Practices Philosophy

Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles has instituted a company-wide Best Practices program that focuses
on the quality of the process as well as the product.  The approach provides broad coverage of representative
Department of Defense and other customer thrusts such as the Army�s  Contractor Performance Certification
Program (CP)2, the Air Force�s Manufacturing Development Initiative, ISO 9000, and Agile Manufacturing, and
incorporates them into 12 Best Practices.  Each of the Best Practices is clearly defined and supported by a vice-
president-level, executive advocate and a management implementation team.

Lockheed Martin�s Best Practices program was a response to major forces such as changes in the defense
market, downsizing, and decreased funding levels for defense-related programs.  The multi-faceted objective of
the program is to increase market share and profitability by continually benchmarking customer, industry, and
Electronics and Missiles improvement initiatives; integrating them into a coherent set of focused practices and
metrics; coordinating the implementation plan for these practices; publishing and marketing the Best Practices;
and continuously measuring, assessing and re-evaluating.

Under the leadership of the executive advocate for each Best Practice area, the implementation team identifies
initiatives and develops plans and milestones for implementation.  The plans cover 18 months, include key
elements, identify responsible individuals, and specify metrics. Each of the Best Practice areas designates a
continuing series of �Silver Bullets,� each an initiative targeted for that practice for completion in the current
year across all active programs.

The Best Practices Program at Lockheed Martin is a highly effective, company-wide process that enables the
company to operate proactively within the environment of rapid and constant change in the defense marketplace.
The program increases credibility of proposals, is effective in opening new markets, proliferates the processes
and tools, and is updated annually to meet quality, cost, schedule, and performance commitments.

D.16.  Case Study 16 - Supplier Best Practices

Producibility Element Highlighted:
1.6  Instill a Commercial Best Practices Philosophy

McDonnell Douglas Aircraft (MDA) (St. Louis) (Boeing Aircraft and Missiles) recognizes that many of its
suppliers have attained levels of proficiency in processes and techniques which are efficient and effective, some
which may have application at MDA or be used to improve the overall supplier base.  Teams perform Business
Process Assessments as part of MDA�s Preferred Supplier Certification process and observe many of these
processes and collect the information.  No proprietary or confidential company information is collected, only
that information which can be used to improve MDA (St. Louis) and which its suppliers are willing to provide
and share.  These practices and processes are observed and validated first-hand by an assessment team.

Before data is collected, the guidelines are discussed with the supplier to determine any objections to
documentation of the process for benchmarking and/or identifying the firm to other MDA (St. Louis) suppliers
as a possible contact for benchmarking.  Participation is strictly voluntary and no pressure is applied to the
supplier.  Processes receiving a high score by the MDA (St. Louis) assessment teams are considered as
opportunities for formal benchmarking.  Unique processes may be considered if they have application external
to the firm being reviewed.  Processes scoring slightly lower but viewed as outstanding may also be considered
for benchmarking.  These often include recent processes which appear to have very good results but are not yet
proven.

Approximately 16 supplier best practices were documented, and interest and participation were growing.  The
program offers a unique and effective way to improve the capabilities of MDA (St. Louis) and also offer
improvement opportunities to its supplier base.
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D.17.  Case Study 17 - Process Capability Analysis

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 2.1  Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier)
Secondary: 3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs

4.2  Error-Proof the Design

Understanding manufacturing capabilities during the earliest design phases can significantly reduce program
costs, cycle times, and defect rates.  At Raytheon TI Systems in Dallas, Texas, emphasis has been placed on early
identification of defect drivers through analyses such as Process Capability Analysis (PCA) and Process Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis (PFMEA).

PCA is based on a series of process capability models that accurately predict manufacturing labor costs, cycle
times, and defect rates for the processes required to assemble or fabricate the components of a design.  PFMEA
uses the traditional FMEA techniques, but incorporates manufacturing, assembly line workers, process
engineers, as well as design engineers, into a formal review of the assembly or fabrication process.  PCA supports
the Process FMEA analysis by identifying the critical defect drivers in the process and providing recommenda-
tions for eliminating their resultant defects.

Program X, a major program at Raytheon TI Systems, has been using PCA as an interactive design tool to
minimize defects during design.  PCA has proven successful in providing valuable inputs to design engineers
while their designs are still in progress.  This enables trade studies to be evaluated to yield the optimal design,
balancing performance requirements with manufacturing process capabilities.

Program X had been working a Pre-Engineering Manufacture/Design concept primarily to develop a product
that met its performance requirements at the lowest possible cost.  Using PCA, the program was able to closely
look at defect drivers and identify how to eliminate defects before going into production.  Through Program X�s
PCA, the elimination of defects was directly linked to reducing program costs and cycle times.

As the design team conceptualized various subassembly designs, PCA was used to evaluate the design for Six
Sigma / variability reduction purposes.  Sixteen of the system�s 20 subassemblies were identified as critical
feature sets and were targeted for analysis.  By applying PCA models, the design team got immediate feedback
on the effects their design decisions would have in manufacturing.  In some cases, the design decision was made
real-time to adopt the approach recommended by the PCA model.  Following the complete analysis, PCA
recommendations were documented and submitted as part of the design technical package.  Included in this
report were the PCA results based on the current design, recommendations for changes, and projected results
with those changes incorporated.  For the 16 assemblies analyzed, incorporating PCA recommendations
resulted in an overall defect-per-million-opportunity reduction of 3,400.  Extended across the program life-cycle
and production quantities, the resulting cost avoidance was over $42M.

Recommendations based on the PCA models included items such as moving rubber stamp symbolization of part
numbers from the assembly level to incorporate a better methodology at the fabrication level.  Other
recommendations were increasing screw sizes and incorporating orientation configurations to prevent mirrors,
lenses, and components from being incorrectly installed.  Additionally, changes in the wire sizes for interconnect
cables and the methods of inserting the wires into the connectors generated significant improvements.

Program X performed a PFMEA on the designs to further identify the processes used in the assembly of the
hardware, the potential process failure modes, and the potential effects of those failure modes.  This analysis
took the PCA analysis a step further to ensure the processes used to assemble the hardware would be well
understood before the hardware was built.  Results from the PFMEA and PCA analyses were iterated until the
team eliminated defects and manufacturing risks from the product or identified contingency plans for those
issues or defects which could not be eliminated.

As proven by the significant cost avoidance realized by Program X, development programs have greatly
benefitted from PCA and PFMEA.  PCA and PFMEA provide valuable information to support critical tradeoffs
required to ensure product performance and meet process objectives while addressing customer needs.  To fully
understand the cost impact that design decisions make on defect rates, it is imperative to consider manufacturing
process capabilities during the earliest possible design phase.
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D.18.  Case Study 18 - Process Capability Models

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 2.1  Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier)
Secondary: 3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs

Raytheon TI Systems (Dallas, TX) uses Process Capability Analysis (PCA) to focus on key manufacturing
process capability constraints in the early design phases.  By understanding and designing within process
capability constraints during the conceptual and detailed design phases, designs have a significantly greater
probability of meeting cost, cycle time, and quality goals.  Because balancing cost, cycle time, and quality
considerations within the PCA prove to be difficult and time-consuming, Raytheon Systems Company has
developed the PCA based on a series of Process Capability Models (PCMs) to quickly predict the impact to cost,
cycle time, and quality.

Input derived from the design features and characteristics mapped to the company�s manufacturing process
capabilities are used to determine which processes will be required to produce the given design. Comparing the
known manufacturing process capability constraints with the current state of the design, the PCMs provide the
user immediate feedback on predicted cost, cycle time, and Six Sigma ratings for the design.

The PCMs are based on historical data and expert knowledge.  They are performed on individual fabrications
at the part level to top system assembly level. The PCA is currently based on over 255 PCMs that are validated
and maintained with current manufacturing process capabilities.  This information is critical input to design
tradeoff analysis efforts, which are optimally conducted as early in the design process as possible to maximize
benefits.

D.19.  Case Study 19 - Understanding Composites and Their Processing
Requirements Prior to Production

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 2.1  Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier)
Secondary: 1.3  Implement a Risk Management Program

The Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems (LMTAS) composite part design team for the F-22 aircraft
planned to use new part materials, configurations, and tooling materials. However, LMTAS had no experience
or historical database to determine if the capability existed to successfully fabricate these concepts within
program cost and schedule constraints.  This situation highlighted the need for development of composite
manufacturing processes before entering the F-22 Engineering and Manufacturing Development phase of the
program.

The team determined that a producibility test program was required to address these issues.  For the test
program to succeed, it had to provide proven materials for parts and tools; a proven engineering and tool design
philosophy; part designs that would be producible with the baseline materials, processes, and tooling families;
and proven manufacturing capabilities established for benchmarking.  Consequently, a multi-disciplined Risk
Reduction Team was created and the following test guidelines established:

� Design components were to meet actual airframe requirements.
� Production readiness and producibility on key part family candidates were to be demonstrated on key part

family candidates.  Key parts were to be established as program �pilot� proof articles.
� Baseline manufacturing processes, composite materials, tooling family, and quality methods were to be

demonstrated and validated.
� The team�s efforts were to be coordinated with the engineering Structural Development Test plan and Effects

of Defects plan.
� Issues of engineering, manufacturing, and quality risk were to be resolved to support the Engineering and

Manufacturing Development schedule.
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� Accept/reject criteria for Quality Assurance/Inspection were to be determined.
� Drawing specifications, check procedures, and incremental release procedures for engineering and

manufacturing data to support concurrent design concepts were to be established.
� Process Specifications, Material Specifications, Variability Reduction Procedures, and Quality Assurance

processes were to be proof-loaded.
� Standardized Work Instructions and visual aids by part family were to be established.
� Risk reduction tools were to be fabricated using contracted F-22 tooling vendors.
� Components were to be fabricated and inspected with production equipment and procedures.
� Lessons learned were to be documented.
� Production capacity and facilities were to be verified.

The Risk Reduction Team reviewed the preliminary structural layouts and decided that composite parts could
be segregated into five primary families of components: highly contoured inlet duct skins; fuel floors/shear webs;
medium contoured outer mold line skins; thermoplastic weapons bay doors skins (outer mold line); and
thermoset weapons bay inner mold line door skin (honeycomb panel inner skin).

From these families, three representative composite parts were selected and fabricated: an inlet duct skin, a
fuel floor, and an outer mold line skin.  These articles were judged to be among the most difficult of their part
families.  The Risk Reduction Program used the production drawings, planning, material requirements
planning, tooling, and inspection systems planned for the F-22.

Statistical process control data was collected and used as a baseline for the division process capabilities for
these types of parts.  These capabilities were used to establish the tolerance guidelines in the production
drawings. This activity resulted in a yield rate of 98% on composite part production during the Engineering and
Manufacturing Development phase of the F-22 program. This yield rate, one of the highest in the aerospace
industry, is usually not achieved until much later in a program.

D.20.  Case Study 20 - Machine Capabilities and Tolerances

Producibility  Element Highlighted:
2.1  Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier)

Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems (LMTAS) in Ft. Worth, Texas determined that previous
producibility information was normally process-based. For example, although a certain machine could hold a
certain tolerance, the conditions or attributes of the design would affect what tolerance the machine could hold.
Consequently, LMTAS found it needed to thoroughly categorize those factors affecting machine capabilities.

Using an Intranet program, LMTAS users can now choose from Process Characteristic, Tool Type, Material,
Material Form, and Part Family categories.  The user can know all or some of these attributes, and the system
will interactively limit the choices. The user then submits the inputs, and  the program reads the database and
supplies the exact capability information based on the attributes chosen. This data provides statistical process
control history; recommended tolerance; rules associated with the key characteristic; notes associated with the
process; links to company, industry, or government standards or specifications; and tables or other
illustrations.

D.21.  Case Study 21 - Partnering with Suppliers

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 2.1  Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier)
Secondary: 1.2  Organize for Producibility

Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles (E&M) considers supplier partnerships and related practices critical
to winning new business.  Within this arena, there are a number of active initiatives and thrusts including:
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strategic alliances, teaming with suppliers, supplier membership on Integrated Product Teams (IPTs), Design
for Manufacture/Assembly (DFMA) flowdown to suppliers, Statistical Process Control/Variability Reduction
flowdown, expanding the blanket purchase and group purchase base, supplier base reductions, supplier metrics,
and best value awards.

Partnerships foster joint commitments between companies and promote shared investments that focus
internal research and development activities and result in ownership of products. Partners take mutual
ownership of problems and solutions and apply their complementary strengths to address weaknesses.

Lockheed Martin is rapidly moving from the traditional adversarial approach to subcontracting.  This new
approach to supplier partnerships is based on sharing, defining clear expectations, mutual trust and respect,
commitment, responsibility, and performance.  Partnerships are initiated by selecting the best technology or
product available and entering a teaming agreement with the provider. Communication is open and full, and
sensitive data is shared.  To encourage such communication, E&M employs confidentiality agreements that are
skewed in favor of protecting the discloser�s technology versus limiting the receiver�s liability.  The company
is committed to partnering and has mandated this approach for all future starts.  The philosophy is also being
applied to mature programs where possible.

Partnerships and alliances are a key part of the procurement process and are integrated early. Subcontractors
are involved in the market analysis, pre-proposal, and proposal phases. They participate in life-of-the-program
decisions, requirements specifications, design for manufacture and assembly, manufacturing development
initiatives, and concurrent engineering.  Benefits of this involvement include long-term contracts, design-to-
unit cost pricing, mutual commitments to program goals, and use of commercial standards.

All supplier initiatives at Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles form an integrated process that results in
best value and mission success. Unique involvement activities include Partners in Excellence Conferences,
General Managers Meetings, and supplier membership on IPTs.  Supplier membership on IPTs has been
implemented successfully on two major programs and is mandated for all new programs. Benefits of IPT
involvement include: transferring build-to-print design responsibility to subcontractors with resultant savings;
co-development of proposals, designs, test equipment, manufacturing tooling and processes; sharing the cost
of key process development; and other cost reduction activities such as design for manufacture and assembly
which reduced the cost of an existing assembly by over 70% on one program.

D.22.  Case Study 22 - Manufacturing Technology Insertion

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 2.2  Predict Future Process Capabilities
Secondary: 1.2  Organize for Producibility

1.3  Implement a Risk Management Program
1.4  Incorporate Producibility into New Product Introduction Strategy
2.1  Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier)

The Hamilton Standard Electronic Manufacturing Center instituted several process changes for Manufactur-
ing Technology Insertion to address advanced packaging, environmental, and cost competitive technologies
needs for future electronics business.

Several factors necessitated improvement to the previous process. Technology selection was primarily an
engineering process, and, due to conflicting goals, manufacturing department buy-in did not always occur.
There was also no manufacturing group dedicated to new technology process development.  Often, delays
resulted from unplanned and difficult to approve manufacturing resources and capital, and, consequently,
manufacturing capability was seldom available in time to initiate new product development.  Production
implementation was often unsuccessful due to insufficient understanding of the risks and inadequate allocation
of resources.

Hamilton Standard�s Manufacturing Technology Insertion process improvements included formation of a
dedicated manufacturing technology group and a documented manufacturing technology insertion process,
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facilitated by use of detailed flowcharts for benchmarking and continuous improvement.  New process steps
included:

� Requiring that estimated development costs, estimated capital costs, project schedules, and risk levels be
provided for manufacturing development projects.

� Demonstrating process feasibility and identifying equipment requirements, equipment costs, and risk levels.
� Providing for timely acquisition for equipment and early identification of committed suppliers.
� Developing manufacturing procedures to provide a robust process (Cpk > 1.3) and design guidelines. This

step transitions the process to production with full documentation details and process owner transfer.

Process improvement teams, engineers, and manufacturing associates establish each business unit�s
technology insertion schedule.  The schedule is then used as a tool for resource, capital, and facility planning
to improve time to market of products.  An improved planning and development process facilitates risk
management and allows manufacturing capability to be in place in time for new product development. Cross-
functional involvement in the entire process results in buy-in and commitment throughout the organization.

D.23.  Case Study 23 - Obsolescence and Commercial Technology
Insertion

Producibility Element Highlighted:
2.2  Predict Future Process Capabilities

Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles successfully applies requirements management through closely-
related initiatives.  Obsolescence Management combines manufacturer information and technology assessments
with various tools to predict when components and products will become obsolete. Commercial Technology
Insertion addresses replacing military-specified parts with commercial products, obsolete units as well as new
designs.

Obsolescence Management provides risk information on electronic component technologies to help designers
determine whether the components they select will meet the life cycle development and cost-of-ownership
requirements of the design. Obsolescence Management uses the Document Information and Control System for
displaying on-line data.  This on-line obsolescence information helps the engineer select current technology for
product designs and also provides source data used by procurement and product assurance personnel. The
system also furnishes descriptive data for standardization, parts control, and part status.

In the second initiative, Lockheed Martin is focusing Commercial Technology Insertion�s initial effort on
microcircuits. A commercial component is any non-military part, ceramic or plastic, including telecommunica-
tion, computer, medical, automotive, industrial grade, or other devices. The Commercial Technology Insertion
program provides a comprehensive plan for the selection, application, and procurement of reliable, low-cost
commercial components.  Current emphasis is on replacing ceramic components with plastic. Moisture-induced
and temperature cycling failures are two major long-term reliability considerations for plastic components.
These considerations are being analyzed against various product requirements.  Potential cost saving
opportunities and return on investments for plastic over ceramic components can exceed a 75 to 1 ratio.

D.24.  Case Study 24 - Affordability as a Key Product Goal

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 3.1  Identify Product Goals
Secondary: 3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs

Northrop Grumman established a proactive cost reduction plan for the F/A-18 E/F aircraft program which
has become a model for other affordability initiatives within the company. The company also defined a standard
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procedure for affordability/producibility management of the F/A-18 program.  Key elements of this procedure
include:

� Establishing baseline and target costs for each component of the aircraft;
� Constructing a database that contains all cost estimate, projection, and affordability data;
� Assigning responsibility for initial and follow-through proposals for each work package down to the team

leader level;
� Conducting trade studies to identify alternatives and impacts for cost reduction measures;
� Coordinating and integrating affordability and producibility initiatives;
� Creating affordability status reports; and
� Quantifying, tracking, and validating all savings.

Northrop Grumman�s standard process procedure has several different affordability goals or allocations, such
as average unit production cost (flyaway cost); initial support investment cost; and operating and support costs.
These affordability goals are allocated by the work breakdown structure and flowed down to the team leader
level.

The company has tracked and maintained cost baseline and affordability initiatives since 1992. Through cost
reduction measures, Northrop Grumman has been able to keep aircraft flyaway and life-cycle costs within
contractual requirements despite configuration changes and increased material cost.  Cost reduction measures
have also been responsible for a 10% savings in flyaway costs which helped offset a 12% increase in flyaway costs
due to configuration and other changes.

D.25.  Case Study 25 - Design-to-Cost I

Producibility  Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 3.1  Identify Product Goals
Secondary: 3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs

Computing Devices International (General Dynamics Information Systems) has introduced a design-to-cost
(DTC) approach to new product development. This process was developed in early 1992 to provide product
designs that are within cost guidelines. Computing Devices International can now determine whether cost goals
are achievable early in the design cycle to allow for any necessary corrections.

Prior to implementing this new approach, product cost often would not be known until after the design was
complete, usually resulting in either redesign or cost overrun, and producibility factors were often overlooked
until too late. The customer requirement to avoid cost overrun prompted an improvement to the process.
Analysis of previous product costs indicated that approximately 80% of the total cost was in individual part costs.
Therefore, realistic product cost goals, coupled with accurate part costs, could be used to design products that
were within budget.

A team of marketing, program management, and integrated product development team personnel now
determines DTC production goals by year and quantity using preliminary parts and labor costs. During the
preliminary design phase, a procurement team then obtains accurate part costs from suppliers, and a
producibility team concurrently reviews the design for testability, producibility, and labor costs. Cost drivers
are identified, trade studies performed, and make/buy decisions made. A favorable DTC review leads to the
detailed design phase. In that phase, a DTC model is constructed using accurate part and labor costs. An iterative
analysis is conducted in which trade studies are performed, the design is revised for producibility and testability,
and the DTC model is updated as a function of DTC goals. The DTC database is hosted on a network for multiple
access by the DTC team members, thereby providing electronic collocation.

By determining early in the design cycle whether cost goals are realistic and attainable, Computing Devices
International can provide credible information for planning and resource allocation and assure customers that
their requirements can be met without redesign or cost overrun.
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D.26.  Case Study 26 - Design-to-Cost II

Producibility  Element Highlighted:
3.1  Identify Product Goals

The design-to-cost (DTC) initiative at Hamilton Standard Electronic Manufacturing Center (HSEMC) is a
major element of the overall product design and development life-cycle management process initiated in the
proposal stage.  This DTC process results in the establishment of product target cost goals that meet customer
expectations and is broken down into sub-system, sub-assembly, and piece part labor and material goals.

DTC is an iterative process that steps through a cadre of legacy data, design criteria, producibility guidelines,
reliability information, and other elements to establish targets.  The process encompasses the setting of
individual cost targets; defining a process that will achieve the targets; implementing and modifying the defined
process; analyzing data collected; and modifying the analyses.

The implementation of this this well-defined process and assigned responsibilities collectively has resulted in
customer satisfaction and cost-effective designs. The DTC cost-over-target average for 19 major programs at
HSEMC is only 0.04%.

D.27.  Case Study 27 - Application of Quality Function Deployment
to Battery Design

Producibility  Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 3.1  Identify Product Goals

3.2  Identify Key Characteristics

Sandia National Laboratories uses the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) process as the organizational
aid in integrating the ability to determine product requirements from customers� needs and expectations, and
ensure that these requirements are realized in a product or service.  Integrating these customers� requirements
into a commercial product is best accomplished through a step-by-step process, a primary reason for Sandia
choosing QFD, a structured product planning and development tool, first used in Japan , to guarantee customer
requirements are realized throughout the product life-cycle.

The QFD process is a structured activity that begins with a conceptual design and ends with a technical data
package.  In Phase I, a multi-disciplinary team translates key customer requirements into product measures
that, if satisfied, will ensure customer satisfaction.  Phase II translates the key product measures into parts
characteristics.  In Phase III, key parts characteristics are translated into manufacturing process character-
istics.  Finally, in Phase IV, these manufacturing process characteristics are translated into manufacturing
process controls.  This structured deployment of key requirements guarantees that the product development
team maintains its focus on these requirements and realizes customer�s needs and expectations repeatedly in
the manufacture of the product.

Application of this process is demonstrated with Sandia�s battery design. Since 1980, Sandia has used lithium/
sulfur dioxide �D� cell batteries to provide highly reliable, continuous power (up to five years) in weapons
applications.  Because of the lab�s responsibility to meet demanding DOE requirements, the Exploratory Battery
Department demonstrated the feasibility of adapting an improved and innovative design to an established
commercial lithium/thionyl-chloride battery technology that revolutionizes the way nuclear surety devices are
powered in weapons.  By using this new cell, in conjunction with new generation multichip module technology
electronics, the size of the power supply can be reduced 50% and the service life doubled while maintaining
ambitious safety and reliability requirements.  To achieve this goal, the Product Realization Team utilized the
QFD four stage process to guide the technology transfer effort and to communicate progress to the customers.

Applying QFD to the battery design produced the following results: (1) a longer battery service life which
increased the limited-life components exchange interval, resulting in time and cost savings in nuclear weapons
stockpile maintenance and (2) comparable lithium/thionyl-chloride cell manufacturing costs to those for the
lithium/sulfur dioxide cell, at the same manufacturing quality.
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The technology to produce this product for Sandia National Laboratories applications was successfully
transferred to a commercial manufacturer, Eagle Picher Industries, Inc., Joplin, MO, enabling it to produce a
variation of this cell for commercial application.  Additionally, the Exploratory Battery Department was
awarded Sandia National Laboratories 1994 President�s Silver Quality Award for this effort.

D.28.  Case Study 28 - Key Characteristics and Variability Reduction

Producibility  Element Highlighted:
3.2  Identify Key Characteristics

Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles has adopted an approach called Key Characteristics and Variability
Reduction in its quoting, design, and manufacturing processes as part of the company�s continuous
improvement efforts. This approach has enabled Lockheed Martin to translate critical customer requirements
into detailed specifications, facilitating the separating of  �critical few� from �trivial many� product features.

In the past, Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles followed the classical approach of defining the system
requirements, conducting a tradeoff analysis, assigning component requirements, and detailing the resultant
specifications.  However, this did not support the desired practice of focusing efforts on the few critical attributes,
while allowing standard practice to accommodate the non-essentials of the design.

Acknowledging that it would be extremely difficult to conduct variability reduction techniques on all the
variables of all the products/processes involved, Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles  identifies the relatively
few high-level critical features of any design.  Each of these features, in turn, could have many crucial
components contribute to the overall criticality, but the analysis greatly reduces the field of consideration.

Once the critical features are identified, variability reduction and the resulting statistical tracking are applied.
Process capability studies and a tradeoff analysis are conducted to determine which machines/processes can
achieve the required key characteristics.

One result of using this methodology was the invention of a variability reduction flag being incorporated into
Lockheed Martin Electronics & Missiles� drawing packages and procurement documentation.  This flag
indicates to both subcontractors and their own shop floors which geometric features are absolute �must-haves�
and which features they can apply the knowledge of their trade to modify for ease of manufacture.  This effort
provides a substantial benefit to the design process by allowing the original equipment manufacturer to provide
input up front.  It also greatly reduces the number of Engineering Change Proposals that follow any new design.

D.29.  Case Study 29 - F-22 Variability Reduction

Producibility Element Highlighted:
3.2  Identify Key Characteristics

Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems (LMTAS) (Ft. Worth, TX) has established a Variability Reduction
(VR) program to meet a contractual requirement of the F-22 program. Under the contract, the VR program and
related activities are designated as award fee criteria.  There are several defined objectives under the contract
which includes: to reduce variation of  key characteristics; estimate the impact of process variations on key
characteristics; verify that key characteristics requirements are compatible with the manufacturing process;
identify producibility studies for improving quality, increasing integrity and/or reducing production cost;
characterize key manufacturing processes using statistical data; reduce scrap, rework and repair; and reduce
reliance on end item inspection.

A seven-step approach has been developed to meet these objectives. This approach begins by identifying key
characteristics. A key characteristic is a feature of a material, part, or assembly critical to the fit, performance,
or integrity of the product. The VR team used Design of Experiments and Quality Function Deployment tools
in a structured approach to systematically break down top-level requirements into lower level components.
These lower level requirements are examined to decide key characteristics that are then associated with related
individual control characteristics.  The second step in the program is to correlate the identified key
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characteristics to processes. This is followed by prioritizing and selecting firm key characteristics.  Step 4
involves developing Variability Reduction Instructions for each of the selected key characteristics. These
instructions include product definition, key characteristic description, manufacturing approach, data collec-
tion, tooling approach, process assessment, process analysis, and product feedback. Once developed, the
Variability Reduction Instructions are incorporated into the Product Development and Definition build-to
package. Step 6 involves actual process control of the key characteristics, and the final step provides feedback
reporting for monitoring and continuous improvement activities.

The VR team on the F-22 has identified 2,561 product key characteristics. These are part-number driven and
equate to the 678 processes/part families that led to the development of 126  Variability Reduction Instructions.
Lessons learned during this process include the need to incorporate VR into normal engineering requirements
to help early identification of key characteristics. This would ease earlier usage of Design of Experiment and
Quality Function Deployment tools. Cross functional VR teams greatly simplified the implementation of VR, the
use of quality tools was widely accepted by the IPT, and active coordination among the three primes ensured
a common approach.

No award fee on the F-22 has been lost since the implementation of the VR program. An example of other
benefits can be shown by looking at improvement in the NC trim operation of composite doors, skins, webs and
floors. Since this system has been in place, the Cpk for this operation has improved to its current level of 1.2
or about 99.9%.

D.30.  Case Study 30 - Design for Manufacture/Assembly in
Concurrent Engineering

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product

      and Process Designs
Secondary: 1.1  Recognize the Need for Management Commitment

Lockheed Martin has identified and effected an important methodology to successfully implement the
principles of concurrent engineering.  This Design for Manufacture/Assembly (DFMA) approach ensures the
proper balance between design goals and ease of manufacture and assembly. The net result is a robust design
that is more cost-effective to manufacture.

The company previously applied the concurrent engineering philosophy using a traditional design review
process.  It determined that a formal event called a DFMA workshop was needed to ensure that design-for-
manufacture, design-for-assembly, and design-for-producibility considerations were addressed.  After careful
analysis, Lockheed Martin selected the Boothroyd Dewhurst, Inc. software to help achieve this objective.  To
demonstrate commitment, Lockheed Martin established a policy that DFMA be included in all programs.

Lockheed Martin embarked on a training program that taught the principles of DFMA and the specifics of
the Boothroyd Dewhurst, Inc. tools to the product teams.  The various disciplines represented on the team were
taught the methodology, and the teams were required to use this approach in a real-world application.  The teams
first established the as-is baseline model of their products and then brainstormed and iterated solutions to
simplify the assembly.  Finally, at the end of the training, each team presented its analysis to management.

The ingredients critical to the success of this Lockheed Martin approach include mandating the requirement
to utilize the DFMA approach, training personnel, providing each team a real-world case study, and involving
management.  The resulting synergy of this approach has helped the company achieve the desired goals of
simplifying both the design and the processes necessary to manufacture and assemble the components of the
design.  Lockheed Martin has been able to significantly reduce the Bills of Material required to manufacture
components, and, over the life-cycle of the many systems it produces, these component-level savings are
significant.
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D.31.  Case Study 31 - Power Supply Trade Study

Producibility Element Highlighted:
3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs

An electronic instrument manufacturer was considering using a new power supply being offered by a small
vendor.  The new power supply under consideration was much smaller and would take up less instrument frame
space than the standard power supply that had been provided by a large company for several years.  Additionally,
the new power supply would weigh less than half as much as the standard power supply.  The size reduction
would improve producibility by allowing more access room for other components.  The weight reduction would
reduce ergonomic risk to the material handlers and assemblers in the production of the instruments, as well
as to the field service engineers at the customer location.

However, with the new power supply, inventory costs were expected to grow due to an increase in the number
of parts in storage and part numbers that must be monitored by purchasing.  Technical risk to the design process
would be introduced, because not only had the power supply not been used in a product before, but also the vendor
had never produced one. This risk might have affected quality as well as the project schedule.

The estimated cost avoidance of reducing occupational injuries due to the manual material handling of the
current power supply was $55.58 per instrument. This figure was based on the injury incidence of 3.4 injuries
per 200,000 hours of production with the average incident cost of $52,000 including lost time and medical costs.
The production time per instrument is 64 hours.  Injury cost avoidance = [($52,000 per injury x 3.4 injuries)
/ (200,000 hours x 64 hours per instrument)].

The assembly cost reduction, due to improved producibility, was estimated to be $11.88 per instrument, based
on a reduction of 0.8 production hours at an hourly rate of $14.85 per hour.

The risk of delay in the project schedule was eliminated when, within three months of the request, the vendor
delivered a working prototype.  The tradeoff analysis was still ongoing when the prototype arrived for
evaluation.

The quality risk cost was estimated to be $4.11 per part, based on a 10% increase in failure rate. The current
power supply failure rate was two per 100 units with associated cost of $187 per failure to replace and refurbish
(1.1 x 2 failures/100 units x $187 per failed unit).  There was no inventory cost increase because the new power
supply replaced the previous parts and the inventory costs canceled each other out.

In this tradeoff analysis, the total life-cycle cost savings estimated for the replacement of the old power supply
with the new one was:  Cost savings ($64.35) = injury cost avoidance ($55.58) + reduction in assembly cost
($11.88) - quality risk cost ($4.11).  As the result of this trade study, the electronic instrument manufacturer
decided to use the new power supply.

D.32.  Case Study 32 - System Engineering Trade Study

Producibility Element Highlighted:
3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs

McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) (St. Louis) (Boeing Aircraft and Missiles) re-engineered its trade study
process to improve the product and response time to its internal and external customers.  Based on a description
of what should be included in a trade study, MDA (St. Louis) surveyed its high priority customers to determine
further requirements for an exemplary study.  Responses cited the need for such studies to be  accurate, timely,
objective, thorough, complete, have a consistent format, be documented, present a range of options, and provide
a technical recommendation.  In order to meet customer quality requirements, each Trade Study conducted
within Product Definition is expected to be characterized by a consistent set of elements which include:

� Clear problem statement
� Identification of requirements that must be achieved
� Ground rules and assumptions
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� Decision criteria
� Resource requirements statement (source/man hours required)
� Schedule to accomplish (proposed and actual)
� Potential solutions and screening matrix
� Comprehensive array of feasible alternatives
� Comparisons of alternatives using decision criteria
� Technical recommendation of Trade Study Leader
� Documentation of Decisions leading to recommendation.

The MDA (St. Louis) trade study process has been thoroughly modeled and brought under a control process
that ensures that studies are timely and of a consistently high quality.  Scheduling planning extends down to
requiring that study documents be delivered to participants before meetings to allow sufficient time to review
the progress of the study results.  Personnel involved in the process know what problems they are to address,
who it should be coordinated with, and when they are expected to conclude the study.

D.33.  Case Study 33 - Variation Simulation Analysis

Producibility Element Highlighted:
3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs

McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) (St. Louis) (Boeing Aircraft and Missiles) uses Variation Simulation
Analysis (VSA) to accurately predict and minimize variation in its products.  This capability allows evaluation
of alternative aircraft design and process concepts to facilitate the selection of optimum designs based on
function, assembly processes, and cost constraints.

The variation simulation process includes four basic steps, beginning with inputting part geometry using an
appropriate translator such as IGES.  Part assembly tolerances and process capabilities are then identified, and
the assembly sequence is defined as a tree structure. Finally, critical measurements associated with key product
characteristics are identified.  A Monte Carlo simulation is then run in which feature dimensions are randomly
varied based on the tolerance, process capability, and assembly sequence data.  A number of reports can be
generated to provide information on the number of parts expected to be out of tolerance, and to identify the level
of contribution of different part features and assembly processes to those failed parts.

VSA provides a substantial benefit in verifying design quality using software instead of the more costly
fabrication process.  Other benefits include improved ease of assembly; more rational assignment of tolerances
based on assembly process constraints; and an ability to consider cost tradeoffs associated with lowering
tolerances, improving processes, or reworking parts.  For example, MDA (St. Louis) staff conducted a
transmission mounting analysis for a major aircraft design and determined that in-line and parallelism-of-holes
tolerance, set at 0.001-inch, could be increased to 0.003-inch.  Another application of VSA resulted in the
assembly of the F/A-18 fuselage extensions without the use of shims.

D.34.  Case Study 34 - Aircraft Panel Complexity Analysis

Producibility  Element Highlighted:
3.5  Perform a Complexity Analysis

An aircraft panel at Boeing containing numerous gussets, brackets, joints, and rivets was highly labor-
intensive to fabricate.  While not complex in individual features, the sum of the features created an extremely
high-cost item.  The IPT determined that the function supplied by this assembly did not justify the current cost.
Consequently, the assembly became an opportunity for improvement.  Manufacturing research and development
personnel conducted a study and determined that a casting could be made that represented the configuration
of the sheetmetal assembly and satisfied other conditions such as load requirements.  A prototype was made for
verification, and the sheetmetal assembly was replaced with the casting.  The result was a cheaper and lighter
part.
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D.35.  Case Study 35 - Change in Design Tolerance due to Complexity
Analysis Results

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 3.5  Perform a Complexity Analysis
Secondary: 3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs

At Raytheon TI Systems in Dallas, Texas, a program contained a number of detailed and complex housings
that had to be fabricated in the metal shop.  The design engineer had called out a specific type of tolerance on
the housing, based on performance requirements, that forced the use of costly jig bore machinery.

Using Process Capability Analysis (PCA), the design engineer was shown an alternate tolerance and its
required values to produce the desired results using a Computerized Numerical Control machine.  This
suggested change was analyzed to ensure performance was not compromised if incorporated in the design.  Since
it was proven to have no degradation in performance, the new tolerance scheme was incorporated.  The resulting
cost savings based on higher yields and lower defect rates for the new process was $550 per unit.  Extended across
the life of the project, this generated a cost avoidance of over $4M.

What was not captured in this analysis were the hidden costs associated with the capital equipment.  To
produce the design as originally toleranced, added jig bore machine capacity would have had to be obtained to
meet the program�s requirements.  Whether obtained through capital purchases or subcontracting work
outside, this cost was estimated to be significant.

This effort highlighted the value of performing PCA, not only to ensure that designs can be manufactured cost-
effectively and defect-free, but also to eliminate hidden costs that may not become evident until much later in
the program.  Moreover, this one tolerance callout on one design, while representing only $550 savings per unit,
is an indication of other significant opportunities across all designs.  The application of PCA across program
life-cycles can accumulate the seemingly small per unit savings and hidden costs and quickly add up to millions
of dollars in cost avoidance.

D.36.  Case Study 36 - Complexity Analysis Examples

Producibility Element Highlighted:
3.5  Perform a Complexity Analysis

Ford Motor Co. saved $11B and built better vehicles by simplifying and standardizing (Schwatz, 1996).
Examples include:

� Offering three types of carpeting rather than nine saved an average of $1.25 per vehicle, or $8M to $9M per
year;

� Standardizing to five kinds of air filters rather than 18 saved $0.45 per vehicle, or $3M per year;
� Standardizing on one type of cigarette lighter instead of 14 varieties saved $0.16 per car, or $1M per year;
� Using black screws instead of color-matched painted screws on Mustang side mirrors saved $5.40 per

vehicle, or $740,000 per year; and
� Skipping the black paint inside Explorer ashtrays saved $0.25 per vehicle, or $100,000 per year.

Schwatz also reported that Breyers ice cream had a manufacturing problem with the cellophane cover sheet
inside the carton�s top flap. Each rectangular sheet was stamped with �pledge of purity� that had to be centered
over the ice cream. The centering process caused many manufacturing problems.  Replacing the pledge with a
repeating Breyers� leaf pattern that read �all natural� eliminated the process of centering the cellophane sheet
and the need for precision cellophane trims on the assembly line, saving hundreds of thousands of dollars
(Schwatz, 1996).
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D.37.  Case Study 37 - Producibility Expert Program

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 4.1  Conduct Producibility Engineering Review
Secondary: 1.2  Organize for Producibility

Lockheed Martin, Government Electronic Systems (LM-GES) uses Producibility Experts and other technical
experts to conduct design reviews and provide the best technical solution against requirements, producibility,
standardization, and life-cycle cost criteria. The design review process consists of Concept, Implementation, and
Pre-release reviews. To improve the first-pass success rate, the Design Review Team includes experts from
Engineering, Operations, Sourcing, Quality, and Program Management, as well as the Producibility Experts.

The Producibility Expert Program was initiated in 1990 to address problems related to attrition. To maintain
and advance the technical expert base in commodities, LM-GES established a recognized system of experts to
convey both lessons learned and current processes to the design community to improve the total cost
performance of new designs. The Producibility Expert�s role is that of consultant and design reviewer inserted
into the design process prior to Design Review.  This practice has lowered the Drawing Change Rate.

Benefits of this program include the ability to contact experts on call for design engineering; the early insertion
of process information and lessons learned into the design process; and manufacturing releases that are clearer
and more producible.

D.38.  Case Study 38 - Producibility Review in Product Manufacture

Producibility Element Highlighted:
4.1  Conduct Producibility Engineering Review

Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems (LMTAS) in Ft. Worth, Texas applies an Integrated Product Team
(IPT) review approach in its producibility program.  The producibility review integrates the evaluation of the
product with the tools and processes used to create the product. LMTAS calls this collection of data the Build-
to-Package (BTP), which includes the product design, tool design, numerical control program, work
instructions, and any other data required for production. All ingredients of the BTP are reviewed against each
other before design starts and periodically during the BTP creation process.  At its completion, the team again
reviews all items against each other for producibility.  Only then is the BTP released for production of the tools
and hardware.

D.39.  Case Study 39 - Poka-yoke:  Mistake-Proofing the Process

Producibility Element Highlighted:
4.2  Error-Proof the Design

United Electric Controls (UE) applies Poka-yoke (mistake-proofing) principles to prevent and detect defects
in its manufacturing processes.  The procedure typically incorporates straightforward, simple tooling fixtures
to ensure that various assemblies can only be assembled in the correct manner.

Poka-yoke prevents or detects problems before additional value is added to the parts as well as eliminates
subsequent inspection steps to determine if the parts were correctly assembled.  The process includes a series
of questions regarding a defect such as:

� What was wrong?
� When was it discovered?
� What were the standard elements involved in making the part or assembly?
� What mistakes or errors were made?
� Why were the mistakes made?
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This information is used to generate ideas on possible solutions to the problem.  For its assembly fixtures,
UE uses Poka-yoke devices such as limit switches, assembly templates or counters, and strategically placed pins
or sensors on fixtures.  Visual aids, detailed equipment set-up sheets, and in-process final assembly checks also
aid the Poka-yoke process to ensure that the part was correctly assembled before it leaves the workstation.

UE�s fixtures continue to go through the Poka-yoke process as assembly problems are noted.  In addition,
employees continue to identify other workcells where similar fixturing can be used to eliminate assembly
problems.

D.40.  Case Study 40 - Modeling and Simulation

Producibility Element Highlighted:
4.3  Optimize Manufacturing

Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems (LMTAS) in Ft. Worth, TX, has bundled hardware and software
into a toolset for modeling and simulating manufacturing processes during design in preparation for production.
LMTAS is using modeling and simulation to integrate its design, manufacturing, and business data systems into
a common information environment.  This integration provides a common data path between functions and
enhances evaluation of complex design, manufacturing, and business concepts during all phases of the product�s
life-cycle.  Factory layout, functional verification of tools, interference detection of assemblies, and manufac-
turing process concept development are tied together by a three-dimensional solid model.

Workstations, PCs, and software tools, such as AUTOMOD, Advanced CAD (ACAD), ERGO, Computer-Aided
Three-Dimensional Interface Applications (CATIA)/Computer Mock-up (COMOK),  Excel, and SLAM, provide
manufacturing process simulation capability used in product design.  Operational simulations of flight, carrier
operations analysis, and visualization of flight recorder data are also used.  Networking and solid modeling of
the product in CATIA/COMOK provide a common path for information sharing and simulation.  An
organizational realignment which integrated manufacturing engineering tasks into the design department
provide early awareness and leverage of manufacturing issues in product design.  Tool jigs and fixtures concepts
are developed and functionally simulated during advanced design to highlight configuration or concept
problems.  Weight and cost data can be reviewed to trade options, or detailed part configuration information
such as radii can be evaluated for economical machining.  Solid modeling of products, parts, and processes allow
fit checks and evaluations of interferences and ease of assembly using COMOK.  High level assembly efforts are
simulated using discrete event simulation software (SLAM) to assess efficiency and highlight improvement
opportunities.

The traditional method of manufacturing allowed very little cross-functional technical interface.  The virtual
manufacturing method provides a simultaneous interface between all technical disciplines and provides better
communication of complex designs, manufacturing, and business concepts.  Results are shorter product cycle
times, lower development costs, improved quality, and more team ownership.

D.41.  Case Study 41 - Factory Process Modeling and Simulation

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 4.3  Optimize Manufacturing
Secondary: 2.1  Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier)

3.3  Perform Trade Studies on Alternative Product and Process Designs

Northrop Grumman�s Simulation and Virtual Manufacturing Tools team developed Factory Process
Modeling and Simulation for some sections of the F/A-18 C/D assembly line.  Through modeling and simulation,
the company can continuously make improvements in quality and productivity, and evaluate new ideas,
methods, and actions.  Simulation tools can develop utilization profiles for resources; allow Integrated Product
Teams to plan and analyze possible scenarios; predict production system behavior without disrupting ongoing
operations; and identify processes where lean manufacturing practices will have the greatest impact.

As a test case, the team modeled the production operations of Cost Center 2510 (the Aft Center Fuselage
Assembly).  First, the team developed an assembly precedence model using Microsoft Project.  This model
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identified critical paths and opportunities for shortening the process cycle.  Next, the model was fine-tuned via
input from the mechanics working on the production line. Then the model was exported from Microsoft Project,
translated, and imported into the Autosimulations Autosched software.  A graphic simulation model of the
Center was developed in the Autosched software.  To populate the model, data was downloaded from 35,000 lines
of production scheduling and the Integrated Management, Planning, and Control for Assembly system.  Other
types of data used in the simulation included operator data such as quality certifications, efficiency/experience,
difficulty of tasks, and job preference qualifications.  The team devised and ran numerous simulation
experiments to vary the parameters (e.g., operator efficiency, number of operators, workshift hours, number
of nonconformances, quality assurance processing time).

Through this modeling and simulation effort, Northrop Grumman identified opportunities for a 10% cost
reduction in the Center�s operation.  Simulations were also used to determine the best course of action to deal
with part shortages occurring at the Center.  The company was able to define and analyze possible scenarios
for handling the shortages in a three-hour timeframe.  Northrop Grumman is now applying its Factory Process
Modeling and Simulation to other production areas within the company.

D.42.  Case Study 42 - Process Variability Reduction

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 2.1  Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier)

5.1  Measure Processes

Northrop Grumman implemented a Process Variability Reduction (PVR) system to improve the manufactur-
ing processes on its F/A-18 C/D and E/F programs.  The PVR system consists of a Statistical Process Control
(SPC) system, a Manufacturing Process Performance System (MPPS), and a Manufacturing Process Data Base
(MPDB).  All of these components are computer-based, open-system architecture tools used by management, the
engineering design staff, and the shop floor.  In 1992, market competition encouraged Northrop Grumman to
begin SPC pilot projects.  Since that time, the company�s full SPC system has gained control of process
variabilities and significantly reduced or eliminated the associated costs of nonconformance and rework.

The SPC component of the PVR system tightly tracks process variability, which allows Northrop Grumman
to understand where problems arise and to address them immediately within that shift.  Accessible in real time
to all employees, the on-line SPC system is considered a certifiable skill for shop floor mechanics and is a
requirement for completing any work.  A lapsed certification in SPC or any other skills will prevent a mechanic
from performing any work until certification is reinstated.  All mechanics, engineers, mechanical engineers,
quality assurance personnel, supervisors, and upper management must complete SPC training.

SPC usage has also reduced rework and administrative costs substantially.  On the F/A-18 C/D program, the
average number of defects per production unit decreased 79% between 1995 and 1996.  Cycle time, hours per unit
for rework, and administrative actions associated with those defects decreased 70% between 1995 and 1996,
despite a 20% increase in production rate.  Even further benefits are now being seen with the new E/F program.
The use of an entirely CAD-based design for all parts and tooling has improved tolerances.  However, Northrop
Grumman does not monitor all of its processes by SPC.  The decision-making process to identify which process
should be applied to the PVR system includes pareto charts.

MPPS encompasses the SPC data collection on the shop floor as well as the data analysis and reporting used
daily in IPT meetings.  This data enabled Northrop Grumman to switch from 100% inspection to a sampling
method, reducing inspection times by 70% per unit.  Sampling rates are based on the higher figure from either
process performance data or the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) recommended values.

MPDB, the on-line deliverer of process capability data, includes a catalog of all Process Codes, Process
Specifications, Assembly Process Work Instructions (APWIs), and Process Performance Data.  Northrop
Grumman tracks processes not parts.  Process Codes are cross-referenced to Process Specifications which, in
turn, correlate to specific Cost Centers on the shop floor.

APWIs are electronically available on the shop floor. These work instruction documents support individual
Assembly Line Operation Orders (ALOOs).  ALOOs tie together all requirements (e.g., reference drawings,
manufacturing notes, work instructions, inspection items) to complete a process that typically requires six to
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eight hours per shift.  Tool and Equipment Kits are also kitted to specific ALOOs.  These kits include all power
and hand tools and parts for a process.

Northrop Grumman continues to track process data through its PVR system.  The company has gained
improved manufacturing processes and cost savings for the F/A-18 C/D and E/F programs.  In addition, the PVR
system has enabled Northrop Grumman to earn the McDonnell Douglas Preferred Supplier Silver Rating.

D.43.  Case Study 43 - Using Metrics to Drive Process and Quality
Management

Producibility Elements Highlighted:
Primary: 2.1  Understand Current Process Capabilities (Company and Supplier)

5.1  Measure Processes

Several years ago, Raytheon Missile Systems Company (RMSC) realized its manufacturing capabilities were
not meeting the customer�s cost expectations.  As a result, the company began efforts to improve its processes
and turned to metrics as a way to drive process and quality management.  Initially, process owners and general
managers tracked the deployment of engineering disciplines across their programs as a way to increase the
awareness and use of process improvement metrics.  Now, metrics are required for all programs as a part of
RMSC�s Integrated Process Architecture (IPA).

RMSC starts every program with standard IPA processes, and tailors them to individual needs.  Laboratory
managers review the tailored processes to ensure that critical elements of each process are maintained.  The
Integrated Product Team program, responsible for the tailored process, identifies and collects standard and Six
Sigma metrics on the key processes for continuous assessment across various engineering disciplines.  Standard
metrics include cycle time, defect detection, design-to-cost, risk mitigation, design reviews, top production
issues, design reuse, staffing, and training.  Although all processes do not require a Six Sigma level, RMSC uses
these metrics to identify sources of defects, and to increase producibility, design for manufacturability, and
communication among engineering disciplines.  This approach reduces cycle time and improves costs,
performance, and schedules for individual programs.  Monthly process reviews are used across the enterprise.

In addition, RMSC tailored the Software Engineering Institute�s Capability Maturity Model to be applicable
to all mechanical, electrical, and software design processes.  By identifying the maturity level of a process, RMSC
can determine the associated estimates for risk level, producibility, and quality capability.  Maturity of processes
is another way for the company to benchmark against the rest of industry.  RMSC also measures and analyzes
in-process defects to identify defect type, occurrence pattern, and trends at the project and organization levels;
identifies and resolves systematic problems; and addresses project-specific problems early in the life-cycle to
reduce rework costs.  By using process sigma levels and in-depth understanding, designers can develop new
processes and estimate sigmas.  Actual sigmas are compared to predicted ones, which enable RMSC to quickly
resolve new issues.  Although existing programs may not reach the maturity levels of newly planned ones,
RMSC�s continual use of metrics enables all programs to address process improvement and achieve reduced cycle
times and/or defect levels.
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This appendix contains three examples, submitted by industry, that highlight some of the producibility system
elements described in these guidelines.

Appendix E.1: Addresses the use of Integrated Product Teams (IPTs), design for manufacture, and the Six
Sigma technique to conduct design tradeoffs for the U.S. Army�s Long Range Advanced Scout
Surveillance System.

Appendix E.2: Presents a design-to-requirements process developed to enhance product definition while
simultaneously reducing acquisition costs.  This process addresses producibility from the very
beginning of the product�s life-cycle.

Appendix E.3: Presents a producibility program implementation checklist that provides insight into the
sequence of typical design reviews.

E.1.  Customer Satisfaction Through Design For Manufacture / Assembly And
Six Sigma Analysis

Introduction
In 1997, the Raytheon Systems Company was contracted by the U.S. Army to design and build major portions

of the Long Range Advanced Scout Surveillance System (LRAS3), shown in Figure E.1.  The LRAS3 is a long-
range reconnaissance and surveillance scout system operable in both a stationary vehicle and a dismounted
configuration.  It is a 24-hour, adverse weather operational, line-of-sight sensor system that provides real-time
acquisition, target detection, target recognition, target identification, and far target location information to
cavalry scouts.  The system contains the following major components: forward looking infrared sensor, day
video camera, eyesafe laser rangefinder, and the Global Positioning System (GPS).

Upon contract approval, an Integrated Product Team (IPT) was incorporated for implementation of
concurrent engineering approaches to influence, as early as practical, an affordable and compliant system
design.  The IPT membership
included various engineering
disciplines, such as design,
producibility, quality, reliabil-
ity, maintainability, logistics,
and  safety, to identify critical
factors, components, cost
drivers, and processes.
Producibility analyses were
performed during each
tradeoff determination to de-
cide which product charac-
teristics contributed to item/
assembly process variability
and cost.  As a result, the IPT
proposed and implemented
alternatives for controlling or
eliminating these process and
cost variations.  Conse-
quently, the Global Position-
ing System Inclinometer Sys-
tem (GPSIS) cover, which was
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Figure E.1 - Long Range Advanced Scout Surveillance System
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one of many tradeoff analyses performed by the LRAS3 IPT, was highlighted to demonstrate how Design For
Manufacture/Assembly (DFMA) and Six Sigma processes can significantly impact customer satisfaction by
minimizing cost drivers and schedule while maximizing performance.

Objectives
When designing products for military applications, customer concerns are cost, performance/quality, and

schedule.  Performance expectations for the LRAS3 were high because the lives of fielded soldiers depended on
the system.  The IPT members maintained that critical performance criteria should not be sacrificed for cost
or schedule. The customer demands a product that meets all three critical goals.

GPSIS Cover Assembly Selection
The main purpose for fo-

cusing on DFMA and Six
Sigma trade studies was to
identify and minimize cost and
schedule drivers, as well as to
enhance system performance.
Through analysis and experi-
ence, several complex me-
chanical/electrical sub-assem-
blies were identified by the
IPT as high risk in cost and
performance.  The GPSIS
Cover Assembly, shown in
Figure E.2, was chosen for this project because it presented the IPT with a unique design challenge relative to
performance and cost.  The GPSIS Cover Assembly design incorporated the use of Global Positioning Antennas,
Circuit Card Assemblies (CCAs), and a conductive ground plane with critical flatness requirements.  Concerns
were raised with the ground plane, antenna spacing, tolerancing, integration and testing, thermal isolation, and
cover fabrication design approach.  Consequently, the GPSIS Antenna/Ground Plane was considered one of the
largest risk areas on the system.

Design Performance Requirements
The major design requirements were as follows:

• GPSIS Flat Ground Plane - Flatness +/- 1 degree between the two GPS antennas
• Lightweight construction
• Thermal isolation of MPE CCAs from solar load
• Environmental seal on antennas and sight
• Conductive ground plane for EMI/RFI
• Extreme rigidity
• Cost and schedule
• Tooling cost minimization

Design IPT Membership
Gretchen Anderson Non-Metallics Engineer
Bill Bracken Metal Fabrication Producibility
King Burgess Mechanical Engineer
Bob Cunningham Mechanical Engineer
Michelle Holly Assembly Methods and Tooling Engineer
Terry Patterson Quality Engineer
Winston Stallings Lead Mechanical Engineer
Paul Zimmermann Lead Systems Producibility Engineer

Figure E.2 - GPSIS Cover Assembly
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Design Methodologies and Tools
The IPT Design Team, whose overall process is shown in Figure E.3, used the following methodologies/tools

during the cover design:

• The team met frequently to discuss design options.  Hand sketches were used to evaluate options and
performance, and first pass DFMA and Six Sigma were performed on conceptual sketches.  The team
documented the pros and cons for each design concept.

• DFMA analysis was applied.
• Six Sigma analysis was used to evaluate performance tradeoffs.
• DFMA analysis was used to determine the best design approach and assembly cycle time.
• Timely cost/performance tradeoffs were considered.
• The design team met frequently with manufacturing and the assembly shop to identify the required tooling.

DFMA and Six  Sigma Principles
The IPT implemented the following DFMA and Six Sigma basic principles:

DFMA Principles
• Use modular subassemblies
• Provide accessibility
• Use multifunctional parts
• Standardize
• Avoid difficult components
• Minimize the number of parts
• Avoid special tooling
• Minimize the use of fasteners
• Minimize reorientations
• Use self-locating features

Six Sigma - 12 Basic Principles:  Designing for Assembly
1. Minimize the number of parts
2. Minimize assembly surfaces
3. Design for Z axis assembly
4. Improve assembly access

Figure E.3 - IPT Overall Process
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5. Maximize part compliance
6. Maximize part symmetry
7. Optimize part handling
8. Avoid separate fasteners whenever possible
9. Provide parts with integral self-locking features

10. Drive toward modular design
11. Avoid mixtures of process technology
12. Ensure specific piece part packaging compatibility with factory material handling and automation

schemes

Design Evolution
Seven different design configurations were considered for manufacturing and assembly of the GPSIS Cover

Assembly.  Each option with a description and an illustration follows.

• Design Option 1 was a machined casting with the insulation foam bonded to bottom side of cover.
• Design Option 2 was a sheetmetal cover with welded aluminum flanges, mounts and insulation foam

bonded to the bottom side of the cover.
• Design Option 3 was a machined graphite composite lay-up with the insulation foam bonded to the bottom

side of the cover.
• Design Option 4 was a composite cover using prepreg, aluminum flanges, and mounts bonded in place

during the lay-up.  The laminated cover assembly had insulation foam between two prepreg layers.
• Design Option 5 was a composite cover using aluminum top skin, flat aluminum bottom skin, insulation

foam, four stamped aluminum flanges, eight Shur-lock inserts, and 12 Click Bond inserts.  The laminated
cover assembly had insulation foam between two aluminum skins.

• Design Option 6 was a composite cover using flat aluminum top and bottom skins, insulation foam, four
machined aluminum flanges, eight Shur-lock inserts, and 12 Click Bond inserts.  The laminated cover
assembly had insulation foam between two aluminum skins.

• Design Option 7 was a composite cover using flat aluminum top and bottom skins, insulation foam,
machined RPM cast aluminum flange, eight Shur-lock inserts, and 12 Click Bond inserts.  The laminated
cover assembly had insulation foam between two aluminum skins.

Design Results
The LRAS3 design IPT used DFMA and Six Sigma analyses to provide a solid basis for reducing variation,

maintaining process control, minimizing cost drivers, and maximizing performance.  The Army customer
demanded higher quality and performance at cheaper prices with less time to deliver.  DFMA and Six Sigma were
used to ensure that the designs were manufacturable and that the production processes were capable,
predictable, and in control.  The following analyses results are highlighted as well as the impact on the design
for the GPSIS Cover Assembly.

Process / Tools Approach
• IPT Team Meetings - DFMA / Six Sigma design iterations on seven design options
• Listed pros and cons of design options
• Worked with the functional shops
• Documented decisions and trade studies
• Applied the Boothroyd & Dewhurst, Inc. Design for Assembly tool
• Used Six Sigma analysis tool
• Applied Sigma roll up
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Figure E.4 - Design Option 1

Figure E.5 - Design Option 2

Figure E.6 - Design Option 3
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Figure E.8 - Design Option 5

Figure E.9 - Design Option 6

Figure E.7 - Design Option 4
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Results of DFMA and Six Sigma Design Recommendations
The DFMA and Six Sigma analyses had a significant impact on cost, quality, and schedule.  As a result, the

following design recommendations were incorporated into the design:

• Fabricated parts were simplified to make the GPSIS Cover Assembly.
• A foam core was used as a structural member of a composite cover.
• The GPSIS Cover Assembly was made up of four major fabricated parts.  The top and bottom skins and the

foam core were a simple design with a Sigma value greater than six.
• The rubber plaster mold casting required minimal machining as it was designed before assembly with the

cover.  Only three mill cuts were needed to make the surface flat.
• Off-the-shelf mounting hardware was used.  Eight Shur-lock inserts were used, as well as 12 Click Bond

inserts for mounting the GPSIS Antennas and the CCAs.  Historically, machined mounts would be used that
would be bolted or welded in place to mount the CCAs and the Antennas.

• Composite laminate used a foam core, eliminating FOD from foam and resulting in a rigid structure.
• The system was shielded from electro-mechanical interference/radio frequency interference.
• The cover was made flat to minimize tooling cost.
• Marking was minimized.  “Bagged and tagged” was used where possible.
• Wherever possible, hardware standardization was applied, using 4-40 Allen head cap screw type hardware

to minimize issues with torqueing of the screws, and one drive type was used to minimize tooling required
to assemble.

• The need for adding a solar shield assembly was eliminated.
• Silk screen or label assembly part number on main housing was used on assemblies to reduce rubber

stamping effort at the higher levels (label marking was not acceptable for exterior surfaces).
• Used rubber stamp Manufacturer Serial Numbers (MSN) at the assembly level.  Historically, the company

would mark every fab part and assembly that goes into a system, using the rubber stamp process, which
required almost one hour.  To minimize the cost of the system, only assembly MSNs on the assemblies were
marked.

• Marking height (0.109” through 0.140”) was used to reduce smearing, smudging, etc., which in turn drove
up the defect rate, affecting the part’s Sigma.

Figure E.10 - Design Option 7
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• Silk screen marking at fabrication levels was used to reduce the defect rate and assembly cycle time.
• Foam core was used as a structural member of a composite cover, with an aluminum top and bottom skin.

Initially, the design team was looking at using a casting or a sheetmetal weldment to isolate the insulation
foam bonded to the bottom side of the cover.  With age, the exposed foam would cause FOD or foam particles
getting onto optics.  These particles would degrade the optical performance of the system; therefore, by
laminating the foam into the cover the team alleviated the potential damage to system performance.

Performance and Quality
System performance and quality were clearly impacted by the DFMA and Six Sigma analyses and showed the

following improvements:

• Sigma Improvement
Option 2 Option 7
3.64 Sigma 4.83 Sigma (1.19 Sigma delta)
6.62 DPU 0.17 DPU (6.45 DPU delta)

• Weight 2.8 lbs., approximately (3 lb. reduction)
• Thermally isolated CCAs (31 degree delta, top to bottom)

Predicted Cost Savings
• GPSIS Cover Assembly (Production Cost Savings)

• 55% reduction in Production Cost by implementing Design Option 7 versus Design Option 2
• GPSIS Cover Assembly (Defect Cost Savings - DPU Predictions)

� 97% reduction in Repair/Rework Avoidance Cost by implementing Design Option 7 versus Design
Option 2

Bottom Line
Projected cost savings over the program life is in excess of $2M.

Authors
Paul A. Zimmermann
Raytheon Systems Company & Texas Instruments, Inc.
McKinney, Texas
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Assembly.
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McKinney, Texas
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Sigma product design improvement efforts for the Long Range Advanced Scout Surveillance System and
Horizontal Technology Integration as well as other surface combat and Forward Looking Infrared programs.

Mr. Patterson currently holds certifications as a Quality Engineer through the American Society for Quality
and as a Six Sigma Black Belt through Raytheon Systems Company.

E.2.  Producibility Design-To Requirements: Helping Enhance Product
Definition

Introduction
When implemented by an Integrated Product Team (IPT), a streamlined requirements definition process can

produce significant benefits for both customer and industry while affecting time to market and lean enterprise
endeavors.  Producibility Design-To Requirements (PDTRs) can result in enhanced product definition while
simultaneously reducing acquisition costs.  Because PDTRs are applicable to development programs, Engineer-
ing Change Proposals (ECPs), or military Service Life Extension Programs, this technique is particularly
effective when augmented by knowledge-aided techniques, such as those supported by the Joint Continued
Acquisition and Logistics Support (JCALS) environment.

Producibility can be viewed as the domain of manufacturing events directly relatable to, and dependent upon,
design attributes, and PDTRs result in design attributes.  A design lacking in producibility characteristics is
the consequence of a broken process in which PDTR development did not play a significant role. Ideally, a smooth
transition of requirements between the customer and contractor is evidenced by a clear understanding of those
requirements, specifically those of the end user, such as the next workstation, flexible manufacturing cell, or
military depot.  This effort will avoid over reliance on the traditional design review process (Preliminary and
Critical Design Reviews), or a generic, after-the-fact producibility assessment approach.

The specific value of the PDTR approach is in its ability to maximize the individual IPT member�s expertise
and harmonize that with information system technology. A typical IPT member brings knowledge and
experience to the team; however, if that member also had access to knowledge-based systems, his personal
expertise could be significantly enhanced by external qualitative and quantitative information.  The PDTR
approach resembles the requirements generation process which starts with top level requirements that
culminate in lower level, detailed requirements.  The particular value of this to the IPT is that these PDTRs must
then �pass muster� with the systems engineering and design organizations as they relate to their understanding
and implementation potential.  Within the IPT, the PDTRs are discussed, evaluated, and synthesized � the PDTR
serves as the common requirements link for producibility.  Fundamentally, the PDTR process precedes the
traditional design review approach because its basis is more proactive.  It therefore affords the designer more
opportunity to integrate PDTRs into his creative process.

A successful producibility program should integrate supportability to help achieve production and maintain-
ability objectives and goals.  The integration between producibility and supportability engineering occurs within
systems engineering, where the product is defined with the desired manufacturing and support characteristics.
Because many producibility enhancing design features are also applicable to supportability, information relative
to supportability is addressed here.

Technical Approach
To achieve the desired producibility features resulting from PDTRs, a significant amount of homework must

be accomplished early, including the development of a formal lessons-learned database.  When generating
PDTRs, the homework should focus on identifying producibility drivers and analyzing manufacturing events
from piece part fabrication to flight test.  The PDTR is strengthened by input from the domain expert who in
turn tailors the historical data through analyses related to the specific project.   The domain expert is a selected
candidate from either the engineering or the manufacturing organization.  This expert most likely has the most
knowledge in a specific area such as a machining process, setting up experiments, or understanding the
capabilities of Computerized Numerical Control machinery.

Product definition consists of a flowdown of top-level to detailed requirements.  These are available through
an Integrated Product Definition Data Base (IPDDB), a critical element of the development effort in creating
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design-to requirements.  The IPDDB is on the producibility engineer�s workstation that converses with the
designer�s CAD terminal � this link helps ensure that the PDTRs are properly conveyed (Figure E.11).  The
Producibility Engineer essentially represents a selected group of manufacturing shops.  Communication with
the designer involves stating requirements in the timely design-to language while leaving indigenous
producibility terminology transparent.  This open architecture requirement generation capability promotes
growth and team interaction, and ensures end user satisfaction.

Typically the manufacturing information database is an internally developed capability or exists in Material
Resource Planning models.  Research suggests that producibility-enhancing design features are also applicable
to supportability with many instances of requirement harmony between producibility and supportability.
Although the terminology defining events is different between producibility and supportability, the outcome is
a discrete design-to requirement, and many events are similar among both disciplines.

TRW in San Diego, California developed its Knowledge-Aided Producibility Analysis Technique (KPAT) based
on the above concepts.   Using KPAT, the designer has the option of informally viewing lessons learned and the
PDTRs to achieve familiarity with those requirements.  At the formal level, the designer is provided PDTRs
which have been synthesized, subjected to trade studies, and optimized by systems engineering.  KPAT outputs
either to mechanical CAD or to E-CAD.  Design activities and responses can be monitored through built-in
utilities that provide a historical trail of the interaction.  At TRW, as requirement definition and the associated
homework are being completed, JCALS capabilities are being explored and can be used to transmit selected files
to the customer for continuous online viewing and comments. This closed design loop, open architecture
requirement generation capability enhances rapid information flow and IPT interaction.

Figure E.11 - Concurrent Engineering Approaches
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Contractor Participation
Two contractor efforts occur before product definition can take place.  First, the contractor develops product

requirement development procedures which echo those of the customer.  Ultimately, the customer and the
contractor requirements appear as though developed using similar techniques.  (The customer may not
necessarily articulate in-depth PDTRs in the current specification reform/Performance Based Business
environment.  However, the contractor must develop PDTRs internally so that cost and schedule goals can be
achieved.)  Secondly, it is important that both customer and contractor teams participate openly at some level
in the Request for Proposal response to coalesce an understanding of its requirements, another example of an
IPT involvement.  This will ensure that the desired system design configuration reflects user requirements. It
will also ensure that contractor management has made an obvious commitment to the IPT�s efforts.

Information Architecture
The foundation for much of the information system technology at TRW was the JCALS initiative and from

EDM capabilities.  JCALS lends its relevance for producibility in data exchange and transfer, systems database
structures, information processing, and delivery of deliverables in digital format.  Without a JCALS-like
capability and concurrent engineering processes, the IPT�s effectiveness is sub-optimal in a highly competitive
environment.

The producibility and supportability information architecture have a common denominator, the Information
Node which can be the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) or the Work Unit Code (WUC) for support aspects,
as shown in Figure E.12.  All information pertinent to the producibility or supportability characteristics can
be readily captured in a WBS/WUC data element.  This architecture enables the producibility engineer to capture
lessons learned and develop the corresponding PDTRs.  Included would be an engineering history as well as the
lessons learned to provide comprehensive traceability of the new product lineage.

The integrated database, constructed from a combination of customer provided and internal information
systems, accelerates an in-depth understanding of the nature of design-driven producibility requirements.  This
database must include not only the producibility characteristics of the prime hardware to its lowest indenture
level (aircraft, train, commercial generator, etc.), but all the related manufacturing equipment which, in some
cases, may be the real driver.  For example, a sudden manufacturing equipment failure or out-of-tolerance
condition can cause a serious schedule impact on the prime hardware, especially when failures occur during a
critical stage of the manufacturing process.  In that case, an organized approach focusing on the producibility
elements, sub-elements, and information nodes is necessary; consequently, the sub-elements would include
Facilities, Equipment, and Transportation, as illustrated in Figure E.12. By categorizing and linking the
baseline with the project data as indicated through the cell characteristics, the manufacturing equipment issues
can be nested in the same WBS that provides information for the prime hardware.

Studying the elements and sub-elements highlights that several levels of integration should occur before a
requirement set is conveyed to the design organization, although subsequent design iterations are inevitable.
But if done rigorously and in a knowledge-aided team environment using comparable techniques such as KPAT,
the design should require minimal revisits and corrective ECPs.

The use of the WBS, product categories, or other means enhances product examination of the existing,
comparative system, and genetic typing or characterization of design attributes for the project.  As the data for
both baseline (derivative, comparative) and the project (new, development, ECP) is assimilated, analyzed, and
formatted, it acquires dynamic information attributes.  These attributes may define areas such as surface
features, hole sizes, or corner radii.  Using JCALS information technology, these attributes are readily shared
within the IPT.  Added to this knowledge base is the input from the domain expert, who in turn tailors the
historical data through analyses, such as trade studies or technology insertion, related to the specific project
and its features.  Consequently, a combination of manufacturing history and domain expertise engenders project
design-to information development, while helping evolve a corporate memory bank. Information management,
knowledge capture, and a dynamic system engineering environment can result in predictable and supportable
products.

Data dictionary terms are intended to be quantifiable with respect to manufacturing events.  For example, it
should be possible to capture the frequency, duration, and cost of a particular event such as anodize.  The shop
work order may be a source of information that provides the frequency, duration and cost characteristics of that
event.  Augmenting the data dictionary, KPAT allows the data element directory to distribute, control, and
manage each design driver or PDTR with respect to the previously mentioned information nodes.
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Product Definition
For the KPAT technique, product definition essentially starts with the systems engineering process as

outlined in the Defense Systems Management College Handbook: Systems Engineering.  That handbook defines
the various �ilities� such as reliability, maintainability, and transportability as systems engineering filters, and
these are most likely represented by an IPT member.  Product definition relating to producibility takes shape
after the missions have been defined, �mission� representing that set of requirements which identifies what the
product must do.  For example, the aircraft and its systems must be able to fly a five-hour flight, to a certain
altitude, and take pictures for geodetic research of certain ground features.  That mission will determine some
of the aircraft�s vital characteristics, which then determine producibility approaches.  So, if the aircraft is very
light, then composite structure might be used.

Producibility definition which occurs through PDTR development is a reflection of those filters. PDTRs which
extend to the lowest equipment levels will affect various systems configurations.  These configurations, or
flowdown of requirements, should be symmetric, consistent, and reflect vertical linkage within the WBS.

To distinguish between the disciplines, the data element dictionary defines each production event (approxi-
mately 500) and the responsible organization or discipline.  For example, machining events belong to the
machine shop, and composite lay-up events belong to the composite shop.  Integration by the producibility
engineer for each of these individual disciplines is essential and requires the producibility engineer ensure that
each PDTR, associated with a specific manufacturing event (defined by the dictionary), causes its frequency
function-duration-cost event to be definitely reduced. When there are instances where only a qualitative

Figure E.12 - Lessons Learned and Design-To Requirements
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requirement can be generated, the requirement is stated accordingly. Each level of the information architecture
(elements, sub-elements, and information nodes) contributes to defining producibility for the various hardware
indenture levels.  The notional algorithm, presented in Figure E.13, defines producibility with respect to the
information architecture and provides the means to conduct comparative analyses between the baseline and the
project.  The information architecture can be tailored to reflect a company�s own producibility handbook.

Producibility and supportability can be defined by the following equations:
P = F (f, d, c)
S = F (f, d, c)

Where:
P = Producibility, S = Supportability
F = function of
f = event frequency, d = event duration, c = event cost

For example, manufacturing events range from anodize to Zyglo; support events range from access to
winterize.

When the P function approaches minima (the manufacturing events approach 0 for either f, d, or c), the
respective manufacturing events have been successfully reduced through design interaction by PDTRs.  (The
designer must incorporate each PDTR into the design.)  Because producibility and supportability requirements
are often compatible from an �event� standpoint, these equations enhance cross-discipline uniformity in life
cycle cost analyses and tradeoffs.  It should therefore be relatively easy to trade off producibility against
supportability at any WBS level for any combination of elements and sub-elements. This uniform formulation
also accelerates the generation, tracking, and control of the design-to requirements.

Figure E.13 - Algorithms Define Producibility Design Characteristics
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By using the  genetic-typing scheme inherent in the WBS, producibility and supportability data are readily
accessible and manageable.  It allows for effective analysis and comparison of seemingly unrelated design
features that may impact either producibility or supportability. The simple equations above are integrated with
the algorithm and are intended to provide not only a definitive correlation with design attributes through the
PDTR, but also serve as the integrating function between producibility and supportability.

Although existing metrics such as Six Sigma have a special purpose, the purpose of the Producibility Metric
P = F(f,d,c) is to provide a means of establishing early design-to criteria at point of design in CAD rather than
monitoring variations of processes during manufacture, and then accommodating those variations with other
design changes, thereby compounding the problem.

Product definition includes the expressed issues and drivers of each organization, and each has a unique input
that affects the system design.  However, to avoid inundating the designer with conflicting design-to
requirements, a systems engineering process is used to refine and balance producibility requirements. The
information architecture ensures that each organization and its manufacturing events are represented.  By
committing to participate, the lessons learned and PDTRs must be updated for any new project.

The Producibility Engineering Top Ten Steps
Producibility engineering analyses apply the following steps, which are augmented by KPAT as shown in

Figure E.14.

1. Establish baseline configuration of the product (usually done by systems engineering).
2. Review the predecessor, comparable item work orders, and manufacturing planning data, or results of

experiments for technical difficulty or lessons learned.
3. Review statistical producibility drivers using Pareto techniques; identify drivers using the P = F (f,d,c)

parameters.
4. Interview manufacturing shops, assembly areas, and flight test with specific questions related to

discoveries from tasks 2 and 3.
5. Develop detailed lessons learned from steps 3 and 4 and study their implications.
6. Integrate technical data, statistics, and interviews; develop initial PDTRs linked to the P function

(presented in Figure E.14).
7. Optimize PDTRs with respect to production, schedule, Affordable Readiness criteria, and technological

opportunities by conducting trade studies.  Discuss with design team members and supportability
engineer.

8. Finalize PDTRs; convert to spec language but allow freedom of design.
9. Update or negotiate PDTRs with systems engineers and designers.

10. Incorporate PDTRs in the system spec or ECP via the Technical Data Package (TDP).  This is the final
step in the PDTR development process.

As an example, to achieve an integrated, balanced design for producibility, the use of trade study models
provides the desired optimization based on producibility objectives.  A similar approach is taken by
supportability engineering in that each �ility� such as reliability, maintainability, packaging, and transporta-
tion is optimally represented by integrated Supportability Design-To Requirements (SDTRs).  The results of this
first level requirements optimization are further integrated by systems engineering with other key aspects of
the design, such as survivability, lethality, life-cycle costing, and performance, to ensure top level requirements
integration.

New technology introduction also needs to be viewed from a producibility engineering perspective.  It is
therefore essential that producibility engineers participate in the technology development so that once the
technology has evolved, it can also be produced economically. Technology development provides an opportunity
for producibility influence, as shown in Figure E.15.  When the technology is embryonic, technology experiments
are observed with respect to selected criteria such as failures/successes, and PDTRs are generated to integrate
producibility considerations.  A detailed producibility analysis is conducted which addresses a variety of
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considerations for the PDTRs.  Once the manufacturing support event criteria (f,d,c) appear to be successfully
implemented, then the technology is deemed feasible for product development.  During the transition to actual
manufacture there will be additional opportunities for PDTR development.  If the initial PDTR process was
sufficiently rigorous, the manufacturing aspects of that technology should be negligible.

Producibility Engineering and the Military Depot
The military depot environment can be representative of a contractor�s manufacturing facility.  Although the

depots typically do not fabricate entire systems as do their industrial counterparts, they do perform major
structural repairs on severely damaged aircraft, or implement Engineering Change Proposals.  Depots also
perform complex repairs on systems and components of systems which in many cases require reverse
engineering.  Since these depots are similar to a manufacturing facility, consideration should be given to include
military depots within producibility engineering guidelines.

Depots are currently re-evaluating their internal processes, and significant reductions in life cycle costs could
occur if in the early design stages, the PDTR development were to consider depot equipment capabilities for the
projected fielded systems, or those already fielded, as shown in Figure E.16.  The depots could play a key role
by submitting their PDTRs at the onset of a development program, thereby ensuring that their facilities could
provide depot repairs at substantially reduced costs.

The KPAT could be used to benchmark the producibility characteristics of existing systems by applying
available PDTRs for comparison purposes.  PDTRs may also serve as guidelines during a technology insertion
process to ensure that the technology does not proliferate producibility risks.  A producibility/supportability
synergism can be accomplished when the supportability version of KPAT is integrated with the depot
producibility analyses.  Factory flow optimization after PDTR implementation can help determine PDTR
effectiveness even in a depot context.

Figure E.14 - KPAT Augments Producibility Design Analysis
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Benefits
The benefits to producibility engineering are numerous.  When a customer identifies key producibility issues

which may have been based on a predecessor system, those issues can be translated into PDTRs to ensure
producibility risk reduction.  Competition is invigorated and risk mitigated to some extent, since the
requirements represented by the PDTR can be challenging, yet risk is reduced by ultimately articulating
requirements that avoid potential pitfalls.

Identifying producibility drivers and streamlining the requirements definition process can also help track a
contractor�s degree of IPT design involvement.  Only stating that an IPT was used in the development process
does not necessarily mean that discrete producibility requirements were incorporated into the design unless
these and trade studies were documented.  A contractor could easily be monitored by a customer to determine
how effectively these PDTRs were incorporated into the design.  It also helps reduce risk by minimizing �program
phase transition risks.�  If supportability engineering is integrated early in the development phases, the program
phase transition from production to support would be accomplished with less risk.  And finally, military depots
could take advantage of the PDTR development technique, ensuring that the depot process will be considered
during the design stages. This could result in lowered depot costs for repairs or Engineering Change Proposals.

For the contractor, producibility engineering integrates with the systems engineering process and provides
a critical communication link with the designer to achieve design fusion and feedback from production and
support data collection systems.  It promotes use of knowledge-based systems in design cycle, accelerates
proposals, Engineering Change Proposals, and Service Life Extension Programs.

For design engineering personnel, producibility engineering can provide early inputs through the PDTRs to
stimulate innovation and design solutions.  It can also facilitate interactive functionality with the IPT during
product definition, and minimize the risk associated with discovering problems during Production Design
Reviews and Critical Design Reviews.

Figure E.15 - Concurrent Engineering Influence
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Conclusion
Declining budgets, foreign competition, rising costs, and increased design complexities prompt the IPT to offer

a streamlined requirements definition.  This process can impact product definition and reduce acquisition costs.
When integrated with supportability efforts, a requirements definition process can also generate product
supportability design-to-requirements to help achieve Total Ownership Cost goals and objectives.  The results
of integrating the IPT with effective knowledge-aided techniques will readily benefit both the customer and
industry, and favorably affect time to market and lean enterprise endeavors.
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Figure E.16 - Field Systems Benefit from Producibility and Supportability Engineering
Improvements
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E.3.  Producibility Program Implementation Checklist

An example of a generic product development design review flow chart and checklist are presented below.  The
flow chart provides insight into the sequence of reviews that typically occur during the design phase.  It can be
an effective tool for tracking critical design parameters and producibility progress throughout this phase.   The
chart can be tailored, based on the complexity of the product that is under development.  For hardware that is
highly complex, additional design reviews may be required for better progress tracking.

• System Requirements Phase
• Clarify customer requirements
• Identify safety and environmental design requirements
• Develop conceptual design
• Identify new technology
• Establish Design-to-Cost (DTC) goals
• Establish Six Sigma goals
• Identify test requirements
• Identify key suppliers
• Identify fabrication process and capability
• Identify risk
• Hold Systems Requirements Review (SRR)

Entry Criteria:  This phase begins when there is a signed contract, a budget has been approved, and the project
has been staffed to support initial planning activities.

Exit Criteria: This phase is complete when the customer agrees that the requirements have been documented
clearly, the goals and objective have been identified, and the conceptual design is complete.

• Preliminary Design Phase
• Identify critical design parameters
• Fabricate product model
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• Develop manufacturing process plan
• Develop product test strategy
• Identify parts and materials
• Perform initial Sigma analysis
• Perform initial Design for Assembly (DFA) analysis
• Establish Defects per Unit (DPU) goal
• Update DTC goals
• Perform trade studies
• Perform preliminary producibility analysis
• Generate design documentation
• Hold supplier producibility reviews
• Hold Preliminary Design Review (PDR)

Entry Criteria:  The customer agrees with the design concept.  All action items from the SRR are closed.

Exit Criteria: The customer agrees with the qualification plan.  Preliminary analysis indicates that the
product requirements, cost, and schedule can be met.

• Critical Design Phase
• Build engineering prototype
• Verify performance to customer requirements
• Verify parametric sigma performance
• Verify process sigma to goal
• Verify DTC to goal
• Verify DPU to goal
• Final production layout
• Release formal design documentation
• Update DFA analysis
• Update producibility analysis
• Hold supplier producibility review
• Hold Critical Design Review (CDR)

Entry Criteria:  Action items from the PDR are complete.  The customer agrees with the outcome of the PDR.

Exit Criteria: The engineering prototype has demonstrated functional compliance to customer requirements
and manufacturing targets.  Final configuration has been documented.

• Production Readiness Phase
• Build pilot production units
• Validate DPU, DFA analyses to goal
• Validate DTC analyses to goal
• Validate process sigma to goal
• Optimize producibility implementation
• Generate manufacturing metrics
• Verify shipping, packaging, and customer documentation
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• Certify production process
• Qualify product performance to customer requirements
• Hold Production Readiness Review (PRR)

Entry Criteria:  All the action items of the CDR are complete.  The customer agrees with the qualification test
results.

Exit Criteria: The production process has demonstrated the capability to meet producibility and product cost
targets.  Parametric qualification tests have been complete and are compliant with the customer
requirements.  The production line is certified.

• Full Scale Production
• Ensure continuous improvement of producibility factors
• Ensure continuous measurement of the manufacturing process
• Generate design process postmortem report
• Update lessons learned list
• Periodically verify product to customer requirements

Continuously measure the process and make improvements.  Perform a postmortem to improve the product
development process for future applications.

General Notes:
1. The design review process can be tailored to meet the needs of any contract and any customer.  The

tailoring process can be done by the IPT based on the expected output and the needs of the customer.
2. It is essential that the process is fully supported by the IPT and outside expertise who will provide a variety

of views on the product development progress.
3. It is important that all the actions of a given design phase be complete prior to starting the next design

phase.
4. The postmortem process is important to provide a continuous improvement action both for the product

producibility process and the product development process.

A typical design review checklist, with responsible parties and their roles highlighted for each task, is shown
in Figure E.17.
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Figure E.17 - Typical Design Review Checklist
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A p p e n d i x  F

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

Appendix F contains two sections, both relating to producibility tools and techniques.

Appendix F.1:Contains discussions on the tools and techniques listed in Figure I.6.

Appendix F.2:Contains a listing of available producibility software in the following categories: (1) Design for
Manufacture / Assembly; (2) Statistical Process Control / Statistical Quality Control; (3)
Simulation; (4) Tolerance Analysis; and (5) Miscellaneous Producibility Software.

F.1.  Tools and Techniques

Appendix numbers and page numbers for the tools and techniques presented can be found in Figure F.1.  In
Figure F.2, the tools and techniques are shown referenced against the producibility system elements where they
are used.  The producibility system elements are discussed in Step 1 through Step 5 of this guidelines document.

Figure F.1 - Producibility Tools and Techniques
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Figure F.2 - Tools and Techniques vs. Producibility System
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F.1.1.  Benchmarking

Benchmarking is the continuous process of measuring one product or process against another similar product
or process to identify best practices.  It is a starting point for initiating change within a company or organization.
The most common reasons an organization will benchmark are to determine where they stand amongst the
competition and whether value can be added by incorporating the practices of others.  Benchmarking can be used
by organizations for comparison of internal operations, competitor-to-competitor products, industry standing,
and generic business functions or processes.  The goal of benchmarking is to identify the best practices of
industry and to adapt and/or incorporate those practices that are beneficial to the organization.

In benchmarking, it is always best to start with a known problem that can be defined or one that has the
potential to provide the maximum benefit to the organization.  When applied to producibility, benchmarking can
result in the identification of processes that will reduce cost, improve quality, and result in more desirable
products for the customer.

Benchmarking within an organization can be used for the setting of goals and spurring creativity and
innovation.  It can also be employed to identify solutions for product or process problems.  Benchmarking is an
effective means of identifying improvements within an organization by raising the standard of quality and
efficiency in a product or process.  The standard of quality is elevated when comparison via benchmarking
identifies opportunities and methods that can improve upon the item, process, or procedure being benchmarked.

When a company decides that it will strive to have the best product or process, benchmarking is used to
determine its current status in the industry and to identify any steps necessary to reach its goal of becoming
or remaining the best.  In many cases, companies form benchmarking partnerships to permit the exchange of
data.  The benchmarking partner can be either a primary competitor, an internal organization, or, ideally, a
world-class organization, which may be more likely to share information than a primary competitor.

There are four primary phases of benchmarking.  The first phase is the planning phase during which the
product or process to be benchmarked is identified and the companies to be used for comparison selected.   The
type of data to be gathered is identified, and the data is collected.  One method to gather data is through a
questionnaire to the benchmarking partner that specifically addresses the area being benchmarked.

The second phase is data analysis. In this phase, all aspects of the identified competition or benchmarking
partner are analyzed to determine variations between the two similar products or processes.   The information
is compared for similarities and differences to identify improvement areas.  This is where the current
performance gap between the two benchmarking partners is determined.

The third phase, integration, is where the findings are communicated; goals are established; and a plan of
action is defined.

Implementation, the fourth phase, consists of initiating the plan of action and monitoring the results.  The
product or process that was benchmarked continues to be monitored for improvement and should be
benchmarked often to ensure the improvement is continuous.
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F.1.2.  Cost Tools

In today�s global economic environment, successful product development requires achieving the proper
balance between cost, performance, and schedule objectives.  Historically, product development, especially for
defense equipment, has been performance-based, with minimal emphasis on controlling cost.  Consequently, the
costs associated with product development typically have increased dramatically throughout a product�s life-
cycle.

An extensive array of cost tools and techniques are available for assessing, managing, and controlling costs
in a product development and manufacturing enterprise.  In addition to accepted accounting procedures for
computing the cost of sales of a product after it has been manufactured, specific techniques are aimed at
determining the elements of those costs and on predicting the costs of new products prior to production.  Some
of these techniques include:

• Activity-Based Costing (ABC) which is used to assess the cost of every step in a process including all
indirect overhead costs.  Adding of the costs for each activity yields the cost of the product.

• Cost As an Independent Variable (CAIV) which treats cradle-to-grave, life-cycle cost as one of the
independent variables in a design process and encourages trading it with performance and schedule.

• Design-for-Cost (DFC) which encourages the consideration of cost from the beginning of the design
process.

• Design-to-Cost (DTC) which focuses on the product development and manufacturing costs, the setting of
a target cost, and the achievement of that cost.

• Parametric Cost Estimating which consists of the analysis of models of the cost of developing and
producing each of the standard components of a design.

Cost tools provide the basis for focusing attention on cost from the inception of a product development activity.
Such tools vary in their difficulty of application and hence will not be used by every enterprise uniformly.  The
important point is to ensure that cost is addressed early in the design and development process.  Achieving
affordable products requires designing the products to be affordable.

From the producibility perspective, by developing and maintaining a database of cost data, new product costs
can be predicted and assessed.  At the beginning of the design process, costs should be estimated for each element
needed to achieve each performance goal of the product and for the timely development of those elements so that
the product will be available on schedule.  Design tradeoffs should include the impact on cost as well as on
performance and schedule.  As manufacturing simulations (see Appendix F.1.12) and prototypes (see Appendix
F.1.15 - Prototyping and Appendix F.1.17 - Rapid Prototyping) are developed and limited production begins, the
cost estimates should be re-evaluated and modified as appropriate.  Implementation is facilitated through the
use of an empowered team approach (see Appendix F.1.9 - Integrated Product Team), which includes customer
representation and is most effective for establishing and continuously evaluating the various objectives and
making the necessary tradeoff decisions throughout the development cycle.
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Cost tools and methodologies provide an effective means for integrating cost management techniques into the
product development process.  When successfully executed in conjunction with other producibility practices,
these tools provide a means for reducing total life-cycle costs while optimizing the product development process.
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F.1.3.  Database Management Systems

A database management system is a computer application used to create, maintain, and provide controlled
access to a database.  A database is a shared collection of logically related data pertinent to an area of endeavor.
A database management system is used to facilitate the collection, organization, and retrieval of data needed
by the community of individuals involved in the endeavor.  The system is used through the facilities of a �user
interface� which provides the computer aided functions of data storage, retrieval, and modification.

In an organization�s producibility efforts, the use of a database management system would pertain to a number
of areas including:  design guidelines, process capability guidelines, process measurement data, product
measurement data, and producibility analyses data.  The management and effective use of this data would be
greatly facilitated through the functions of an associated database management system.

Data can be described as facts concerning objects, events, processes, or activities.  Information is data that
has been organized, processed, and presented in a form suitable for human interpretation and use. The steps
necessary to convert data into information are acquisition, storage, manipulation, retrieval, and distribution.
These steps describe the functions of a database management system.

In any endeavor, data is a primary constituent; and it exists of its own accord, with little, if any, human
intervention.  This data includes historical data providing the information necessary to initiate the endeavor
as well as data gained as the endeavor progresses.  The optimum conclusion of the endeavor is greatly influenced
by the use of this data.  A database management system maximizes the efficient, effective, and complete use of
the data, which, in turn, maximizes the level of success of the endeavor.

As stated above, if management of data is not addressed, the data will still exist, but it will exist in a
disorganized and possibly unusable state.  Using a database management system ensures that data can be
efficiently stored and retrieved for use when necessary.  Benefits of a database management system include:

Minimal Data Redundancy:  Occurrence of a data item is limited to the minimum necessary, in most cases,
one.  Minimal data redundancy promotes accuracy and efficiency in data storage and facilitates data
consistency (see below).  In a relatively few cases, duplicate occurrences of a data item are utilized for faster
data access.  The point is that, with a database management system, redundancy is controlled.
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Consistency of Data:  The elimination of data redundancy ensures data consistency.  In those cases where
data redundancy is allowed, a database management system enforces data consistency.

Integration of Data:  In a database, data is organized into single, logically related structures. A database
management system provides functions for exploiting the data relationships in retrieval and subsequent
analysis.

Sharing of Data: A database management system provides for shared use of the database among multiple
users.

Uniform Security, Privacy, and Integrity Controls:  A database management system includes controls
in the use of the database.  These controls and their administration through centralized and standardized
processes provide for the security, privacy, and integrity of the data.

A database management system is useful throughout the lifetime of an endeavor.  In the planning stage, the
database can provide information from specifications, samples, and similar successful efforts that will produce
a plan that leads to a successful execution with minimum changes.  In the execution stage, this same information
can guide the execution through areas that may otherwise produce problems.  At completion, the database
management system is used in evaluating the success of the endeavor.  Throughout the endeavor, a database
management system collects additional data that can be used in future efforts.

A database management system includes a �user interface� that provides for the execution of those functions
embedded in the operation of the database.  These functions include simple storage, retrieval, and modification
of data.  Also, the system allows for data searches based on a partial definition of the data to be retrieved or based
on the logical relationships of associated data.  Most systems implement the Structured Query Language (SQL)
that provides a standardized methodology for execution of database functions.

Database management systems are available from a multitude of vendors.  Several representative systems are
listed below:

Paradox 9:  Paradox 9 is a relational database application that allows novice users to create a database with
ready-to-use templates. Help features guide users through the creation of tables, forms, reports, and other
database components. For more experienced users, Paradox 9 includes an object-based, event-driven
development language that is used to create customized database applications.  Paradox 9 operates in the
Microsoft Windows environment.  It is available from Corel Corporation, 1600 Carling Avenue, Ottawa,
Ontario, K1Z 8R7, Canada.  Telephone (613) 728-8200.

Access 2000:  Microsoft Access 2000, a component of the Professional edition of Office 2000, is a widely used
desktop database.  It provides a broad range of tools to enter, analyze, and present data for individuals and
workgroups managing megabytes of data.  Microsoft Access 2000 operates in the Microsoft Windows
environment.  It is available from Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399.
Telephone (425) 882-8080.

Visual FoxPro 6.0:  Microsoft Visual FoxPro 6.0 is the newest version of Microsoft�s tool for creating high-
performance database components and solutions. Visual FoxPro 6.0 gives developers the necessary tool for
programming a fully developed data management application for end users. Visual FoxPro 6.0 operates in the
Microsoft Windows environment and can manage a database of over 100 Gbytes.  It is available from Microsoft
Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052-6399.  Telephone (425) 882-8080.
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F.1.4.  Decision Support Tools

Decision support tools permit decision makers to efficiently analyze and process large amounts of data
required for decision making.  Modern tools are computer based with interactive access to large database systems
and allow for extracting, analyzing and presenting information from the databases in a useful format (see
Appendix F.1.3. - Database Management Systems).  Decision support tools are used as an aid to the decision
makers by extending their intuitive capabilities; the tools are not meant to replace the decision-makers�
judgement or expertise.

With regard to producibility efforts, decision support tools can facilitate the acquisition of pertinent
information from producibility databases.  Although they can be employed in many of the steps to producibility,
they are perhaps most useful in assessing process capabilities to address specific manufacturing needs.
Processing and assembly information that has been entered into relational and other databases during the
manufacture of various products can be of great use in assessing the ability to manufacture new products.
However, if the databases contain a lot of information, it becomes economically difficult to sort through the
information and identify all information needed.  A decision support tool can assist in the effort.

There are three basic types of decision support tools:  (1) query and reporting; (2) on-line analytical processing;
and (3) enterprise reporting.  Query and reporting is an outgrowth of managing relational databases.  It resulted
from the need to sort large amounts of data.  On-line analytical processing is an outgrowth of the management
need for simple, high-level, graphical views of enterprise-level data.  Typically, these tools provide instant red-
flags for �out-of-spec� results.  They allow the user to access detailed data from the top down but do not have
query and reporting capabilities.  Enterprise-reporting tools are an attempt to provide a single tool for the entire
enterprise.  They provide electronic reporting of data in the form of pre-defined reports that satisfy a wide range
of corporate needs but do not provide for new queries or for the analysis and reporting of data other than in the
pre-defined reports.  The next generation of decision support tools are analytical reporting tools which include
the ability to conduct interactive analysis on a report, thereby allowing new searches to be initiated, new reports
to be formatted, and new as well as old data to be analyzed as the user desires.

It should be noted that not all decision support tools will work on all databases, nor are all the tools capable
of all types of data retrieval and analysis. Vendors of decision support tools can provide information on what
their tools can accomplish and on what databases they can be utilized. They can also provide instruction in the
application of the tools.  Consultants are available to both advise on the applicable tools and conduct any
required data searches and analyses.
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F.1.5.  Design for Manufacture / Assembly

Product designs are often developed with little consideration of manufacturing and assembly requirements.
Typically, design deficiencies are not identified until a product is in the manufacturing stage of the development
process.  Major design changes are often required to complete production, which results in schedule delays and
increased development costs.  Companies have begun using the Design for Manufacture/Assembly (DFMA)
technique as a tool to optimize the product development process and alleviate this problem.

The DFMA concept emphasizes obtaining the proper balance between design objectives, manufacturing and
assembly requirements, and process capabilities to decrease product development cycles and costs.  Because
more than half of the total cost associated with product development can be attributed to design decisions made
early in the development process, a key component of DFMA is to integrate the development of manufacturing
and assembly requirements into the design phase.  To meet this objective, this technique facilitates having the
design and manufacturing teams working together (see Appendix F.1.9 - Integrated Product Team) to define
design goals.  Therefore, any problems related to manufacturing and assembly can be detected early, and the
design can be corrected before being finalized.  Also, the need for any new manufacturing or assembly processes
can be identified early, and, if necessary, process maturity efforts can be incorporated into the overall schedule,
thereby avoiding unnecessary delays to production.  Use of this technique throughout the product development
cycle results in less complex, higher quality parts that can be produced at a lower cost.

The primary objective of DFMA is to simplify product design, which, in turn, simplifies the manufacturing
and assembly processes required for production.  Following are examples of the DFMA guidelines that can be
used to simplify product design:

• Minimize the number of parts necessary to provide the required level of performance and model variations.
• Give careful consideration to existing process capabilities and avoid unnecessary processing requirements

when developing designs.  Developing a new process can substantially increase overall product development
costs and schedule.

• Design parts so that assembly is straightforward and manual intervention is only value-added.
• Minimize the use of flexible parts such as belts, gaskets, and cables.  The flexibility of these types of

components makes handling and assembly more difficult and increases the part’s susceptibility to damage.
• Minimize the use of threaded fasteners, which are time consuming to assemble and difficult to automate.

The use of snap-together-fit and other joining techniques improves the efficiency of manufacturing,
assembly, and disassembly.

• Incorporate modularity into product design.  Modularity reduces the number of parts required and improves
the overall quality of the final product.

• Consider automated production of parts.

The DFMA technique optimizes product development by providing a formal process for simultaneously
defining and analyzing design goals along with manufacturing and assembly requirements.  Integrating these
functions results in a product design that can be efficiently manufactured and assembled to produce a product
that meets the customer�s needs.  Other benefits to be gained from implementing this technique include reduced
production time, improved product quality, and a lower total life-cycle cost.
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F.1.6.  Design of Experiments

Design of Experiments (DOE) is a technique that is used to optimize the process of conducting experiments
by determining what effect adjusting various input variables will have on the outcome of a process or system.
Through the use of statistics, DOE can identify the input variables that have the greatest impact on product
quality and performance.  By maximizing the amount of information obtained from each iteration of testing and
analysis (experimentation), DOE reduces the amount of time and resources required to determine the design
and manufacturing processes that will ensure production of a high quality product.  Adapting DOE methodology
to the production environment is commonly referred to as the Taguchi Method.  When properly applied, DOE
identifies the optimum setting for manufacturing processes, thereby improving the quality of the final product
while simultaneously reducing product development costs.

Typically, product design is conducted in two major steps � system design and tolerance design.  Using an
iterative design-and-test approach, the traditional process begins with the development and testing of all
components and related processes.  Once the initial design phase is complete, acceptable limits for product and
process variation are then determined.  To streamline the design process, DOE/Taguchi Methods introduce an
intermediate step, called parameter design, that uses statistical tools, such as linear and orthogonal arrays, to
identify those factors that may adversely affect the design and manufacturing process.  Identifying and then
controlling only these factors optimizes the manufacturing process and keeps product and process variation to
a minimum.  Also, the amount of time spent in the design phase is shortened, which reduces design costs.

In the application of this technique, input variables are classified as either controlled factors or noise factors.
Controlled factors are those variables over which the product developer has some control, such as the selection
of the manufacturing processes and material used for production.  Noise factors are uncontrollable variables
or those over which the developer has minimal control, such as the quality of the parts and material received
from a supplier.  DOE can be used to identify those controllable and noise factors that have the greatest impact
on product performance and quality.  This technique can also be used to determine the optimum specification
and tolerance values for each of these factors in order to minimize their influence on product and process
performance.

DOE is often an integral part of a total quality approach to manufacturing and can be used to identify solutions
to quality problems in production. The adjustments required to alleviate the problem can be identified with
minimal testing and evaluation, thereby reducing the number of parts produced that do not meet specifications
and therefore have to be rejected and/or reworked.

Through application of this technique, it is possible to determine the influence of the individual factors on the
overall performance of the process or product being developed.  DOE can be applied to producibility as a means
of more completely understanding a manufacturing process and its effects on a product.  It can help to identify
and optimize critical process parameters, assess the effects of processing alternatives on a product, and assist
in the solution of any manufacturing problems related to quality.  Successful application of this technique to
product development, particularly design and manufacturing, improves the consistency of product performance,
which improves product quality.  DOE also minimizes the costs associated with product development through
optimization of the design and manufacturing processes.
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F.1.7.  Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

Includes: Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (DFMEA)
Process Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (PFMEA)

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a structured methodology for identifying failures, errors, and
defects before they occur and prioritizing them for corrective action.  Throughout this guidelines document, the
applicability of two types of FMEA have been discussed.  These are Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
(DFMEA) and Process Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (PFMEA).  DFMEA is a means of analyzing the part
design for potential failures, errors, and defects prior to the first production run.  PFMEA helps to analyze the
part�s manufacturing processes prior to production to identify possible process failures that can induce defects
into the part.  In both methodologies, the goal is the same � early identification of and reduction or, ideally,
elimination of failure mechanisms.

FMEA is a bottoms-up approach to failure identification.  It should begin with the lowest level of detail and
continue until the entire system has been analyzed.  From a product standpoint, lowest level parts are first
analyzed, followed by components, assemblies, subsystems, and, finally, systems.  It is only through this
thorough analysis of the whole system, part by part, that FMEA is most effective.

FMEA, whether DFMEA or PFMEA, should be an iterative process and should be used throughout the
integrated product and process development cycle.  Design FMEA or DFMEA should first be performed during
conceptual design and then periodically as the design matures.  Information from subsequent DFMEAs helps
to further refine the design to ensure that failure mechanisms have been eliminated or controlled to the greatest
extent possible prior to production of the product.  Process FMEAs or PFMEAs can first be performed to more
thoroughly understand a process capability and, as the design matures for a particular product, to analyze the
effects of the process on that particular product.  Additionally, both DFMEA and PFMEA can be used once
failures have occurred in production to identify problems and aid in determining corrective action.  As applied
to producibility, FMEA should be utilized as a basis for continuous improvement.

To illustrate the concept of FMEA and how one is performed, an example DFMEA is provided in Figure F.3.
A PFMEA, however, is similar and works in the same way.  The first step is to identify, by a unique identifier,
each part or component in the system, starting with the lowest level detail (A).  The functions that each part
performs and one or two failure modes for each function are listed in (B) and (C) respectively.  The effects that
each failure mode would have (especially as observed by the customer) (D) and the causes of the failure (E) are
then detailed.   A risk assessment, taking into account the severity of the failure (F), the frequency of occurrence
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(G), and the ease of failure detection (H), is performed by
assessing each on a pre-determined scale (often 1 to 10).
These ratings for severity, occurrence, and detection are
then multiplied together to get a Risk Priority Number
(RPN), which identifies the level of risk for each part (I).
Pareto analysis of the RPNs can then determine which
parts or failure modes are most important to concentrate on
first.  The relative rankings of severity, occurrence, and
detection identify what should be targeted for improvement
to provide the biggest payoff.  The corrective or preventative
action that should be taken to eliminate or reduce the
failure is listed in (J) and the responsible party and the date
when the action should be accomplished by in (K) and (L)
respectively.   After the corrective action is accomplished,
the risk assessment is performed once more (M-P) to ensure
that the corrective action did, in fact, reduce the risk of
failure.

From a producibility standpoint, the key to successful use
of FMEA is to perform it throughout the integrated product
and process design cycle � as the design matures and is
finalized and as the processes are locked in for production
of the product.  It is important to perform FMEA (both
DFMEA and PFMEA) with each major change in design to
ensure that new failure modes have not been introduced
during design refinement as well as after a part is in
production to identify any failure modes that were over-
looked prior to design release.
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Figure F.3 - Example DFMEA
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F.1.8.  Integrated Product and Process Development

As a means of improving producibility and maintaining global competitiveness, world-class companies have
begun using integrated design and development concepts to improve their manufacturing processes.  Integrated
Product and Process Development (IPPD) emerged from earlier  integrated design practices, such as concurrent
engineering.  IPPD, also referred to as integrated product development, expands upon this concept by involving
appropriate, multi-disciplinary teams in all phases of a product�s development life-cycle.  IPPD activities
primarily focus on meeting the customer�s needs, while simultaneously reducing costs, decreasing development
times, and improving product performance and quality.

For most organizations involved with product development, IPPD is a new way of doing business.  Typically,
product development begins with loosely defined requirements, which, in most cases, have to be changed in the
latter phases of the development process, resulting in elevated development costs.  There is usually minimal
communication and exchange of information between the key disciplines involved in the development process,
such as engineering, design, and manufacturing personnel.  This lack of communication often results in the need
to make costly design changes during the latter stages of the development process, which contributes to high
product development costs.  By fostering a disciplined,  simultaneous development of products and related
process capabilities, the IPPD approach aims to eliminate these and other ineffective management practices.
When using IPPD, an early, thorough evaluation of cost, schedule, and performance objectives, design
alternatives, and related process capabilities is critical for success.  Additionally, during the early stages of the
development process, process capabilities must be evaluated for every phase of the product�s life-cycle.

Implementation of IPPD practices usually requires an enterprise-wide cultural change.  At  the core of the
process is the multi-disciplinary team approach.  This multi-disciplinary team is referred to as an Integrated
Product Team (IPT) (see Appendix F.1.9).  IPTs facilitate effective and timely communication and decision
making.  These teams include representatives from all essential product development activities, including
engineering, design, manufacturing, and management, as well as the customer�s and suppliers� organizations.
One primary objective of IPPD is to correctly define the customer�s requirements early in the product
development process, thereby eliminating the need for costly changes to requirements during the latter stages
of the process.   Customer representation as part of the IPPD process is essential for meeting this objective.

Another benefit of this approach is the ability to evaluate and improve supplier performance.  Often schedules
are adversely affected by a supplier�s inability to provide necessary parts and/or services when required.  By
including supplier representation in the IPPD process, realistic objectives are determined at the beginning
stages of development, schedule conflicts are easily identified, and corrective action can be taken to minimize
their effect.

There are no standard procedures for implementing IPPD practices within an organization.  Instead, the
principles, tools, and methodologies should be selected and tailored to suit the specifics of the organization�s
products and related processes.  In addition to those identified above, IPPD principles and practices include:

• Thorough planning for product development, including identifying required processes as well as evaluating
process capabilities and available technology throughout the product’s life-cycle.

• Defining requirements to facilitate the use of IPPD tools and practices.
• Employing risk management (see Appendix F.1.18) activities throughout the product development process.
• Providing teams with the proper tools, resources, and authority necessary to perform their respective tasks.

Successful implementation of IPPD enables enerprises to optimize their product development processes,
thereby reducing costs and development cycle times while improving product performance and the quality of both
products and processes.
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F.1.9.  Integrated Product Team

The foundation of Integrated Product and Process Development (IPPD) is the Integrated Product Team (IPT).
The IPT is a multi-disciplinary teamwork approach to implement IPPD.  The team is formed for the purpose
of delivering a product or process to either an internal or external customer.  An IPT consists of representatives
from the various functional disciplines influencing the product or process.  The IPT approach differs that of
traditional program organizations that usually focus on single-function disciplines.

IPT members work together to design and produce a successful and balanced product � to make sound and
timely decisions and to identify and resolve issues.  In addition to developing a product and its associated
processes, IPTs plan, track, and manage their own work and the processes by which they do their work.  The
focus within the team is not on individual team members� areas of specialty, but instead is on the integrated
product and process development that the team has been formed to conduct.

The IPT should include members of all areas involved in the delivery of a product for an external or internal
customer.  Representation within the IPT may include areas such as research, development, design, testing,
manufacturing, training, product service and support, finance, customers, suppliers, and contracts.  All
functional disciplines that influence the product throughout its lifetime should be represented.  Early
involvement of all key participants ensures a higher quality integrated product development by providing a more
detailed understanding of all the requirements and a consensus approach to designing the product or process.

Once the team�s scope and objectives have been defined, team members are assigned roles and responsibilities
within the IPT.   Team members should feel free to participate and make decisions.  Ideally, the IPT should be
kept relatively small, between seven and ten people.  Larger projects can employ a leadership IPT and a number
of sub-IPTs, which also should be limited in size.  Leaders of sub-IPTs are members of the leadership IPT and
are empowered to address key decisions under their area of control.

The role of the team leader is not a dictatorial role, but instead the IPT leader functions as a facilitator to the
team to ensure that everyone�s voice is heard and that no person or group dominates the team.  IPT leadership
should create an environment of trust and open communication. Motivation is key to keeping the momentum
and focus of the group to ensure that discussions and decisions lead toward successful product development.
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The IPT leader is responsible for ensuring resolution of problems and intervening when necessary to resolve
issues.

Teams focus on achieving set goals and objectives by setting metrics by which to measure their progress.
Defining and using metrics allows for continuous monitoring and management of the product development cycle
and enables early feedback to identify possible problem areas and determine proper corrective action.
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F.1.10.  Knowledge-Based Systems

Knowledge-based systems are computer-based programs that incorporate human expertise and other
documented knowledge with the facilities for applying that knowledge to real-world circumstances.  Knowledge-
based systems provide the benefit of and satisfy the requirement for documenting, developing, and disseminating
rules, processes, and/or guidance related to a specific domain or problem area.  Knowledge-based systems may
be automated in embedded systems or employed through a �user interface� where questions can be presented
in a manner similar to how they would be asked of a human consultant or expert.

Knowledge-based systems, sometimes called �expert systems,� are made up of two major components:  the
knowledge base and the inference engine.  The knowledge base is the repository of the knowledge, which, in some
systems, is expressed as a collection of facts together with related �if, then� rules.  The inference engine
interprets and manipulates the combined facts and rules in the knowledge base to arrive at the answer to a
question.  Other components of a knowledge-based system include a knowledge acquisition subsystem and a user
interface.  The knowledge acquisition subsystem facilitates generation of the knowledge base.  This process
involves collecting information from various sources including the human �experts� and translating this
information into facts and rules in the language of the knowledge base.  This process has been referred to as
�knowledge engineering.�  The user interface provides a mechanism for the effective exchange of problem-related
information between the end-user and the computer system.
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To a large degree, knowledge-based systems are used to extend and apply the expertise or documented
knowledge of an acquired discipline to areas where it would not be efficient, practical, or even possible using
a non-automated process. They are widely used by decision makers for strategic planning and for identifying
areas for improving productivity and process quality.  A knowledge-based system may also be used in
applications associated with automatic control or process monitoring.  Systems used as expert assistants are
queried on an ad hoc basis whenever the knowledge of an expert is required for satisfactory execution.

The decision to employ a knowledge-based system starts with selection of the system itself.  In some cases,
it may be possible to acquire a commercial-off-the-shelf system that is task-specific or solution-specific to the
target application.  This approach might be common in applications involving financial planning and medical
diagnosis, where an initial knowledge base exists.  However, for applications related to leading edge
manufacturing, it is more likely that the system would need to be tailored to meet the peculiarities and anomalies
of the related processes.  In this case, a knowledge-based system shell would be used.  This shell is a software
development environment containing generic system components for building the application specific system.
With the shell�s knowledge acquisition subsystem, the knowledge base and the inference engine are configured
and instantiated using the collection of knowledge and reasoning provided from representative experts and other
available facts pertinent to the processes.

A knowledge-based system can be used by an organization to acquire, document, develop, and disseminate
enterprise-wide design guidelines and process capabilities. Using a knowledge acquisition system, expert
knowledge and opinions as well as lessons learned related to design practices and processes can be captured to
formulate the knowledge base.  Engineers and designers can then access the knowledge-based system when
necessary to obtain design guidelines and other information related to specific tasks at hand.  Managers may
access the knowledge-based system to obtain information on current process capabilities or to identify
opportunities for process improvement.  A key benefit of employing knowledge-based systems is that consistency
of the information provided reduces error rates and improves the overall quality of an organization�s designs
and processes.
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F.1.11.  Manufacturing Planning Tools

Planning of manufacturing includes the planning of purchasing, receiving, cost estimating, forecasting, and
labor requirements in accordance with the production schedule.  It also includes planning for the production
capacity to meet the required schedule.

Within the IPPD approach to integrated product development, manufacturing planning begins during the
preliminary design phase with a twofold purpose.  First, as design tradeoffs are made, early manufacturing
planning can assist in identifying the design concepts that can most readily and economically meet the desired
production schedule.  Secondly, as the design matures, manufacturing planning can assist in identifying long-
lead production needs and material requirements.

Manufacturing planning tools range from very simple spreadsheets to more sophisticated tools such as
Material Requirements Planning (MRP), Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP II), and  Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP).  Depending on their scope and complexity, such tools can provide assistance in planning
anything from the requirements to support the workload of a portion of a manufacturing cell in a production
facility to planning the resource requirements of the entire enterprise.  Spreadsheet approaches can be developed
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in-house or purchased as packages from a number of vendors.  MRP, MRP II, and ERP are more sophisticated
tools for which brief descriptions are presented in the following paragraphs.

MRP is used to determine the material requirements based on the production schedule and the specific bills
of materials for the products.  This technique is focused on the planning of materials needed to support
production based on production quantities.  It was developed as an approach to assist in the management of
production and a method for determining appropriate inventory levels and controlling that inventory.  MRP can
be used to develop plans for ordering parts and material based on a company�s current production requirements
and for developing the forecasted demand for a product under development.  By using MRP to determine and
maintain inventory levels necessary to meet the current demand for a product, insufficient or surplus inventory
levels can be avoided and reduced costs can be achieved.

MRP II is an extension of MRP that combines inventory control with production control.  It provides a tool
for manufacturing planning that begins to tie together many of the elements of the entire enterprise.  However,
unlike ERP which is described below, MRP II is not one integrated planning system for the enterprise.  Rather,
it is focused on manufacturing and requires that all the business planning of the enterprise be based on the same
production forecasts.  MRP II addresses the material, physical and labor requirements to support the production
schedule.  It expands upon MRP by integrating other business functions within a company, including sales,
marketing, financial planning, engineering  and purchasing, with the manufacturing planning process.  Use
of this tool ensures that all business units involved in the manufacturing process are kept abreast of current
production requirements, purchase plans, and customer demand.  MRP II can also include simulation tools that
provide the capability to conduct �what if� scenarios related to manufacturing planning.  The information
output from MRP II systems may be combined with other financial planning tools  within an organization for
decision-making and strategic planning purposes.

ERP encompasses all the planning of the enterprise associated with a product, a series of products, or all
products.  In addition to those items covered in MRP II, ERP extends planning to all the other areas of the
enterprise. This tool provides the capability to connect all business units within a company to a single computer
system as a means of improving the communication and exchange of information.  As companies become more
global and decentralized, the need exists to develop individual manufacturing plans for multiple sites.  ERP
provides a means for distribution resource planning, which means determining when and at what location
within the enterprise inventory levels should be increased or put on-hold due to changes in demand.  This
information can then be instantly communicated throughout the company.  ERP accomplishes these objectives
by providing a single tool that integrates all functions and resources within a company to merge business
planning activities and objectives with its operational and manufacturing processes.

Manufacturing planning tools such as these can be used to improve the manufacturing planning process and
overall strategic planning within an organization.  Some of the benefits to be gained from adopting such tools
and techniques include reduced costs, improved responsiveness to customers� needs and to market changes, and
an improved product development process.
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F.1.12.  Manufacturing Simulations

A manufacturing simulation is the mathematical modeling, usually coupled with a graphical representation,
of a new or existing manufacturing operation.  All the steps involved in the manufacture of a product are modeled
and sequenced accordingly, affording the designer the opportunity to visualize each step in the process and their
interrelations, prior to the start-up or independent of the operating manufacturing line.   The simulation predicts
or echoes the behavior of real-world systems as the products step through the manufacturing processes.

�What-if� analysis leads to optimizing the manufacturing system, which results in minimized scrap, reduced
downtime, reduced queuing or bottleneck problems, and the elimination of redundant operations.  Thus, the
equipment, work flow, and overall manufacturing processes can then be implemented with high confidence,
having been previously optimized in a virtual environment.

After the manufacturing operation is implemented on the factory floor, the simulation model provides a
baseline against which any proposed changes to the system can be analyzed prior to actual implementation.
Simulation is also an effective method for studying schedule optimization, throughput increase, inventory
reduction, resource utilization, and problem solving.

Since simulation-based �what-if� analyses can be done off-line to troubleshoot and improve factory operations,
manufacturing simulation is also an efficient testing tool.  Without contributing to factory down-time, engineers
can test control strategies and determine the factory response to standard operations or to transient events that
may otherwise lead to an unnecessary plant shutdown.

The implementation of simulation tools can also be used to help enhance employee performance.  Integrating
simulation-based training for factory or plant operations personnel puts operators� skills to work more
effectively and economically.  Additionally, factories with hazardous materials environments frequently build
simulated �malfunctions� into their simulation-based training systems in order to train operators in emergency
operation procedures.
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F.1.13.  Modeling and Simulation

Modeling and simulation tools and techniques are being used more frequently by enterprises to improve their
product development processes.  To meet consumer demands, organizations are striving to produce higher
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quality products while simultaneously reducing development costs and cycle times.  Modeling and simulation
can be used to enhance various product development and process improvement tasks, such as developing and
evaluating design alternatives and manufacturing requirements as well as prototyping (see Appendix F.1.15).
A model is a snapshot representation of the behavior of a process or product.  Simulation involves constructing
a model and conducting experiments, such as �what if� analyses, to determine the behavior of a process or
product with respect to time or other factors, such as changes in material or manufacturing processes.

Modeling and simulation tools can be used to help evaluate a product�s producibility with technology that
supports both product design and manufacturing engineering.  The use of these tools can assist the
manufacturing team in designing the manufacturing process for a product design while in the early stages of
development.  The equipment, workflow, and overall process for manufacturing can be developed and evaluated
for functionality, reliability, and safety at a fraction of the cost that would be required to actually perform the
activities represented by the model.  This up-front verification of designs also aids in the avoidance of costly field
modifications, rework, and scrap.  Some studies indicate that the use of modeling and simulation tools can result
in significant manufacturing cost avoidance, including:

• 20-60% reductions in set-up time,
• 15-25% reductions in planned labor and tooling,
• 15-75% reductions in rework and scrap, and
• 20-50% reductions in work-in-progress carrying cost.

Each iteration of a component design can require tooling modifications in addition to the base costs of
producing the actual component. An effective modeling system enables the simulation of this iterative process,
thereby reducing the expense of tooling development trials.  Modeling will reduce unit costs for complex
components by eliminating the need to make multiple full-size trial parts to verify the method.  Another benefit
is the reduction in lead times for new components.

Simulation-based �what-if� analysis can be conducted offline to develop, evaluate, and/or improve manufac-
turing processes without contributing to production downtime.  Use of these tools provides the capability to
execute various operational scenarios, such as testing control strategies or evaluating the use of new materials,
independent of normal operations.

The use of modeling and simulation makes developing and implementing new processes more efficient.  The
tools and techniques also provide a cost-effective means for improving product quality while reducing the costs
and cycle times associated with product development.
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F.1.14.  Producibility Assessment Worksheet

The Producibility Assessment Worksheets (PAWs) are documentation of expert opinions on specific topics
gathered from questionnaires or other non face-to-face means.   They can be used to help an Integrated Product
Team (IPT) identify problem areas that may be difficult to initially define.  PAWs are structured to provide an
easy means to identify these problem areas and help the IPT develop the course of action needed for resolution.

The PAW is an excellent example of a trade study tool.  The PAW, which was presented in the 1993
�Producibility Measurement Guidelines,� assigns numerical values for each process element.  When averaged,
these indicate a measure of the probability of successful production.  The producibility index is predicated on
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subjective data, or information based on the evaluator�s past experience with the product or similar product.
The worksheet is, therefore, beneficial in a product�s development stage because it is designed to communicate
an evaluator�s knowledge, experience, and expert judgment.  The worksheet also accounts for what the
evaluator knows about the product�s design, as well as what resources may be used in production.  This
information is then shared with other members of the IPT to determine the likelihood of a product�s successful
production.

The basis of the PAW is the Delphi Technique.  It is used as a means to compile the anonymous response of
experts on the issues listed on the worksheet and as a tool to identify possible problems that might be encountered
in manufacturing.  The PAW is based on:

• Anonymous Response:  Normally effected through the use of questionnaire, on-line computers, or other
non face-to-face means.  The IPT, however, can use both anonymous and face-to-face means.

• Interaction and Controlled Feedback: Conducted through a series of rounds between which a summary
of the previous rounds results are communicated.  If the assessments are initially completed anonymously,
open discussions and feedback should occur after the IPT has collected the assessments.

• Statistical Group Response: After discussions, the IPT should have a good assessment as to the
producibility of the part as designed.

The worksheets are simple, easy to use, and flexible enough to fit any manufacturer�s individual needs or
situation.  PAWs have been developed for Source Selection, Circuit Card Assembly, Electrical, Mechanical, and
Management.  Figure F.4 is representative of the PAW methodology.  Other PAWs can be developed to meet a
company�s needs.  PAWs can be used for one single component or for a complete system.  If needed, multiple PAWs
can be used to yield a producibility measurement.
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F.1.15.  Prototyping

Prototyping is a tool used for assessing form-fit-and-function of a product and for visualizing aesthetic quality.
Prototyping techniques can also be used to create molds for full-scale production.  Through use of a prototype,
a designer can get feedback on design information and initial part acceptance for further use in optimizing the
design and/or the manufacturing process(es).  Prototyping is used to check design features and complexity and
is helpful in tradeoff studies.  The use of prototyping begins in the preliminary design step and continues into
the early stages of the final design step. The ability to quickly transform a design into a three-dimensional solid
model or prototype can significantly streamline the design and product development process, while substantially
reducing costs.

Product prototyping falls into two categories: virtual and physical. Virtual prototyping, more commonly
referred to as modeling and simulation (discussed in more detail in Appendix F.1.13), is a software-based
engineering technique that entails computer modeling a product and then  simulating and visualizing its
behavior in three-dimensional, real-world operating conditions. Modeling and simulation enables the refining
and optimizing of the design through iterative design studies and is of use as a preliminary step to physical
prototyping.

Physical prototype fabrication is a test of a product design.  Physical prototyping is used to test fabrication
feasibility, check feature designs, and test material and product properties.  Physical prototype fabrication falls
into three categories: subtractive, compressive, and additive processes.

Subtractive Process:  In a subtractive process, a block of material is carved out to produce the desired shape.
Most conventional prototyping processes fall into the subtractive category.  Subtractive processes normally
used to fabricate prototypes include milling, turning, and grinding.
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Figure F.4 - Universal PAW Example
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Compressive Process:  A compressive process forces a semi-solid or liquid material into the desired shape,
in which it is then induced to harden or solidify.  Compressive processes include casting, molding, and powder
metallurgical processes.  Compressive processes tend to be the most time-consuming of physical prototyping
processes.  They require the production of a mold and cannot be used to produce high aspect ratio features.
Compressive process prototypes can be produced with a wide variety of materials, but care must be taken to
ensure 100% dense products if physical testing of the prototype is desired.

Additive Process:  An additive process builds an object by joining particles or layers of raw material.  The
new rapid prototyping technologies (discussed in more detail in Appendix F.1.17) are additive processes.  The
integration of rapid prototyping into the compressive process category has resulted in the capability to more
rapidly generate patterns from which molds are made.   In general, prototypes produced using rapid
prototyping cannot be used for physical testing of the design but can be used to check design features and
complexity issues.

In addition to product prototyping, processes can be prototyped.  While more often referred to as process
verification or process trials, process prototyping is conducted to gain insight into whether a process can be
utilized in the production of a particular product or product line and to optimize process parameters for the
production of that product.  Although it is very similar to product prototyping, the emphasis is on the process
� process verification and process optimization.  Process verifications are often performed as part of the trade
studies in integrated product and process development.  They are also performed, as the design matures, on any
intended production process  for parameter development or optimization.  Verifying process capabilities through
process prototyping can help reduce the risks associated with committing to production and investing in tooling
and fixtures for an untested process or a new part design.  Production benefits resulting from process
verifications include the production of more accurate parts, a reduction in rework and scrap, cost savings, and,
possibly, the avoidance of a deleterious impact to schedule.
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F.1.16.  Quality Function Deployment

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a team-based systematic and iterative process used to address and fine
tune the requirements and needs of customers. The primary goal is satisfying the customer�s requirements.
Once the customer�s requirements are identified, they are then translated into specifications for product
planning, design, process and production.  QFD is a team approach to determine objectives, the best method to
accomplish the objectives, the process to be used, and the resources needed.

A major benefit of QFD is that communication is enhanced throughout the product development process.  This
enhanced communication leads to a more effective decision-making process.  Short-term benefits include
reducing cross-functional barriers associated with product development teams and aiding changes in corporate
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culture.  Long-term benefits
include reduced development
costs, reduced overall cycle
time, and increased produc-
tivity.

QFD can be used as a blue-
print for implementing Inte-
grated Product and Process
Development (IPPD) (see Ap-
pendix F.1.8) and to reduce
lead-times, startup costs, and
engineering changes.  It is
also used to develop new prod-
ucts and services.

The QFD process is a struc-
tured procedure that begins
with identifying the qualities
desired by the customer and
then the steps and means nec-
essary to provide the product.
It enables a great deal of in-
formation to be summarized
in the form of easy-to-inter-
pret charts.  The process uses a series of interrelated matrices to convert customer needs to process steps.  QFD
matrices relate the data produced in one stage to the decision that must be made at the next process stage.  The
QFD House of Quality (Figure F.5) shows the process for developing these matrices.

The �What�s are the product characteristics, functions, or level of performance wanted by the customer.  The
�How�s are the ways to accomplish the �What�s.  The �How to What� is the relative strength relationship
between the two.  The �Importance Rating� denotes the importance of each �How.�  Through this process, input
from all team members is considered to develop an overall recommendation on how to proceed to meet customer
requirements.
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Figure F.5 - QFD House of Quality
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F.1.17.  Rapid Prototyping

Product prototyping (as discussed in F.1.15) is an essential part of the product design cycle.  It is a technique
for design functionality and aesthetic quality assessment.  Through use of a prototype, a designer can get
feedback on design information and initial part acceptance for further use in the manufacturing process.
Prototyping is used to check design features and identify complexity issues and is helpful in tradeoff studies.

The use of prototyping begins in the preliminary design phase and can continue throughout the early stages
of the detailed design.  Prototyping can also be performed in production to test whether a new process can be
used to produce a product that meets the customer�s quality requirements.  The ability to quickly transform a
design into a three-dimensional solid model or prototype can significantly streamline the design and product
development process, while substantially reducing costs.

Rapid prototyping may also be used early in the product development cycle, before tooling has been developed,
to provide visualization and verification feedback.  This allows the designers to evaluate and refine a design prior
to manufacturing, as well as to accelerate the production of prototype molds and tooling.

Traditional prototyping is time-consuming and costly.  For this reason, rapid prototyping has emerged as a
breakthrough process in the product design cycle.  While conventional prototyping may take weeks or even
months, rapid prototyping turnaround time for a typical part is usually no more than a few days.  If the CAD
models of the part exist beforehand, turnaround time can be less than 24 hours for smaller parts.

The two most widely used rapid prototyping processes are StereoLithography (SLA) and Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS).  SLA uses a photopolymer process to create complex, three-dimensional models by successively
�laser-curing� cross-sections of liquid resin, using data from virtually any surface or solid modeling CAD
system. The liquid photopolymer hardens in the specific areas where there is interaction with the ultraviolet
(UV) laser beam, and the model is built layer-by-layer, without tooling, programming, or machining.

SLS is a similar process that makes use of a laser to elevate the temperature of a heat-fusible powder to near
its melting point to fuse the particles in solid form.  Like SLA, SLS is a three-dimensional process that vertically
builds the part layer-by-layer.  With either method, the transition from CAD data to physical part can take place
in a matter of hours.

Specific attributes of SLA and SLS include:

• Surface finish:  The surface finish of SLA is superior to that of SLS due to the formation of voids between
particles during the SLS process.

• Small feature definition:  Both SLA and SLS are capable of producing features in the range of 0.010
inches.  The accuracy of the parts will be dependent on part geometry and material choice.

• Material selection:  While SLA is only applicable to polymeric resins, SLS can be used on a range of
materials including nylon, polycarbonate, resins, and wax.  Research is currently ongoing to apply the SLS
process to metals.

While SLS shows promise for future development, SLA is the more popular rapid prototyping technique in
use today.  The main components of a SLA system include:  a vat containing liquid photopolymer, galvanometer
controlled mirrors which direct a UV laser onto the surface of the liquid, and, just below the surface of the liquid,
a vertical elevator tray.  At the onset of the SLA process, the first layer of the part model is generated in software,
and this information is used to control the mirrors to direct the laser onto the surface of the liquid resin.  Where
the laser strikes, the liquid turns to a solid almost instantaneously.  When one layer has finished, the elevator
lowers to submerge the newly solid top surface with liquid resin for the next layer.  The next layer is generated
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in software, and, again, the mirrors direct the laser onto the surface of the resin.  This process is repeated until
the model has been built, at which time it will be fully submerged in liquid resin. The elevator is raised, and the
model removed for post-curing and clean-up.

Rapid prototyping is used widely to accelerate the product development process.  Design engineers across all
manufacturing industries have used rapid prototyping to improve product quality.  Form, fit, and function tests
can be performed earlier in the design cycle, thereby reducing costly engineering changes required after
production has begun.
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F.1.18.  Risk Management Tools

Risk is common to any product development effort.  A risk is the potential inability of achieving product goals
and is quantified by the probability of a failure and the consequences of that failure. Risk management includes
risk identification and assessment, tracking of risks to determine how risks have changed, and mitigation/
reduction of risk impact on the product.

Risk management activities begin at the outset of any product development effort and continue through all
phases.  They are important elements in achieving a producible design.  Although the scope and method of
implementation will vary with product scope and complexity, among other things, common threads of any risk
reduction effort are:

• Risk identification:  What process improvements are needed to ensure that producibility will be achieved?
Do design analysis processes include a producibility assessment?  Do trade study activities include
producibility as a tradeoff criterion?

• Risk assessment:  What consequences will result if identified areas of risk are not dealt with or are only
partially addressed?  Will the impact affect performance, cost, and/or schedule, and to what degree?

• Risk tracking:  Is an unmitigated risk growing?  By when must the risk be mitigated?
• Risk mitigation/reduction:  What can be done to eliminate the source of the risk or reduce it to an

acceptable level?  Are funds available to develop and conduct the necessary risk mitigation efforts?

Examples of risk management tools include: (1) the Navy-developed, knowledge-based and process-oriented
Technical Risk Identification and Mitigation System (TRIMS); (2) the commercially available Schedule/Cost
Risk Analysis Module (SCRAM! 3.0), a risk analysis/decision support tool that adds probabilistic duration, cost,
and logic analysis capabilities to Microsoft (MS) Project; and (3) RiskTrak, a commercially available,
Windows-based, networked software tool that enables an organization to identify, estimate, analyze, commu-
nicate, and report risk throughout the duration of any product development.

TRIMS, one of several electronic tools comprising the Navy-developed Program Manager�s WorkStation,
helps users identify, quantify, and track program risks as well as document and track mitigation plans
addressing those risks.  It was developed as part of the Navy�s Best Manufacturing Practices (BMP) program
for addressing manufacturing risk and can be accessed through the BMP Internet site.  TRIMS is based on
proven risk models (such as those from the Software Engineering Institute), on published practices, and on the
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Navy�s Best Practices templates and is applicable throughout all phases of both military and commercial
programs.

TRIMS capitalizes on past experiences and identified best practices.  It incorporates the factors of probability
and effect �  the probability that a problem or failure will occur and the effect on a product development if it does.
Because TRIMS is knowledge-based and process-oriented, its baseline templates are product-independent and
can be applied with equal effectiveness to most hardware or software systems.  TRIMS incorporates several
knowledge bases including Systems Engineering, Software Design, and Testability.
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F.1.19.  Root Cause Analysis

Root Cause Analysis (RCA) is a method or series of actions taken to identify the reasons why a particular
failure or problem exists and to highlight alternative solutions to eliminate the sources of those problems.   An
analysis of the comparative benefits and cost-effectiveness of the alternative solutions aids the decision maker
in implementing the most beneficial course of action.  RCA goes beyond identifying resolutions for the symptoms
of a problem.  It aims to provide solutions to eliminate the root cause of the problem to ensure that the problem
can never occur or recur.

The use of RCA is a systematic process of gathering all relevant data about a problem, including its internal
causes.  When a problem occurs, there are several ways it can be addressed.  A common method is to resolve
the symptoms of the problem and hope it does not occur again.  The preferable method, however, is to get to the
root cause of the problem and permanently eliminate it.  RCA is used to determine the root cause and to present
the decision maker with alternatives that can be analyzed to determine the optimal solution.

With regard to producibility, performing RCA can help identify sources of problems that can be designed out
of the final design, thereby reducing rework and improving quality in production.  Root cause analysis can also
be used to determine causes of problems in manufacturing � causes of process variation or product quality
problems.

The process for root cause analysis entails first defining the specific problem to be addressed and then defining
each mode in which the problem occurs.  Data is then collected, and the analysis of the problem begins by defining
the hypotheses of how the various failure modes could have occurred.  Next comes the verification of the
hypotheses to identify which failure mode was responsible for the problem.  The results are tracked until a final
conclusion as to the root cause of the problem is determined.

Cause and effect diagrams, sometimes called fishbone diagrams, are used to help identify the causes of a
problem.  An example of a
fishbone diagram is shown in
Figure F.6.  The objective is
to resolve the problem, or ef-
fect, by performing a thor-
ough investigation of all of its
possible causes.  The effects
are the particular quality
characteristics or problems
that are being encountered,
such as �heat� in the example.
The causes are the factors
that influence the stated
effects, such as, in this case, Figure F.6 - Cause and Effect Diagram
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the material, equipment, operating methods, operators, or environment.  Typically, in manufacturing, problems
or effects can be related to quality, process variability, cost, schedule, safety, etc.

Throughout the process of developing the diagram, the use of brainstorming sessions can help lead to new
ideas that can help better understand and identify the actual root cause of the problem.
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F.1.20.  Six Sigma

Six Sigma is a quality approach used to strive for zero defects in production.  It is used as a management
strategy for initiating comprehensive reviews of products and processes. The goal of Six Sigma is to reduce the
defects to a maximum of 3.4 defects per million opportunities (dpmo), or 99.99966 percent acceptance.  Since it
is not possible to achieve a defect free process in the real world, Six Sigma is used to set a high standard for
measuring quality performance.  By reducing the number of defects, or total defects per unit (DPU), it becomes
possible to produce more accurate products and, therefore, improve producibility.

The term sigma is a statistical term that means standard deviation.  With Six Sigma, the total DPU is
translated into a standard deviation value.   The sigma value indicates how often defects are likely to occur.  The
higher the sigma value, the less likely a process will produce defects.  A company that has successfully
implemented Six Sigma will spend one percent, or less, of each sales dollar on the cost of non-conformance.  Most
companies in the U.S. industrial base operate near the four sigma level and spend as much as 25 percent of each
sales dollar on the cost of non-conformance.

If process capabilities are known, the methods and
tools provided by the Six Sigma approach can help an
organization understand, predict, and avoid the occur-
rence of defects in its products while they are still in the
design phase of the product development process.  As
stated above, the total DPU output of a process is
converted to a standard deviation.  Process capability is
expressed as the capability index, which compares the
output of the process (DPUs converted to standard
deviation) to that of the process tolerance.  The process
tolerance is defined as six standard deviations, or Six
Sigma.  There are two capability indexes used to define
process capabilities.  Cp is the capability index of the Figure F.7 - Sigma
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nominal target process.  It is the ratio of design tolerance to Six Sigma process variability.  Cpk is Cp adjusted
for the difference between the nominal process mean and the actual process mean.

For an organization determined to raise its standard of acceptable products and processes, use of the Six Sigma
approach is an excellent means for accomplishing this goal.  The benefits of incorporating this methodology
include:  improved production cycle times; reduction in errors, rework, and scrap; and gains in productivity.
These benefits translate into improved product performance and reliability as well as lower product development
costs.

Although the process of Six Sigma can be involved, the payoffs to producibility are significant.  There are
numerous training courses, software tools, reference materials, and consultants available to assist in its
implementation.
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F.1.21.  Statistical Process Control

Statistical Process Control (SPC) is a method that uses statistical tools and techniques to monitor, control,
and improve the product development processes.  There are several basic premises behind this method, including
the fact that there will always be some variation between two products, even when produced using the same
processes.  This variation will occur in a definite pattern, which can be used to identify process abnormalities
or impending failures.  The SPC method provides a means for measuring and analyzing variations in process
capabilities, which, in turn, can identify opportunities for process correction.  This methodology is often
included as part of a larger Statistical Quality Control (SQC) initiative (discussed in Appendix F.1.22), the
objective of which is to improve product quality by improving the quality of the related manufacturing processes.
Successful implementation of SPC results in increased production throughput, decreased manufacturing
defects, and improved quality.

Process and product variation is expected and can be attributed to variations in one or more of the following:
materials, equipment, methods, environment, and personnel.  The causes of variation can be categorized into
two types: (1) chance or system causes which are those built-in process characteristics that are beyond human
control and cannot be corrected and (2) assignable or special causes which are those process anomalies that can
be detected and corrected.  In order to maintain or improve product quality, assignable causes for variation
should be minimized or, ideally, eliminated from the product manufacturing process.

The first step in the SPC method is to capture process variation under normal, stable conditions in which all
controllable sources of variation have been eliminated.  A histogram, or frequency distribution, is used to
measure and analyze process variation.  When used for analyzing process capability, a frequency distribution
is a count of the number of times a particular measurement occurs as a result of the process.  A histogram (Figure
F.8) is bar graph depiction of a frequency distribution.  When all assignable causes for variation have been
eliminated, the measurements will tend to be somewhat evenly distributed around an average value.   Ideally,
this average value will equal the measurement required in the applicable specifications.  Standard deviations,
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also referred to as sigma, describe how the measure-
ments fit around the average.  Any variation induced by
any of the factors noted above will distort the normal
distribution of the measurements.

Because frequency distributions and histograms pro-
vide a snapshot depiction of a process, they should not be
used to analyze a continuous manufacturing process.
Instead, a control chart should be used.  There are two
types of control charts � variable and attribute.  An
average and range chart  (X-bar, R chart), shown in
Figure F.9, is a variable control chart that is used to
determine how the average output of a process compares
to specified requirements.  An attribute chart is best
suited when conducting �pass/fail� types of inspections.
When used properly, both types of control charts  provide
an immediate visual indication of when a process is
operating outside of previously specified limits and in
need of corrective action.

Once all assignable causes have been eliminated from
a process, the capability of the process is determined and
expressed numerically as the capability index or the
capability ratio.  Both numbers are based upon the
process tolerance, which is equal to six standard devia-
tion (Six Sigma) of the process distribution.  Many
companies are adopting the Six Sigma approach, which
converts the total defects per unit to a standard deviation
as a process and quality improvement technique. (Six
Sigma is discussed in Appendix F.1.20.)

Once a process problem has been identified using the tools above, other techniques, such as cause and effect
diagrams and Pareto analysis, are used to help decide what corrective actions should be taken.  Cause and effect
diagrams are often used by teams as a brainstorming tool to identify the potential sources of process variation.
Pareto analyses can be used to establish priorities for solving problems.

To achieve maximum benefits, SPC methods must be integrated into a company�s normal way of doing
business.  When successfully implemented, SPC will aid in optimizing production processes and capabilities,
thereby improving the overall quality of products.
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Figure F.9 - Control Chart Example

Figure F.8 - Histogram Example
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F.1.22.  Statistical Quality Control

As a means of improving and maintaining competitiveness within the global market, enterprises are placing
a greater emphasis on improving the quality of products provided to the consumer.  To achieve this objective,
organizations are looking for ways to improve the quality of manufacturing processes.  Many world-class
organizations have adopted Statistical Quality Control (SQC) which involves using statistical tools and
techniques, such as acceptance sampling, process capability analysis, and Statistical Process Control (SPC),
to analyze,  monitor, and control the efficiency and quality of its manufacturing processes.  By improving the
quality of the manufacturing processes used in production, the quality of the end-product increases, which in
turn improves productivity and customer satisfaction.

A key concept of SQC is recognizing that process and product variation is a normal occurrence and should
be expected.  The causes of variation are categorized into two types:  (1) variation that is built into the process
and cannot be corrected and (2) variation caused by external sources that can be controlled, such as material,
equipment, methods, etc.  SQC can be used to quantify process variation and determine an acceptable level of
variation for manufacturing processes required to maintain or improve the quality of the final product.
Techniques often used for Statistical Process Control, such as histograms and control charts, can be used to
analyze and monitor the quality of manufacturing processes to reduce the amount of defective products being
produced. (See Appendix F.1.21 - Statistical Process Control)

Acceptance sampling is often used to monitor the quality of products that are produced rapidly in large
quantities.  It is also used when the inspection method renders the product unusable.  Because it is less expensive
to implement and execute, ac-
ceptance sampling is often pre-
ferred over total (100 percent)
sampling.  Acceptance sam-
pling can be used to deter-
mine either the quality of the
product or whether the pro-
cesses used to produce the
product are operating within
specified limits.  There are
some risks associated with
using acceptance sampling,
including the chance that an
acceptable lot will be rejected
or vice versa.  These risks
have been standardized and
are expressed terms of prob-
ability.  The probability that
an acceptable lot will be re-
jected due to sampling is re-
ferred to as the Producer�s
Risk (Alpha).  The Consumer�s
Risk (Beta) is the probability
that a lot that is defective will
be mistakenly accepted.  An

Figure F.10 - Sample OC Curve
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Operating Characteristic (OC) curve (see Figure F.10) is used to graphically depict these numbers along with
the probability that various levels of quality will be accepted under the sampling plan.

Another benefit to be gained from implementing SQC is the minimization of failure costs.  Failure costs result
from product defects and can be categorized as either internal failure costs or external failure costs.  Internal
failure costs result from defects that are detected after production is complete but prior to the product being sent
to the customer.  Internal failure costs include those associated with scrap and rework efforts, additional
inspection and testing of repaired parts, as well as the labor hours spent trying to identify the cause of the defect.
External failure costs result from defects being identified after the product has been provided to the customer
and include the costs associated with complying with product warranties as well as the loss of revenue due to
customer dissatisfaction.  SQC tools and techniques can be used to ensure the production and delivery of high
quality products, thereby reducing failure costs.

When successfully implemented and executed, SQC tools and techniques provide a reliable method for
analyzing and controlling production processes to ensure that quality parts are produced.  When manufacturing
processes are under control, product and process variation is minimized, and the overall quality of the end
product increases.  Higher quality products and processes result in increased productivity and customer
satisfaction, which improve competitiveness within the global market.
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F.1.23.  Tolerance Analysis

Tolerance analysis looks at the relationship of design tolerance (requirement) and manufacturing variation
(process capability) to define an optimal tolerance solution.  The method of tolerance analysis will depend upon
the method of manufacture and the tolerance range within which the parts may vary.  The key concept of
tolerance analysis is the interchangeability of parts.  If two parts can be switched in an assembly, they are
considered to be interchangeable.  In terms of fit, these parts are considered to be the same.  Tolerance analysis
will determine the limit to which these parts can vary and still be considered interchangeable.  As the tolerance
range approaches zero, the cost of manufacturing the part increases greatly.  Therefore, the goal of tolerance
analysis is to generate parts with as loose a tolerance as possible to minimize the production cost while still
meeting the conditions for interchangeability.  From a producibility standpoint, maximizing design tolerances
is a necessity for a robust design.

There are several types of tolerance analysis methods available depending upon the complexity of the assembly
and how conservative the design requirements are.  Following are examples of tolerance analysis techniques:

Arithmetic Worse Case (AWC):   AWC analysis is a straightforward linear addition and subtraction of worse
case tolerances. From a design standpoint, AWC is the most conservative of the techniques.   It does not
consider the statistical probability of interference fit or process capability, but focuses instead on design
specifications.  Generally, worse case analysis should not be used when the number of parts in the assembly
is greater than four.
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Root Sum of Squares (RSS):   RSS analysis produces less conservative results than AWC tolerance analysis.
RSS assumes that the design tolerance will fall within centered Six-Sigma limits.  This analysis exploits the
manufacturing probability that a part will tend more toward the median level of design dimension instead of
the maximum or minimum limits.  It does not take into account process mean shifts.

Dynamic Root Sum of Squares (DRSS) and Static Root Sum of Squares (SRSS):   These analyses
factor process mean shifts into the analysis and, therefore, produce less conservative results than RSS.
Process shifts at the component levels can, thereby, result in fit-up problems at the assembly level.  DRSS
inflates the assembly standard deviation but has little impact on the overall assembly mean (random process
mean shift).  SRSS assumes sustained mean shift conditions of each component in the assembly.
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F.2.  Producibility Software

Software applications that can aid in enhancing producibility are numerous.  In this appendix, available
software for some of the producibility tools and techniques discussed in this guidelines document are presented
in Figure F.11.  This software is grouped into the following categories:

F.2.1 Design for Assembly
F.2.2 Statistical Process Control / Statistical Quality Control
F.2.3 Simulation
F.2.4 Tolerance Analysis
F.2.5 Miscellaneous Producibility Software

It should be noted that maintaining an up-to-date list of software applications that address producibility is
impossible, because techniques are continuously refined and software applications are updated or are newly
introduced on a frequent basis.  This list of available software is provided only as a starting point.  The reader
is encouraged to gather additional information through Internet searches, the use of consultants, producibility
workshops, etc.

F.2.1.  Design For Assembly

Design for Assembly (DFA) software allows users to simulate and model process parameters and assembly
issues during the entire design phase, from conceptual design to detailed specifications of tolerance, form, fit,
function, costing, and manufacturing.  The software provides a systematic approach to analyze and evaluate
each component and assembly as it relates to identifying assembly procedures, an optimal sequence of operation,
operation cycle-time, and recommendations for redesign.  The software provides cost data, design guidance, and
producibility analyses to capture manufacturing process knowledge and use that knowledge to identify and
reduce costs at every stage of a product�s life-cycle.  These applications work with part geometry from feature-
based CAD models as input to the software.  The software examines fundamental design issues and anticipates
ease of assembly and manufacturing efficiency and provides preliminary cost estimates early in the design phase.
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F.2.2.  Statistical Process Control and Statistical Quality Control

A fully integrated statistical process control (SPC) / statistical quality control (SQC) system will merge design,
manufacturing engineering, and production management systems, such as MRP II systems, Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) systems, and Manufacturing Execution Systems (MESs).  The integrated systems will
evaluate and control production processes as well as monitor plant productivity and quality assurance.  The
system will collect critical production data from the plant floor and will maintain inspection data in a database.
Based on preset control limits, an automated integrated system is able to monitor and detect deviation from
target values and schedule maintenance activities based on rate of variation from target over time.  An integrated
system will also present critical production information in statistical process control and statistical quality
control charts, graphics screens, and reports.

F.2.3.  Simulation

Simulation software provides interactive 2D or 3D graphics simulation capability for engineers, operations
researchers, and other analysts to model conceptual and detail designs from design through manufacturing
planning to production operations.  Users may change the model to perform �what if� analyses and run cost
tradeoff studies to evaluate manufacturing systems design iterations and alternatives before building prototypes
or modifying existing designs.  The analysis allows the user to optimize critical plant floor design parameters,
including capacity, throughput, cycle-time, production yields, costs, and quality measurements.  On machining
operations, the model can simulate machine tool motions as they occur on the shop floor.  It can work with
numerical control programs to identify over-travel and detect potential collision problems, and can then compare
the simulated part against the design model to highlight any overcut and undercut conditions.  Work cells can
be simulated by using libraries of manufacturing resource components and models such as human operators;
materials, parts and components; and equipment such as robots, machine tools, cutting tools, work benches,
positional tables, gantries, and weld guns.

F.2.4.  Tolerance Analysis

Tolerance analysis software allows users to perform tolerance analysis and tolerance allocation to help
identify all contributors to both geometric and dimensional tolerances that impact manufacturing processes and
cost.  This software provides the capability to evaluate tolerance specifications of design to avoid and reduce
chances of assembly interference between adjacent mating components.  Potential stack-up tolerances between
mating parts in a complex assembly can also be analyzed.  Percent contribution and sensitivity of critical
dimensions in assembly can be calculated to changes in individual constraints. As tolerances are updated or
changed, the changes are compared and evaluated against the datum schemes for their impact on form, fit, and
function.  Quantitative impact on design decisions are evaluated for cost and producibility analysis.  The
software also allows users to compare measured data from an inspected part or assembly against original CAD
design tolerances. It can perform Go/No-Go checks and recommend rework for out-of-tolerance conditions.

F.2.5.  Miscellaneous Producibility Software

The following is a listing of Miscellaneous Producibility Software.  This category includes software for Quality
Function Deployment, Failure Mode and Effects Analysis, Risk Management, Design Tradeoff Analysis, and
Complexity Analysis.
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Figure F.11. - Producibility Software
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Figure F.11. - Producibility Software (continued)
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Figure F.11. - Producibility Software (continued)
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Figure F.11. - Producibility Software (continued)
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Figure F.11. - Producibility Software (continued)
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Figure F.11. - Producibility Software (continued)
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